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SUMMARY 
This is the final report for the NASA/Ford Ceramic Regenerator Systems Devel· 
opment Program. It describes all of the results obtained in this program, which 
started October 1, 1976 and was completed December 31, 1979. 
TASK I. CORE DURABILITY TESTING AT IGOoC (1472°F) 
Approximately 77,296 core hours of engine durability test at 8000e (1472°P) were 
completed under this program. This exceeds the Task I objectives which WAS 76,000 
hours at this temperature. 
Turbine engine durability tests on aluminum silicate regenerator coree show that 
this material is relatively impervious to chemical attack. Fourteen cores of this ma-
terial have each accumulated over 5000 hours of engine test at 8000 e (1472°F). and 
five cores have each attained the durability objective of 10,000 hours with a mini· 
mal amount of chemical attack damage. 
One thin-wall AS core has now accum~lated 10,000 hours of engine test. 
A Supplier D 'irst-generation MAS core has accumulated 5381 hours at 8000 e 
(1472°F). A Supplier D MAS core made from a more advanced material having 
lower thermal expansion characteristics and greater strength has now accumulated 
3518 hours. This latter core shows no evidence of thermal or chemical attack dam-
age. 
A MAS core made by Supplier I from extruded segments has now accumulated 
2474 hours at 8000 e (1472°F). This core also shows no evidence of thermal or ch.-:m-
ical attack distross. 
Little problem has been encountered with the elastomer which bonds the ring 
gear to the regenerator matrix for thick-wall AS or MAS assemblies. The elastomer 
cut from an assembly after 7000 hours of engine test, shows little sign of aging. 
Separations in the elastomer-matrix bond region have occurred on all of the 
weaker thin-wall AS cores bonded using the conventional technique. Utilization of 
a high·compliance elastomer system shows promise of solving this problem. Two 
different high compliance elastomer cOli.l1gurations were tested with a maximum of 
7954 hours accumulated on one core. 
The cement holding the hub inserts in place failed in eight out of the first eigh-
teen AS cores that have undergone engine test. A re-designed hub configuration 
which utilizes a solid ceramic rin~ around the hub insert was tested and appears to 
have corrected this problem. Approximately 35,000 hours have been accumulated 
on a sample of eleven of these re-design hubs with the highest hour one completing 
7200 hours of engine test. 
At the present time, thirteen engines have been on test with the current three-
point support or rim-mounting system. No major difficulties have been encountered 
after 6J.,114 hours. 
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The sprins and fixed roller ball bearings in the mounting system in all the en-
sinel were replaced by solid graphite bearings which do not require lubricationa. 
None of these bearings falled, and wear rate appears to be satisfactory with some 
graphite bearings having now accumulated 3600 hours. 
TASK II. CORE DURABILITY TESTING AT 1000°C (laaa°r) 
Twelve different regenerators have been tested at 1000°0 (1632°F) and this lam· 
pie has accumulated 28,834 hours at this temperature. This accumulation exceeds 
the Task II program objective of 28,000 hours. 
About 8071 hours of engine test at all average regenerator inlet temperature of 
982°0 (1800°F) have been accumulated on a Supplier A first-generation, thick-wall 
aluminum ailicate core, and 5411 hours at this temperature have been accumulated 
on a thin-wall core of the same material. Neither core shows any signs of thermal 
or chemical attack dAmage after this exposure. A total of four AS cores have each 
exceeded 5000 houh of engine test at this temperalure without distress. 
A second-generation AS material from Supplier A, which has higher temperature 
capability (11000 e" 2012°F), has accumulated 310 hours at 1000°0 (1832°F). This 
advanced material shows good mechanical integrity, !leal compatability and no 
signs of distress after this exposure. 
A core of Supplier D's second-generation MAS and another fabricated by Suppli· 
er I fr~,m extruded MAS segments were placed on test at 1000°0 (1832°F). These 
cores accumulated 437 and 236 hours, respectively. Neither core showed any sign of 
chemical or thermal distress after operation at this temperuture. 
TASK III. MATERIAL SCREENING TESTS 
The laboratory h.l6lS are more severe than the corrosive conditions prevalent duro 
ing normal engine operation. Thus, the test sequence provides an excellent screen-
ing procedure for determining likely materials that can survive engine durability 
testing. 
Based 011 test results from this task, the MAS matrix materials provide the best 
resistance to chemical attack in the engine environment for the regenerator applica-
tion. 
TASK IV. AEROTHERMODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE 
Since the start of this program in October 1976 nineteen matrices were evaluated 
in a shuttle rig, which exceeds the twelve sample task objective. Together with the 
twenty matrices evaluated previously the existing matrix sample size is thirty-nine. 
Twenty·five rectangular, eight sinusoidal, four isosceles triangular, and two hexago-
nal configuration comprise the present matrix sample size. 
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In addition. th" present sample size represents a good crou-section of the differ· 
ent manufactul'ing processes which are currently being evaluated as follows: 
1, Supplier A- Corrugating or extrusion 
2. Supplier B - Stacked extruded tubes 
3. Supplier C - Corrugating 
4. Suppliers D and E - Calendering 
5. Supplier I - Extrusion 
6. Supplier J - Embouing I)r stomped sheets 
Several factors that merit design considerations in the utilization of this test data 
were illustrated as follows: 
1. Matrix Quality 
2. Fin Geometry 
3. Aspect Ratio 
4. Length to Hydraulic Diameter 
Aerothermodynamic performance characteristics can be significantly altered by 
variations in fin shape uniformity. bond quality and sUl'face roughness. Bas~d on 
the present matrix sample size, up to 25% variation in overall fin efficiency can 
occur due to manufacturing process limitations. 
Utilizing overall fin efficiency (J/P) as a basis for comparison, and considering 
matrix fin configurations with equivalent hydraulic diameter, wall material thick-
ness, and flow length, the effect of fin geometry can be summarized as follows: 
1. The sinusoidal triangular structure appears to be the least efficient fin configura-
tion. An incrAase in heat transfer efficiency accompanied by all increase in pres-
sure drop can be obtained by reducing the aspect ratio of this type of surface 
geometry to approach the extruded isosceles triangular structure. 
2. For embossed rectangular structures, heat transfer and pressure drop character· 
istics appear to increase with increasing aspect ratio. 
When selecting a matrix fin geometry for a fixed size heat exchanger the effect of 
length to hydraulic diameter should be considered. If the L/DH of the partir-ular 
application is significantly different than the matrix test sample flow conditions, the 
performance characteristics of th~ matrix fin geometry should be adjusted accord· 
ingly. 
The first attempt to evaluate the effect of a wavy flow passage was completed. 
The wavy flow passage increased the heat transfer and pressure drop characteris-
tics 20% and 17.5%1 respectively for a 2% improvement in overall fin efficiency. 
The examples in this section have served to illustrate the important factors that 
must be considi3red when selecting an optimum fin configuration for a given heat 
exchanger application. When selecting the best existing fin geometry for a given 
heat exchanger size and flow conditions, the passage geometry, material thickness 
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and limitations of the method of fabrication must all be considered. Utilization of 
the alte'mate heat transfer (A) and prellure drop (C) characteristics accounts for ail 
of these factors for matrices fabricated from existing tooling. 
I When selecting the most efficient fin shape for a new set of tooling, the standard ~, heat transfer (J) and prellure drop (F) characteristics can be utilized, since the mo· 
~' terial wall thicknell is factored out. Once the desired fin geometry is I8lecled, the fabrication technique must be capable of producing the required material wall 
I thicknell and lample quality. This explains how an apparently less efficient fin shape (sinusoidal) can yield improved performance for a specific regenerator appli· cation due to the ability of the fabrication method to pl'Oduce a much thinner struc· ture. 
TASK V. DESIGN 81'VDIES OF ADVANCED REGENERATOR SYSTEMS 
Three matrix types have been characterized in terms of radial and tangential 
MOR and MOE and radial (}ompressive strength: the Supplier A wrapped, sinusoi· 
dol Pa88a~ tl AS; the Supplier 0 wrapped, rectangular passage MAS·2; and the Sup· 
plier I extruded triangular passage MAS. Weibull distribution of these data indio 
cates the variation in properties for each supplier are the result of processing 
variations between cores rather than fundamental material property differences. 
I 
j 
Threp,·dimensional finite element stress anaylsis of the above matrix configura· l tions indicated stress relief slots substantially reduce tangential stress in the rim of a 
regenerator. compared to an unslotted regenerator. Localized high stress regions do i 
I 
occur at the slot below the hot face. but they diminish rapidly with distance. Conse· I quently. they usually do not propagate to the hot surface of the core. 
I 
The maximum stress is a function of the number of equally spaced slots and the I I 
slot geometry. 'fhe slot geometries evaluated consist of a one inch radial depth at 1 j 
the hot face which is tapered axially to 25(1/0. 50%) or 100%, of the core thickness. i 
Tangential stress safety factors are defined as the ratio of maximum stress to avo I 
eraBe strength. Due to the large variance in physical properties of cellular ceramic 
structures, there is an equally large variance a. thermal stress safety factors. Conse· 
quently these values should be compared on a relative basis to determine durability 
potential for various designs. 
An axisymmetric finite element analysis indicates that in order to successfully 
bond a ring gear to a thin-wall AS core, a minimum reduction of 70% in apparent 
'" elastomer modulus is required, The interrupted elastomer configuration, which has I., 
operated successfully in the engine, has been shown to provide a 900/0 reduction in { 
apparent modulus compared to the standard configuration. 
A preliminary test evaluation indicates that with the exception of the inner seal 
crossarm, current state of the art seal coatings appear to be acceptable for 1200°C 
(2192°F) regenerator inlet temperature operation. Additional testing is required to 
establish the upper temperature limitation of the crossarm coating. 
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A material w~\h higher temperature capability, such 8S silicon nitride, may be 
required for regenerators where the inlet temperature exceeds 1100°C (2012°F) or 
1200°C (2192°F). Increased axial length and hydraulic diameter would have to be 
incorporated into regenerators of these materials to control pressure 1088 and still 
compensate for the axinl conductivity loss inherent with these high conductivity 
materials. 
TASK VI. THERMAL STABILl'rV TESTS OF CERAMICS 
The laborat()~' ;est data generated provides a basis for the determination of the 
potential service temperature capllbility of the various materials available for the 
regenerator application. 
The first-generation AS material appears to have insufficient thermal stability 
al:Jove 1000°C service. The second-generation AS material appears to have suffi-
cient thermal stability for 1100°C applications. 
Properly fired MAS matrices have demon '~trated thermal stability and excellent 
resistance to sodium ion attack at temperatures up to 1200°C. 
TASK VII. MANUFACTURING COST STUDIES 
An initial cost study was updated to include more recent process developments 
and to necount for inflntion and rising energy costs. In addition. two additional heat 
exchanger sizes applicable to automotive gas turbine engines were also evaluated. 
A cost comparison of two fnbrication techniques (conventional and zero-wind) 
was completed. Data for two regenerator core configurations indicate a production 
cost increase rangir.g from 15% to 26 l1/lJ, depending on core configurations. 
TASK VIII. CORE MATERIAL AND DESIGN SPECIFICATION 
A core material and design specification for n regenerative heat exchanger in-
tended for operation in a gas turbine engine with a maximum of 1000°C (1832°F) 
inlet temperature was completed. This procurement specification evolved from ex-
perience accumulated over the last thirteen years in laboratory and engine testing 
of ceramic materials proposed for service as regenerator cores in the Ford 707 Gas 
Turbine at 800°C (1472°F) and 1000°C (1832°F) maximum inlet temperature. 
The specification was written in a general sense and is intended to include a 
wide variety of ceramic materials fabricated into high open area cellular structures 
by anyone of a number of viable processes. These fabrication techniques include 
extrnsifll.t, wrapped paper, calendering, embossing, glass tube bundling and others. 
TASI( IX. PROJECT MANAGEM.~NT 
Program emphasis was directed to increased engine testing at 1000°C (1832°F) 
during the second quarter of 1978. In order to increase confidence level in B10 life 
,projections for AS cores, the original program was extended an additional year at 
no additional cost to NASA. 
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Based on an empirical reliability relationship from Weibull distribution theory 
the confidence level for AS cores varies from 470/0 to 800/0 for a 810 life at 800°C 
(1472°F) of 10,000 and 5000 houn, respectively . 
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INTRODUCTION 
Since 1965. Ford Motor Company has been engaged in developing a ceramic re-
generator system for use in gas turbine engines. Over 100.000 hours of engine oper-
ating experience have been ar.cl.lmulated on a sample of approximately 1,000 regen· 
erator cores fabricated of lithium aluminum silicate (LAS) and produced by two 
suppliers. 
By 1971, when Ford started limited production of the 707 series industrial gas 
turbine engine, it was believed that the regenerator system had a durabHity life of 
at least 4000 to 5000 hours. Because of unexpected sporadic failures in applications 
such as generator sets and pleasure boat installations, a new series of controlled 
durability tests was started. When these tests were terminated in August, 1973, 11 
core failures had occurred out of a sample of 30 cores on test. It was determined 
that the failures were primarily caused by a severe chemical attack on the lithium 
aluminum silicate material used. This test data showed that these regenerators had 
a Bl0 life of 600 hours and an average life of 1600 hours. 
Late in 1973. an engineering research program was initiated to solve the regener· 
ator core failure problem. The primary objective of this program is to develop ceo 
ramic regenerator cores that can be used in passenger car gas turbine engines, Stir-
ling engines, industrial/truck gas turbine engines and other industrial waste heat 
recovery systems. Specific durability objectives are defined as achieving a Bl0 life 
of 10,000 hours on a truck/industrial gas turbine engine duty cycle at a regenerator 
inlet temperature of BOO°C (1472°F). 
In late 1973 Ford funded several companies to develop new ceramic regenerator 
materials. By 1974, new materials, including aluminum silicate (AS) and a magnesi-
um aluminum silicate (MAS) were screened in laboratory and engine tests and 
found to have acceptable resistance to chemical attack. Regenerator cores made 
from new materials were placed on durability test late in 1974 and early in 1975. 
The Ford 707 industrial turbine was used as the test bed to evaluate these new 
regenerator materials and concepts. Since 1974, over 109,126 engine test hours 
(21B,252 core hours) have been accumul,ated on regenerator systems. 
Late in 1974, the Alternate Automotive Power Systems Division of the Environ-
mental Protection Agen.cy joined with Ford Motor Company in an UAutomotive Gas 
Turbine Ceramic Regenerator Design and Reliability Program." In early 1975, this 
program was transferred to the newly-formed Energy Research and Development 
Administration (ERDA), and since October 1,1976 this program has been under the 
direction of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). A descrip-
tion of the work conducted in these programs is contained in References 1 through 
B. 
The present DOE/NASA cost-sharing program with Ford Motor Company con-
tinues the ceramic regenemtor design and development work that was started 
under the original EPA/FORD contract. This latest program is subdivided into ten 
major tasks. These tasks are: 
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Task I - Core Durability Testing at 800°C (14720F) 
Task II - Core Durability Testing at 1000°C (18320F) 
Task III - Material Screening Tests 
Task IV - Aerothermodynamic Performance 
Task V - Design Studies of Advanced Regenerlltor Systems 
Task VI - Ceramic Thermal Stability Tests 
Task VII - Manufacturing Cost Studies 
Task VIII - Core Material and Design Specifications 
Task IX - Program Management 
Task X - Reporting Requireme.nts 
The technical progress in each of these tasks for the period from October 1, 1976 
to December 31, 1979 is recorded in the following sections of this report. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
TASK I. CORE DURABILITY TESTING AT 800°C (1472°F) 
i.A. INTRODUCTION 
Reference 1 describes the engine test results obtained by Ford Motor Company 
on lithium aluminum silicate ceramic regeneratorCJ used in the 707 turbine engine 
up to the end of 1973. These regenerator cores were mi1unted at the hub and driven 
through ceramic pins cemented into the rim. These data showed that chemical at· 
tack was the major cause of failure, and that this type of regenerator core configur. 
ation would have a 810 life of 600 hours and a 850 life of 1600 hours. A 810 life of 
600 hours was obtained from a Vveibull Analysis of the failur~s in this sample, and 
means that 10% of the regenerators of this configurat.ion will fail in less than 600 
hours of engine test. A 850 life of 1600 hours mean.s that 50°10 of the regenerators 
will fail in less than 1600 hours of engine exposure. 
By 1975 AS and MAS regenerators had been successfully fabricated, and these 
materials showed promise in both laboratory and accelerated engine tests. They 
were placed on long term durability tests and the results are reported in References 
2 to 8. The total accumulation of engine test hours since the start of the test program 
on January 1, 1974 is 109,126 hours (218,252 core hours). With respect to the current 
program with NASA, a total of 77,296 core hours have been accumulated at 800°C 
(1472°F) since the program was started on October 1, 1976. This test hour accumula-
tion exceeds the program objective for Task 1, which was an accumulation of 76,000 
core hou.rs. 
I.B. DISCUSSION 
I.B.l Durability Record of Aluminum Silicate Regenerators 
To date, 23 aluminum silicate (AS) regenerators, fabricated by Supplier A, from 
their original AS composition have been engine tested in the Ford 707 turbine. 
While all these cores contain the same material they can be broken down into two 
classifications depending upon their fin geometry and wall thickness. The original 
AS configuration was a thick-wall matrix containing about 900 holes per square 
inch. As part of a program to fabricate higher performanr.e rotary heat exchangers, 
Supplier A developed a thin-wall, aluminum silicate m ,drial. The thick-wall alu-
minum silicate has an average matrix wall thickness of O.l1mm (.0043 inch) while 
the thin-wall has a thickness of 0.07mm (.0026 inch) and contains 1300 holes per 
squa:.:e inch. A performance comparison, which is based on shuttle rig test results, 
shows that the thin-waH matrix will have an effectiveness at part power that is 
about 1-2% higher than that of the thid -wall matrix. This could be translated into 
about 5-10% gain in part power fuel economy when a thin-wall regenerator is oper-
ated in the 707 turbine engine. 
Eleven thick-wall AS cores were tested at 800°C (1472°F) under identical operat-
ing conditions and these cores make up the control sample on which durability 
projections will be based. The durability status of these cores is shown in Figure 
I.B.l.1. About 68,000 core hours of engine test have been accumulated on this alu-
minum silicate sample with four cores having attained the durability objective of 
10,000 hours. 
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Five thin-wall AS corel have allo been engine teoted at 8000 e (1472°F) al shown 
in Figure 1.0.1.2 and one core hal accumulated over 10,000 hours. 
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The running history of all Supplier A's AS cores that have been engine tested are 
shown in Figure I.B.l.3. This figure also includes the seven cores tested at 1000°0 
(1832°F) and described in Section II.B. Over 125,000 hours of engine test have been 
accumulated on this material. None of these cores show any serious signs of ther· 
mal distress or chemical attack damage. To date, a total of fourteen AS cores have 
accumulated over 5,000 hours and eight cores have each accumulated over 7,000 
hours of engine test without visual distress. 
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Figure I.B.l.3 Durability Record of All AS Regenerators Engine Tested in the Ford 707 
Turbine 
At least two failures are required before a VJeibull failure analysis can be made. 
Since there have been no true core failures of matrices made from this material, a 
failure analysis cannot be initiated. Utilizing the current individual core hours of 
all of the AS cores together with an empirical reliability relationship from Weibull 
distribution theory, the projected confidence level for various 810 life objectives 
were estimated as illustrated on Figure 1.8.1.4. 
This durability record of AS regenerators, and the fact that there were no failures 
of AS cores in over 125,000 hours of engine test, can be compared to the durability 
record of LAS regenerators. The Weibull plot shown in Figure I.B.l.5 and taken 
from Reference 1 is presented as background data to show the level of durability 
that could be expected with a Lithium-Alumina-Silicate (LAS) ceramic regenerator 
in 1973. It is based on a sample of 30 regenerators that were tested in 13 different 
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Ford 707 turbine engines. Approximately 38,000 hours of core durability were accu· 
mulated on the regeneratol'S used in this sample. The hours at which each of the 
eleven failures occurred is also tabulated in this figure. The failure data sugests 
that a 810 life of 600 hours and a 850 life of 1600 hours would probably be repre-
sentative of the durability of the 1973 LAS ceramic regenerators in most gas turbine 
applications. The AS test data, on the other hand, t:,hows an 80 Ct!/) confidence in 
achieving a 810 life of 5000 hours. 
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I.B.2 Wear of Aluminum Silicate Reseneraton 
Since the thin-wall AS material has 1/3 the strength of the old thick-wall LAS 
material. there Was some concern that a regenerator seal system that had been de-
veloped for the stronger thick-wall LAS material would damage the surface of the 
thin-wall AS material. A comparison of the core surface wear' under the peripheral 
seal rubbing shoe for both thick and thin-wall AS cores is shown in figul'e I.B.2.1. It 
is believed that, with the Ford seal shoe peripheral coatings, most of the core wear 
occurs when foreign debris is trapped or passes between the rubbing shoe and the 
core. Such debris m.ay consist of powdered insulation that has eroded off the main 
housing insulation blankets, other ceramic dust, Of' rust. This debris embeds itself in 
the softer, cold·side rubbing shoe coating. and as a consequence no core wear is 
observed on this face. The debris cannot embed itself in the harder. hot-side rub· 
bing shoe coating and will cause core surface weur in this lc..cation. The large scat· 
ter in the hot -side dahl reflects the random pattern in which wear occurs as well as 
measurement difficulty. WithAn the accuracy of these results it appears that the 
thin-wall core does not exhibit a significantly higher surface wear under the pee 
ripheral rubbing seul than does the thick-wall core. 
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Because of the core "dishing." which will be discussed in the next section. it is 
almost impossible to precisely measure core surface wear due to the crossarm rub· 
bing shoe. The measurements taken to dnte would suggest thnt neither the thick nor 
thin-wall cores show any measurable sign of surface wear due to the crossarm seal. 
While more data are needed, the thin-wall material appears to have enough integri-
ty to \4';., hstand normal seal shoe ruubing forceo. 
I.B.3. Chemical Attack Measurements on AS He.eneraton 
None of these aluminum silicate cores exhibit any of the signs of serious distress 
which are typical of chemical aunck. Two such signs are: the chemical composition 
remaining in the core after service and the amount the core has distorted or dished 
in its cold or free state. Chemical attack will cause lithium leaching 01' a change in 
the chemical composition on both the hot and cold side of the core. This lithium 
oxide loss or composition change in turn will cause a change in the crystal structure 
of the material resulting in a change in thermal expansion behavior and the genera-
tion of microcracks. As a consequence, one face of the core will grow more than the 
other. causing a dish or out·of·f1atness in the core when it is cold. 
Ten thick-wall aluminum silicate cores were t.lxamined for chemical attack by 
measuring their dishing or out-of-flatness in the free state. These values, along with 
the engine hours at which the measurement was made. are shown in Figure I.B.3.1. 
LAS regenerators usually dish 15 to 25 mils in 2,000 hours before they fail. All ten 
AS cores show little distortion which suggests that they have undergone little if any 
chemical attack damage. Since measurements were made on the cores that had 
accumulated 10,000 hrs. of test, these results are very encouraging. These data sup-
port the conclusions reached in the accelerated engine tests (discussed in Section 
111.0.3 of this report), and it appears that the aluminum silicate cores are relatively 
insensitive to chemical attack. 
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Figure 1.0.3.1 Dishing History of Thick Wall AS Cores 
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1.8.4. &utpended Tet •• of Certain Co .... 
In determining the statistical life of a component utilizin8 the Welbull theol y, 
both failed and operational components are considered in the analysis. The opera-
tional or "suspended" components, as they are called in statistical analy.ll, can be 
of two different types: those components which are still running when the tesUng is 
terminllted and those components which have been failed or damaged accidentally 
by an external source. In this latter category llre components that have been dam-
aged by failures of the test equipment itself. In this regenerator program cores 
which have failed because of mechanicll) loads, thermal stresses or chemical attack 
are considered to be true failures. There have been no such failures of AS or MAS 
regenerators. Cores that have been dllmuged as a result of mishandling or because 
of II fllnure somewhere else in the engine are considered "suspended" items and 
will be treuted as such in the Weibull Anlllysis. Nine such suspensions (Table 
1.8.4.1) occurred during the time interval covered by this program. 
Rt:A80N FOR TEST TERMINATION 
CO .. ~A8I"TY CRACKS POWER FROM TURIINE IN8UI.ATION GLAZED HANDUNO 
• (IIOURS, llUl CEMliNT FAILURE FAIWRt: FAILURE 
-_.-
34 5188 • 
!l4 7954 • 
511 1737 • 
53 10114 • 
:12 6936 • 
27 8071 • 
51 5250 . 
57 1i411 • 
47 4115 • 
'-
Table 1.8.4.1 Suspended Durability Matrices 
A power turbine failure occurred in ongine 506 and the two cores, No. 32 and 
No. 45 were damaged by debris. Only the surface was damaged in Core No. 45 
(Figure I.B.4.1) and it was returned to service. A cone-shaped hole (Figure I.B.4.2.) 
was punched in Core No. 32 by high v1elocitj' debris. Attempts to patch this hole 
and return the core to service resulted in a complet.e breakup of this core (Figure 
1.8.4.3). Testing of Core No. 32, which was a thick· wall AS core and had accumulat· 
ed 6935 hours. was terminated, thereforEI, by the accidental failure of a power tur· 
bine. 
Testing of another core, No. 53, was tl9rminated when this core was damaged in 
shipment. This core was being returned from the Supplier after having its hub reo 
paired (this problem is discussed in SeGtluil I.B.6) when it was broken in transit. 
Core No. 53 was a thin·wall AS core, and had accumulated 1U64 hours of engine 
test. 
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FI)(urc 1.8.4.2 
AS Cllrtl No. '-5 Showin)( Surfa«:.: Dal1HlKc 
frulll Pow. :r Turhinl ) Fuilurtl 
1.\ .:! 'J I N /~ f' A .; h !. ; 
I )}o' Po. 'R . ~ ',\ : r f) 
AS Core No. 32 Showin)( Iioic Made in Core 
h~ De hris from Powe r Turhinc Failure 
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Fill II rtl 1.0.4 J :\S ( :01"1 ' '\III .12 SlIm'. l lI g Fill . .! F,lillln' of Corn Inltlatllcl 
ill HI 'g lllll I ),IIII.l g l ' li ll\ 1'11\\ ,' I' i'llrhillf ! F.lilllrf! 
Core No. :14 was krllllll olll 't! .II :1\1111 It tll ll~ \dll ' ll (.1011 ~" \\hil.h Wt!re formed duro 
in).! rehondin).! of Ih,' IlId ) pi ()PoIg, It'd III Iltl ' 11111 .J lld (011 1,,('<1 01 S ( ':~ lIwnt to jam under 
the crdssurm selll (Figlll'l ' I./U .·l j. 'I'll( ' hilI> 11 '111"1111 11 ,,1 Lld( 'd ill Ihis core after 4750 
hours, callsin).( tIlt! hilI! til UIIl1I ' l ()ll~( ' .lilt! I rl '. lIillg tl1l'1 '(' r.l di .li cracks in ttw matrix. 
This type of failml' is ditrihlllt 'd I II ill1prnp"1 pIIH .I'ssi ng dllr;lIg fahrication and is 
not considered a tnll' CO l't ' Llillll'l ' Tlli ~ LltllIl't ' 11111dl ' ;Ind ti1/! mrrective IIction are 
discllssed in Sectioll I.B.!i of tIll S l't ' jl()11 ,\11 (' p('ri1l1l' Ilt.d hllh held in place with 
three r.eramic pins was tlH '1l « ' IIlI ' III I'd lil to pl.ll :t· i.l this com. It failed after an 
additional :HJ hours of I'ngilw It 's t. 01 1111 li ds !.d llll'(' 1 : .I I I~('1 1 all additional growth of 
the thrcI! (".racks initiatt)d d !lril1).! th l' l il,,1 hilI! I. ti llll'l '. :\ Ihird hllh, incorporating a 
ceramic rin).!, was tht !1l C(!l1lt !lllt ' rl III pl.lI t' dllli tilt ) Illdlri Cl'dcks propagated almost 
to the rim dllrin~ Ihis p['() C(' ~sil1 g . /\11 1'1 11l() hllllr~ ()I add itional e ngil~e luSt. these 
cracks allowed a segllH!Jlt to shill d :\l, dl ~ jdlll illillg d CI'(I'iSdrm st!al. 
Core No. 47 was install t'!! h.tL~\'.\ld s III till "Ilgin:' . Sillce lhl! ring gear extends 
closer to the cold facI ! thall 1111' hil t /.1( , (' III Ih( ' L()II' , Ihis improper installation reo 
slIhcd in the ring gt!ar stri killg tIlt' Ill.ll ll IlIlll"lllg \\'111 ' 11 tilt' f' l1,1!ine was started. The 
axial loud imparted to thl! con' I>~ ' tIll . h (Jl I ~i ll ).! Illig g l'dl' inll ~ l'fe:'e nce cilused the 
core to fail (Figllrc 1.11 .4.:i) . Till ! " ilillicl lit\ 1>t't\\ I't 'll Ihis Llilun' .Illel the ilxialload 
failure shown in Figurl! A.:... .2 (I f H('It ' II 'IlL!' I IS .q'jldn' lll. 
Testing of thin -wail AS Cort ' (I -,II \,tls "III1II1.1tl '<I dfll !1' 17:17 hours for the same 
reason Core No. :14 was t!'l'lllilldt, 'd TIll ' hi lI> Idil", 1 ill COl't' () . :i ti after 11 hours of 
engine test, and when it Wd <; I't ' CI' IlIl ' IlII '" h.lf .k ill pl. lL<'. r.l( lial crncks were gener· 
ated in the hllb regi on (Figlll'l ' I 1l .-l (i) '1111' Iwl! (dill!' I (H lSI ! i1gni ll after an addition· 
al 38 hours, nnd it \'\<a s dgdill It , 1I' !nt ' IlII 'I !. dJ.!)-! ld\ .tllll~ tlH' ('x isting cracks. Final 
failure occurred after 17:1! holll's \\1 11'11 Iht''>I ' udl.ks 1111. II~ propagated to the rim. 
figure I.B.4.4 
figure I.B.4.5 
Thick·Wall AS I.ore No. 34 Which Failed Due to Cracks 
That Were Initiated Durin~ Rehondin~ of Huh 
Thick·Wall AS Core No. 47 Damaged Due to 
Improper Engine Installation 
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"'IKurc 1.0.4.6 Thin-Wail AS Core No. 56 Stu.wlnK erach 
IntrUfflu;ed \\'lu:I1 Ilult Was R.,cenumted 
After II lIours of En)(ine Test 
Thin-wH!1 AS Core No. ~4 \Vas tl'nninuted after 7~)5.t hours when a hub cement 
failure occurred allowing thl! huh insert tn hm;onw loose (Figure 1.13.4.7). Although 
this was the first huh failml: for the particular core. the poor quality of the hub 
cement. particularly on the hot face. had heen nolt!d eprlier. The radial cl'acks gen-
erated in this t'ailul"C were serious lmough. so that it was decided to retire this core 
also. 
Four of the nine suspended tests were associated with a hub cement failure. 
Tl,ese huh cement failures . nre a function of the quality of ~ he assembly processing. 
This problem is discussed in detail in Sectiun 1.13.11 and a satisfactory solution. 
which has twen proven hy lmginc test. appears to exist. 
Two cores No. 27 and No . 51 wcrn damaged when insulation attached to metal 
parts in the hot flow path cam(! loose and ahraded against the mutrix surface. Core 
No. 27 was a thick-wall AS core which had operated for 8071 hours at 1000°C 
(1832°F). when the surface hecame so badl~1 danlaged hy this foreign material that it 
was retired . Core No, 51 was also a thick -w,li : AS core and had attained 5250 hours 
before insulation eroded the matrix material severely enough so that it also was 
retired. 
The hot face of the matrix in another core was melted locally by a failure of the 
fuel control and combustiun systems. Olll'ing an ahorted start. raw fuel impinged on 
this core while it was hot. The f\lel ignited and the smface of the core was melted 
or "glazed" to Fl depth of 6mm (.15 inch) over 10 /11 of the surface. This matrix. Core 
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No, ;'7, hlld accllmllialtlll ;,-411 hoiit's III 1I1II1l"l: t W:t~ " Fl \\'hl'll II "'.IS d.ll1lll~wd , II 
was a Ihin wall AS mall'ix , 
"'1)1111'1' \.IU ,7 Thill . \\,,,\1 :\S Con' No, 54 ~11II\\'ill): 1-' .. i1I11'I' of 1:1',1111'111 1I0llllill): IIlIh 11I~llrl 
III !'Ian' 
All nint' "SIISPt'lltll'"'' I'q':I'IlI'I'i1Il II'S \\'t'\'I' rt'lin'" ht'C:IIISI' Ihl'~ \ ':1'1'1' d ,!l lId~I'd h~,' II 
fl,lilllrt' in lilt' It'si ~IIS IUl'hilll' l'll~illl' ilsl'if III' hl'C.tIlSI' Id' !,IHI1' qllillil~ ' ctllllrlll "Ill'il\~ 
tilt' IIsst,t:lhly til' Ihl' 1:111'1' , NIl 11'111' t:lH'l!Iil :al .IILld. , Illt'Ch.tlli c: tl l(lad , IIi' I hi '1'1\1<1 I 
strt'SS fllihlrt's \\'1'1'1' "hsl'I"'I ,d ill i11\~ ' II!' Ihl'sl' cu rl 'S , 
1.0.5 Ournhilily Tt~st of " MU~lwsium Aluminum Silicalf~ Rt!~mwrntor 
Engillt' It ~ sls til' 1\V1i t'ddy r-.. t :\S \'t' ,L:t'I\I'l':Ilol's nl't ' dt'snillt'd ill St'1 :li1111 r-..t of RI,fl'l" 
t!IlCI' I , Ollt' (If Ihl'sl' ('"rl~' t\\r\S 1:(I\'t'S w ·':' \lllllll.\lt'd ·I ~ I; hul\l's III' 1'l\~il1t' 1t'~: 1 hl'hm' 
it WIIS I't'lin'd , Tht' It's'ill~ of Ihis Ctlrt' was It'l'I\lilllllt'd ",lIt'l1 Iht' u'III1'I11 h(lldill).! Iht' 
huh Ill' Ct'l\ll'l' sl,t:lioH ill !'lal :t' fllilt'd allt! CilllSt,d t! : III1i1~t' III Ihis I'q.:i(lll , SlIhst'tllll'lll · 
Iy. al\ impnl\'t,t! !,nICt'dlll'l' fill' lllllldil\~ Iht' \:t'IlII'1' illSl'1 I III Ihl' \'t ' si III' Iht' 1II.111'ix 
\-\lIS dl'\'t'lopt'tl. This prtlCl'dlll't' \\IIS IlSI,t! III CI'I111'111 11ll' 1:I'lllt'l' illsl ' l'l illill i \ r-..tr\S 
COl't' filhl'icillt,t\ h~ ' Supplil'l' I) , This COI'I', which is slHl\\' 11 ill I' iglll't ' I ,H,:-I, 1 WilS t'\,i1I · 
\Iatt~d ill holh tilt' i1cCt'lt'l'illt,t\ t:llt'mic:d illl,\( :k t'llgil1l ' 1t'~1 ,lilt! lllll .l~ It'l'I11 \'Ilglllt' 
durahilily It !sls [Rdt'I'I'IlCt' ~l , II hilS Illl\\' i1CClll1\lllalt,t! :;: \11 t 11I1,d 1\II\I!'s of t'll~lllt' 
It!sl , 
.) 1 
Filoturu 1.8.5 .1 Firsl t;tlIltlruliult l\t AS t{f!)CllIlOrntor 
Fnhrlt:.IItHI h~' Supplitlr J) 
The core had dovt!lllpt'd tllt!l'lIlal stl't~SS cl'llcks in tilt! slll'Ct! ht!lween the stress 
relid slots. Tht!sn cracks. which Wt'l't! nolt!tI aflt!1' :.!lltl hOlll's "I' tt!stin~. aw shown in 
Fi~llre 1.11.:; .2 . TIlt! cracks art! attl'ihlltt!d to th~!I'I1H1l strnSSt~s. ilt'callsll the MAS 11111· 
terial used in this cort! I' as a I'dati"t!!), high cildficit!nt III' tlwrmal t~ xpansion und 
the core was Opt ! I'II\t~d al tt!lIll l( : latlll't~S lip til UOW' C 1147:.! °F). TIlt! anillysis conduct · 
cd in Section V.B.2 of this report on this SalllI! high t!xpansion MAS material with II 
slotted rim showed that lit tht'st! ttnllpt!l'iIlul't!s tlw rim tlwrlllal stress safety fHctm 
could Iw suhstantially ht'low IInit) . TIlt! matmial in tilt! rim an!a. tlwrdore. would 
he expec\t!d to fail and dt'vt'\op tlwl'mal cra::ks. Tht!st! cracks pl'lIpa~ated inl'o II 
rt!~inn helow tilt! I't'gtnlmator sual ShIH! innl!l' dianwtm. v.Ilt!I't! tilt! ceramic is in a 
state of compression. and then tlwy stahilizt!d . 
Aftllr I:;:;:.! hOllrs lin tilt! ~1t\S con'. a saft!t)' dt'vict! callst!!1 the t!l1~ine 10 shllt 
down automatically hl!CaIlS(! of an (J\'t!rt(!I11IH'ratl\l'l! which was caused by clo~ged 
1.l1l~inc ail' inlet filters . Un Ii!anlm· n illspt!ction. it was fOllnd that st!vCl'al of Ihe rim 
cracks in Ihe MAS COI't! had propaga:ed radially inwllrd . Tlws(! cl'Hcks cnn he seen 
in Ihe ph()t()~raph lakt)l\ after tilt! t ! nWI'~ency shlltdown and pwsenled in Figure 
I.B.5.:J. An uxarnillatioll of the ('(!col'dt!d t!ngilw data showt!!l that the cores uperaled 
al progrcssivcl) higher It!mpl!rattll't!s. in t!xn!ss of w)tI "C IIStl2°F). for the last 25 
hours as the filters c1o~~ed . Tht!St! hight!1' tt!mpmatl\l'es incl't!ilsed the thermal stress 
and reduced the rim slIfd), factor an additional IS to ~fij "l . so that it was well below 
unity. Apparently the added tlwrma\ strain induced in the rim (If this MAS core 
caused the original cracks to pl'llpa~attl . 
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"'I)turl~ I.R.S.2 MAS HI!I>Wlwrlllnr Him SlltI\\'ill~ Tlwrlllul Slrt'ss Crild.s I.III:uh!tI 1I1!lwI!I!1I 
SIrI1SS Hdld SllIls Aftm Opt!rillillll ill "1I11 "C ('-InOF) 
Fi~url ! 1.11.5.3 Tlwrlllill Slress Cracks ill "'AS Cllrl! Aftl!r 
OJlI:rillioll ill "511 "(; (15Ii2 ''I-') 
Even wilh e1ongatl~d cracks. thl' l'I'g' !!ll'l'iltOI' was still ()pt ~ l'ati(lllal alld it was rc -
turncrlto servict' . It accllIllIdatt't! all additio!lal : lH ~n hOlll's at BOll oe 11472 ° F) b~ the 
cnrl of the rl~p()rt pt!riod for a total I! llgilw Iif(' (If :i:IH 1 hllllrs. As described in Sec -
tion l.B.tl of this wpmt. tlw hllh of this COrt' 1:.1111(' loost' (hit' to a Ct'l1wnt failure after 
3752 hours. hut tilt! hllh WitS rt'pitil'l 'd illHI lht ' cor!.' retllrnud to S()I'\·iCt!. 
2' 
DurinM tilt! firsl six monlhs of W77. suppliur D successfully fuhriculml severnl 
cores mndo from a new MAS I1lllluriul whiLh is slronMur und hilS lowor Ihermul 
expnnsion churnclnrislics Ihun Ihtl mnleri,,1 usml in Iho oriMinul Ihree coros. The 
first of theso ~ec:ond ' MontJrution MAS cows wus plnced on tlI1Mine lost lownrd the 
unci of 1977. 
This nnw cow is shown in FiMuW I.B.;' .4 .. nnd il is uppumnl Ihul Iho hub im~erl is 
smnllor Ihun Ihul of Ihe oriMinnl MAS core shown in Fi~ure I.B.5.1 . This should 
clecronse Ihe Iikolihoocl of prohlmlls in Ihe huh umu. The new core hus essenliully n 
squuro passllMll with II hydrnulic diunwler of .n;,;, mm (.O:W in) and II coli eounl of 
140 holes/squaw ern (YOO holes/ s'luurtl inch). while Iht! ol<lm core hlld II hydrnulic 
diameler of 1.0U2 n1l11 (.04:i in) lind u cell counl of ;, I .;' holos/ s'luaw em (332 
holos/squllm inch). The ~o()nltllry of lilt! IHlSSU~(l in Ihe new core is more d(l~irnhle 
for uso in n MUS Iurhirw upplicillion. 
I-'i)t II rc: 1.8.:; ." Sncond (;mwflltlon MAS Core Mild.: h~' SlIpplit:r D 
with 'Ill Allnuu:t:cI MIlIt'rilll 
Althou~h it is nol appan!nt from thl! ph()t()~l'aph. tilt) sll'oss I'dit ! vin~ slots extend 
nil Ihe wily to thl! culd fllct! and tilt! I'in~ ~eal' is hondl!d to tilt! cow wilh a ~renler 
cornpressivt! preload in lilt' asst!mhly of thu nmv con!. Both of Ilwstl chan~es wew 
incorporaled 10 increase th(' rim tlwrmal·strt!ss saft!ty factor and are analyzed in 
delail in StH:lion V.B.:! of Ihis rt!port . This analysis sll~~esls Ihilt Ihis new second· 
generation MAS malerial \\ ith tilt! im! ;w\'t!d stress relinf techniqlles will reslllt in a 
regeneralor Ihill is capahle of opt'ration at 1Il0W' C (w:t! Fl. This core accumulaled 
:J518 hours hy the end of tht! pro~ral1l . 
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Early in 1979 Supplier I successfully fabricated a full·size MAS material core, 
which consists of 35 extruded segments as shown on Figure I.B.5.5. This core, which 
features the desirable isosceles triangular matrix geometry, has a stress relief slot 
between each of the 22 outer segments which essentially means that the rim has 44 
stress r~lieving slots. This core is also bonded to the ring gear with a large com· 
pressive pre· load to reduce tangential thermal stresses. Since this MAS material 
also has a relatively low thermal expansion characteristic, analysis shows that it too 
is cupable of operation at 1000 0 e (1832°F). In fact. as described in Section II.B. a 
cme of this configuration has been successfully operated at this temperature. This 
particular core attained 2474 hours at 800 0 e (1472°F) by the end of the program. 
Fi)olurc I.D.S.S Supplicr I Full·Size MAS RcgClwrator Fahricatcd from 
Extrudcd Scgmcnts 
During the latter part of 1979 a full·size MAS material core was received from 
Supplier E. This core was fabricated by the embossing process and consists of rec· 
tangular flow passages with a nominal 5:1 aspect ratio. A total of 120 hours at 800 0 e 
(1472°F) were accumulated on this core. 
Figure I.B.5.6 summarizes the operating experience with MAS regenerators. Sup· 
plier D's first-generation regenerator accumulated 5381 hours and their second·~en· 
eration acculllulated 3518 hours by the end of the program. The segmented core of 
Supplier I had accumulated 2474 hours when this ceramic regenerator development 
program was completed in December 1979. Although a larger core sample and 
more test hours would be desirable. all the data accumulated to date indicates that 
MAS is a viable material for a rotary. ceramic heat exchanger. 
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HOUR' 
Of 
ENGINE 
TEST 
1ST GENERATION 
MAS MATERIAl 
2ND GENIERATION 
MAS MATERIAl 
- SUPPLIER 0 ---- SUPPliER I SUPPliER E 
~'I~uro 1.0.5.6 J)lIr.llhllily Hm;orcl of MAS HOKcncralors 
I.B.6 Hub Cement Failures of AS Regenerator! 
During the third quarter of HI71l ullder all earlier pro~ral1l. the cement holding 
the hub insert in place failed in thrt!t! diffo:'mlt thick -wall AS cows. These cores 
had accumulated H hol1l's. fiB h(llll's. illld :!:HiH hours at tilt! time of failure. Photo-
graphs of the 2:UlH htll1l' fililu('( ! alld tht' hub illst!rt am shown in Figures I.B.6.1. and 
I.B.6.2. In each case the fnillll'l ! WilS alll'ihllttld to irnpl'Oper composition or improper 
processing of tl\(! C(!I1Wllt itsdf. 
FIKllre 1.0.6 .1 AS Core No. 43 Afler Failure of Ccmenl 
OoncilnK ttuh Inserl In Place 
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During this program. five additional hub cement failures occurred. Two were 
thick·wall AS cores with 58 and 4750 hours and the three others were thin·wall AS 
cores with 11. 1604 and 7954 hours. All aight failures contained the same cement 
and processing procedure. Thus. ei~ht failures have occurred in the twenty· three 
AS cores of this configuration that have been tested in the Ford 707 turbine. 
This cement. which was developed specially for use wit h AS mal ··rial. relip.s on a 
foaming action or expansion when it is fired to properiy bond the two ceramic 
pieces together. An examination of Figure I.B.6.2 shows that this foaming action 
occurred at both faces of the insert. but d:d not take place in the center. The ce-
ment actually shrank away from the cemmic in the center portion of the matrix. 
The insert was held in place. therefore. by iI thin hand of cement at each core face. 
As the engine housing distorts ur creeps with operating hours. slight additional seal 
rubbing forces are applied to this section of the matrix. These slight ndditional 
forces may haVf~ caused this thin hand of good cement to fail. 
Figure 1.0.6.2 Huh Insert from Core No. 43 with Non·Foamed 
Ct:ment in Center 
The failurr of the cement that attaches the matrix hub insert is primarily a quali· 
ty control problem. When properly processed the cement has good durability paten· 
tial as evidenced by the Weibull distribution for these cores. Figure I.B.6.3. Based 
on Weibull distribution theory. 10 1/,( of these matrix inserts would be t;xpected to 
separate after 30 hours of engine test. Conversely. four of the five cores that have 
attained 10.000 hours durability contain the original mutrix insert hub. 
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CORE HOURS 
Failure History or AS Cores with Supplier A Foam Cement 
In an attempt to return the cores with the failed hubs to service without removing 
the ring gear, the hubs were cemented in place with a low temperature cement. 
Figure I.B.6.4 shows a thin·wall AS cor~' with a new hub held in place with this low 
temperature cement. This approach was abandoned when engine test experience 
showed that 500 hours was the best that could be expected with this procedure. 
As a further attempt to increase the strength of the low temperature cement bond, 
throe or four holes about 19 mm (0.75 inch) in diameter were core drilled at the 
point between the hub insert and the matrix. Then ceramic "roll pins" were ceo 
mented into these holes. Since this latter approach resulted in no additional dura· 
bility gain, the low temperature cement was abandoned. 
It has been necessary to remove the ring gears and return the cores to the Suppli· 
er for installation of a new hub using a high temperature cement. This approach 
destroys the elastomer and the running history accumulated on it. A thick·wall core 
that has a new hub held in position with a high temperature cement is shown in 
Figure I.B.6.5. 
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Figure 1.8.6.5 
'I'hill-\\'IIII AS Ctln~ wllh Itll" Hcpalrecl 
wilh 1.0\\ Tmnpl~ rillllrl ~ Cflllllml 
Thid..-\\'illl AS Core No. 43 with HII" 
HI!pairccl wilh Hi)(h Temperalure 
Celllenl alld Solid Ceramic Hill~ 
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In thil arrangement the hub II cemented Into a thin. SO mm (.25 inch) wide. solid 
ceramic ring and this .uboauembly i. then cemented into the matrix. The ceramic 
ring allowl better control of tempetrature durilll the firing of the cement, and it olIo 
provides a better match of the thermal expansion characteri.tica of the in.ert·matrix 
bond area to the relt of the matrix. 
As described in Section 1.0.4 the core. can be damaged when the hubs fail 
and/or during the subsequent repair. Thi. fact i. illustrated by comparing Figure 
1.8.6.1. and I.B.6.5 taken of Core No. 43 befoa'e and after hub repair. Small radial 
cracks are seen in Figure I.B.6.1 after the initial hub failure. The additional process· 
ing nnd another high temperature firing which are required to recement a new hub 
in place have caused these cracks to grow significantly al shown in Figure I.B.6.5. 
As noted in Section I.B.4 this damage, which occurred during the hub failure and 
subsequent repair, eventually caused the failure of Cores No. 34 and No. 56. New 
cores with the ceramic ring holding the hub insert in place do not show any distress 
in the hub region. 
Since late 1977 all active AS cores that have undergone hub failures have been 
repaired to this configuration. and all new cores received from Supplier A have 
been built with this design. As a result. eleven cores with this new hub configura-
tion have been on durability test since 1977, and their durability record is shown in 
Figure I.B.6.6. One of these cores has accumulated over 7200 hours, but one low· 
hour failure occurred in late 1977. In this failure the ceramic ring and the hub 
insert itself were shattered into tiny fragments. The cause of this failure remains 
unexplained, since the cement bond between the insert and ring. as well as be-
tween the matrix and ring, was found to be in excellent condition. The ring itself 
was well within expansion and compositional specifications. The failure appears to 
have been initiated by an unknown external source. More engine test hours are 
needed to see if this kind of failure will recur, but the durability record of the rest 
of this sample is very good. 
A Weibull analysis of the original hub cement configuration indicates a 810 life 
of 30 hourfol. The redesigned hub. which consists of the hub insert cemented into a 
thin ceramic ring which is then cemented into the matrix. appears to have corrected 
this problem. Although one early hour failure of this configuration is still without 
explanation, the other ten hubs of this configuration have accumulated 35,000 hours 
of engine test without distress. Since at least two failures are needp.d before a 
Wei bull failure analysis can be made, a projection on the 810 life of the reo 
designed hub cannot be made. Its durability and reliability, however, appears to be 
adequate. 
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I.B.7 Hub Cement Failures of ~iAS Regenerators 
Hub cement failures have occurred in MAS regenerators, causing the hub insert 
to come loose. All of the MAS cores tested to date have had their hubs assembled 
with a cement that cures at a low temperature. This type of cement is similar to that 
used unsuccassfully with the AS cores as illustrated in Figure I.B.6.4. The durability 
record of this class of cement with the MAS regenerator hubs is much better than 
with AS hubs. The better performance of this cement in the MAS core is attributed 
to the fact that the expansion of this material more nearly matches that of the ce-
ment, and this MAS nlaterial is stronger in the radial direction and better able to 
withstand any additional matrix-cement expansion mismatch. 
Figure I.B.7.1 shows the hub cement failura that occurred in the Supplier D's 
first-generation MAS core described in the previous section. The hub in this core 
had been cemented in place with the same low temperature cement used with the 
AS core shown in Figure I.B.6.4. The cement used in the MAS core lasted 3752 
hours before it failed. The hub in this core was recemented with low temperature 
cement and has accumulated another 1628 hours. Figure 1.8.7.2 shows a hub failure 
that occurred in Supplier D's second-generation MAS regenerator after 473 hours. 
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The other second-generation hubs were operational after 110 and 3514 hours. It 
shc.'uld be noted that only a limited nu.nber of these MAS cores were fabricated. 
and the hub cementing techniques and processing were still in the early stages of 
development. It is believed that the test data acquired to date on MAS COl'8S shows 
that the potential exists for utilizing a low-cost. low-temperature-curing cement to 
assemble the hub insert to the matrix. More proce~s development is l'aquired on 
this approach. 
These hub failur~s are still not considered to be a serious. fundam.ental problem. 
Low temperature cement has shown reasonable durability in MAS cores. and with 
improved proceaqing control may be adequate for this material. 
I.D.8 Matrix-Elastomer Dond Separation 
Reasonably good durability has been obtained with the elastomer bonded ring 
gear on the thick-wall Af, core. Although separation did occur as low as 315 hours. 
the separations. for the most part. were traced to installation of the core in an en-
gine with a worn pinion. The step wear pattern on (hese pinions introduced an 
axial load on the ring Bear and elastomer which eventually caused a separation in 
the matrix-elastomer interface region. 
As reported in Section B of Reference 2. the elastomer shows little deterioration 
with running hours. This was confirmed recently when measurements of elastomer 
hardness (durameter) were taken from the core that had accumulated 6935 hours 
before it was Irreparably damaged by a power turbine failure. The average 
durameter values radially and axially throughout the elastomer after 6935 hours of 
engine test are shown in Figure I.B.B.l. The approximate initial hardness after cur-
ing is about 70. Th~~ elastomer tends to soften slightly during initial exposure to 
temperature. followed by a gradual increase in hardness. The data from the 6935 
hour regenerator shows that on the exposed cold and hot faces the elastomer hArd-
ness has exceeded its initial value. The data also show that it is still softer than its 
initial value in the inside of the elastomer where it waR not exposed to an oxidizing 
atmosphere. This indicates good stiffness stability at operating temperatures for the 
present polymer after almost 7000 hours of test. Since hardening with time at tem-
perature is not excessive. the elastic modulus should also be stable. Consequently. 
for a given ring gear deflection during engine operating conditions. the radial ten-
sile load on the core should be unchanged. 
The results obtained with the same elastomeric drive on the thin-wall AS core 
have not been as successful. Since the thin-wall matrix has a thinner cross section. 
it will be weaker and have less capability for carrying thermal and mechanical 
loads. Every thin -wall AS core, bonded with the same procedure used with the 
thick-wall cores, has had a separation in the elastomer-matrix bond area. 
Some separations even occurred during bonding; an example of this is illustrated 
in Figure I.B.8.2 which shows the rim damage suffered by a thin-wall core in the 
bonding fixture. Every one of these thin-wall elastomer-matrix bond area separa-
tions occurred in the weaker matrix material. This is illustrated in Figure 1.8.8.3 
which shows the matrix securely attached to the elastomer. A more detailed exami-
nation shows that ceparation occurred in the second or third ceramic corrugation 
under the one attached to the elastomer. 
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Elastomerically Bonded Ring Gear Which Has Separated from a Thin-Wall 
AS Core During Engine Operation 
The transient stress in a ceramic regenerator can be reduced by introducing a 
compressive load at the rim to counterRet the operating tensile thermal stresses. 
This is accomplished in the Ford regenerator by bonding the ring gear to the core at 
an nlevated temperature. The resulting contraction of the ring gear on cool down, 
after the elastomer has been allowed to cure at the higher temperature, provides a 
radial compressive preload on the regenerator. The amount of preload can be ad-
justed by changing the bonding temperature or by modifying the configuration of 
the elastomer. Three different levels of compressive preload have been applied to 
the thin-wall core with inconclusive results. 
The zero compressive preload is accomplished by bonding the gear and curing 
the elastomer at room temperature. This results in a maximum operating radial ten-
sile load being applied to the core by the more rapidly-expanding metal gear during 
engine transients. The single thin-wall AS core bonded with zero preload separated 
after 239 hours of engine test. 
Three thin-wall cores were bonded Ht an intermediate temperature resulting in 
an intermediate compressive preload on the core at room temperature and a re-
duced radial tensile load on the core during transient operation. Two separated at 
low hln .. rs while the third was on the verge of separation at 1064 hours when the 
hub of this particular core came loose . 
. A maximum compressive preload is accomplished by bonding and curing the 
elastomei' at its maximum possible temperature. This compressive preload neutral-
izas the greater growth of the ring gear during transients so that the elastomer is in 
a low stress state under these conditions. Two cores were bonded with a maximum 
compressive preload. One core developed so many cracks as it cooled down that it 
could not be used for engine test. The othel' core developed a crack but v:as placed 
on engine test. A separation in the elastomer-matrix bond region occurred in this 
core after 3885 hours. 
Recent measurements of the thin-wall AS matrix physical properties shows a 
large variation in strength. In addition, both the tensile and compressive radial 
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strength of this matrix is very low, so that even moderate compressive or tensile 
loads during bonding or during engine operation will cause cracks and/or separa-
tion. This material data is presented in Section V.B.t of this report. The eventual 
solution to this problem is the development of a hish-compliance. low modulus 
elastomer system to reduce the stress on the core during bonding and during engine 
operation. The chemical development of a high-compliance elastomer has not been 
pursued at Ford because of the significant amount of time and effort that may be 
required for this approach to become feasible. 
. 
Alternate approaches for increased compliance utilizing mechanical changes, but 
still retaining the same elastomer, are shown in Figure I.B.8.4. The upper configura-
tion in the illustration incorporated over 300 holes in the elastomer and results in a 
500/0 reduction in the radial modulus of the elastomer. The lower configuration 
utilizes slots to reduce the radial modulus by almost 95%. Both are discussed in 
greater detail in Section V.B.3. 
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Figure I.B.8.4 Compliant Elastomer Schemes 
The tAst results obtained to date on these various approaches are summarized in 
Figure I.B.8.5. The cores shown on the left hand side of the figure are those that 
were described earlier and were bonded at three different levels of preload, utiliz-
ing conventional bonding techniques. Separation ranged between 239 and 3885 
hours. The middle group is the elastomer containing the 300+ holes and having a 
modulus reduction of 500/0. One early hour separation suggests that this approach is 
marginal and a greater reduction in modulus is I·equired. Experimental and analyti-
cal evidence presented in Section V.6.3 shows that the eventual solution to this 
problem is the development of a high-compliance elastomer system in which the 
modulus of the elastomer is reduced at least 70%. This conclusion is supported by 
engine operating experience, presented in Figure I.B.8.5, which shows that a SOo/v 
reduction in modulus is inadequate and failures will occur with this arrangement. 
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Durability Record of Thin-Wall AS Regenerators Utilizing Different 
Elastomer Bonding Approaches 
Two different slotted regenerator configurations are now on test in which the 
modulus of the elastomer has been reduced by 90-95%. One of these assemblies 
has now accumulated 7954 hours of engine test (Figure I.B.8.5). This configuration 
incorporates slots in the elastomer (Figure I.B.8.6) to reduce the modulus. In the 
other configuration these slots are filled with foam rubber. It is believed that the 
second configuration with the foam rubber functions identically to the first during 
engine operation, provided the foam is not continuously bonded to the matrix or 
ring gear. One separation occurred with the foam·filled slots in which the foam was 
securely bonded to both matrix and ring gear. Use of the foam rubber simplifies the 
gear-elastomer assembly process. 
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Figure I.B.8.6 High Compliance Elaltomer Dellgnl 
Since 1978, all thick and thin-wall AS cores have been elastomerically bonded 
with the high-compliance, slotted configuration. The data accumulated to date sug-
gest that this approach will result in the successful elastomeric bonding of the ring 
gear to thin-wall AS cores. There have been no matrix-elastomer bond separations 
with MAS cores, which are bonded with a continuous strip of elastomer. 
I.B.9 Drive and Support System 
Until the end of 1973, the Ford 707 regenerator drive and support system consist-
ed of cylindrical solid ceramic pins cemented into the rim of the core. Spring clips 
provided an attachment between the ring gear and the solid ceramic pins in the 
rim. The core was mounted at the center through a solid ceramic center hub. This 
drive and support system is described in detail in Sections J and K of Refet'ence 1. 
In 1974, the design and development of a rim mount or three-point support sys-
tem was initiated to facilitate the development of new chemically resistant ceramic 
materials. With this drive and support system, parallel development efforts for solid 
ceramic and cement technology were eliminated. Consequently, the present three-
point support system contains a regenerator matrix which does not contain solid 
ceramic pins or a solid hub. The ring gear, which is attached to the rim with an 
elastomer, is supported at three points (Figure 1.8.9.1.). In addition to the main de-
sign impetus of maximizing the effort to develop new ceramic matrix materials, the 
elastomeric, rim-support system has the following advantages when compared to 
the earlier spring clip, hub-support system: 
1. Reduces the possibility of cracks initiated by mech~nical, thermal, or chemical 
stress from propagating to a center hub, and/or pins which ultimately separate 
from the matrix causing ring gear disengagement and engine shutdown. 
2. Eliminates the need for a costly second firing of the matrix, which is required to 
cement the solid ceramic pins and hub to the core. 
3. Permits the effective use of a continuous rim core with stress relief slots, which 
will be discussed in detail in Section V.B.2. 
The present three-point system design (Figure I.B.9.1) has eliminated the bearing, 
ring gear and matrix problem areas which were associated with the first two design 
attempts. The early design configurations are described in detail in Section B of 
Reference 1. 
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Figure I.B.9.1 Photograph of ford 707 Turhlne En)!lnc Houshl)! 
Show In)! Modifications Rcqulrcd to Incorporate 
the Present Rim SlIpport System 
Figure 1.8.9.2 illustrates the force diagram of the present design. Since the major 
reaction force is at the fixed roller location. a )oke with two rollers is utilized (Fig-
ure 1.13.9.3) at thi:; point. Thu lightly loaded spring rolle r and pinion locations arc 
shown on Figures I.n.n.4 and I.B.9.S. respectively. Excep\ for the pinion locaiion the 
roller assemblies contain an outer mer.! support ring (Figure 1.13.9.6) for the bearing. 
This provirles additional rigidity. reduced bearing speeds. and lower contact stress-
es in the bearing. 
Figure l.fJ.:1.2 
TORaUE = Gila N·m (SO() l il .· FT .i 
WT = 222 N (50 LB .) 
Fy = VERTICAL SEAL REACTION FORCE :; 445 N (100 LB.) 
F x = HORllONTAL SEAL REACTION FORCE = 445 N (100 LB .) 
FR:;: GEAR SEPARATING FORCE = 6611 N (150 LB .) 
FT = GEAR OR(VING FORCE == 1870 N (430 LB .) 
f F = TOTAL FIXEO ROLLER REACTION fORCE = 2710 N (610 LB.) 
fS == SPRING ROllER fORCE = 222 N (50 
fp = PINION ROLLCR fORCE = 445 N (100 LB,) 
Regenerator Force Resolution for the Modified 
Rim Support System at 680 Nm (500 ft . lhs) 
Torque Condition 
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Figmn I.H.9.4 
PhololCraph of Ford 707 Tllrhinc EnlClnc lIollsin)! 
Showin): l.ocation or Fixed, Support Rollers 
Photo):raph of Ford 707 Turhine f"nginf' Housing 
Showin): Lociltion of SprinlC-l.oaded Roller 
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Figure I.B.9.5 
Figure I.B.9.6 
Photograph of Ford i07 Turhlne Engine Iiousing 
Showing Location of Drive Pinion Assemhly 
Photograph Showing Ball Bearing. Outer Race 
SlIpport Ring and Snap Ring 
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In an effort to develop u more maintenance-free system. the bull bearings were 
r~placed with a solid gruphite beuring. This graphite bearing along with its ollter 
steel roller or tirt" is shown in Figure I.B.9.7. The graphite bearing is held in the 
steel tire with snap rings. The durubility record of these graphite bearings is tabu -
lated in Table I.B.9.1. In the spring roller location the bearing carries a 222N (50 Ib) 
load and in the fixed roller locution it curries 1355N (305 Ib) loael. None of these 
bearings huve fuiled unci the wear uppeurs satisfuctory. By mid-1978. all of the en-
gines then on test hud boen converted to the gruphite bearing system. 
Figure I.B.9.7 Photograph Showing Graphite Bearing. Outer Race Support 
Ring. Shaft. Snap Ring and Yoke 
TOTAL HOURS 
NO. TESTED 
AVE. TIME 
MAX. TIME 
ROLLER 
FIXED SPRING 
40287 
24 
2010 
3600 
37296 
20 
1865 
3600 
Table I.B.9.1 Durability Record of Graphite Bearings In the 
Fixed Roller and Spring Roller Locations 
At the present lime. thirteen engines have been on test with the current three-
point support syslem. No major difficulties have been encountered after 61.114 
hours. 
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I.C. TASK SUMMARY 
Approximately 77.298 core hours of engine durability test at 800°C (1472°P) were 
completed under this program. This exceeds the Task I objective which was 76,000 
hours at this temperature. 
Turbine engine durability teste on aluminum silicate regerlerator cores show tho. 
this material is relatively impervious to chemical attack. Pourteen cores of this mao 
terial have each accumulated over 5000 hours of engine tast at 8000 e (1472°f.). and 
five cores have each attained the durability objective of 10,000 hours with a mini· 
mal amount of chemical attack damage. 
One thin·wall AS core has now accumulated 10.000 hours of engine test. 
A Supplier D first·generation MAS core has accumulated 5381 hours at HOOoe 
(1472°P). A Supplier D MAS core made from a more advanced material having 
lower thermal expansion characteristics and greater strength has now accumulated 
3518 hours. This latter core showd no evidence of thermal or chemical attack dam· 
age. 
A MAS core made by Supplier I from extruded segments has now accumulated 
2474 hours at HOOoe (1472°F). This core also shows no evidence of thermal or chem· 
ical attack distress. 
Little problem has been encountered with the elastomer which bonds the ring 
gear to the regenerator matrix for thick·wall AS or MAS assemblies. The elastomer 
cut from an assembly after 7000 hours of engine test shows little sign of aging. 
Separations in the elastomer· matrix bond region have occurred on all of the 
weaker thin·wall AS cores bonded using the conventional technique. Utilization of 
a high· compliance elastomer system shows promise of solving this problem. Two 
different high compliance E:lastomer configurations were evaluated. with one as· 
sembly having accumulated 7954 hours. 
The cement holding the hub inserts in place failed in eight out of the first eigh· 
teen AS cores that have undergone engine test. A re·designed hub configuration 
which utilizes a solid ceramic ring around the hub insert appears to have corrected 
this problem. Approximately 35,000 hours have been accumulated on a sample of 
eleven of these re·design hubs with the highest hour one completing 7200 hours of 
engine test. 
At the present time, thirteen engines have been Oil test with the current three· 
point support or rim· mounting system. No major difficulties have been encountered 
after 61,114 hours. 
The spring and fixed roller ball bearings in the mounting system in all the en· 
gines have been replaced by solid graphite bearings which do not require lubrica-
tions. None of these bearings have faned, and welilr rate appears to be satisfactory 
with some graphite bearings having now accumull.lted 3600 hours, 
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TASK II. CORE DURABILITY TESTING AT 100'0 C (1ala°F) 
II.A. INTRODUCTION 
A regenerator inlet temperature of 10000C (1832°F) is a short-term goal that is 
needed for ule in the current Stirling and 80S turbine engines now under develop· 
ment. As a result of thill projected need, in thA fourth quarter of 1975, a special 707 
turbine engine was assembled with high temperature regenerator 8eals and addi· 
tion .. } compressor discharge air cooling of the main frame bulkhead. Previous test-
ing had shown these changes were needed to prevent seal coating failures and 
thermal distortion of the main frame. This engine contained the rim-support regen-
erator core mounting system. A thick-wall aluminum silicate regenerator core was 
installed on the left hand side and a thick-wall core of Supplier Ns CPD-6 material 
was installed on the right hand dide. Both cores were rim mounted with elastomer 
bonded ring gears and stress relieved rims. During the first year of testing, the en-
gine was operated at an average regenerator inlet temperature of 982°C (1800°F) 
with excursions of 30°C (52°F) above and below this value being permitted. These 
regenerator inlet temperatures were obtained by operating the engine at higher· 
than·design turbine inlet temperatures at 60 to 65 11/0 gasifier spool speed and low 
power turbine speeds. It was possible by operating at these conditions with turbine 
inlet temperatures of 1065-1080°C (1950·1975°F) to expose the regenerator to inlet 
temperatures up to 1020°C (1650"F). Since this elevated test program was initiated, 
it was necessary to completely rebuild the engine many times. On several other 
occasions it was necessary to replace nozzles, turbine rotors, and sheet metal duct-
ing as these parts distorted, oxidized. or crept under thermal loads. 
The original objective of Task II of this Program was to accumulate 1000 core· 
hours during each quart.er at an inlet temperature of 1000°C (1832°F). Because of 
the increased interest in higher temperature operation of the regenarator, NASA 
initiated a program change in the first quarter of 1978 so that in the second quarter 
two of the 800°C (1472°F) engines would be converted to 1000°C (1832°F) engines. 
This would increase the number of hours of test at 1000°C (1832°F) per quarter 
from 1000 core-hours to 3000 core-hours. The conversion of the two engines was 
completed in the second quarter of 1978. 
During the current program with NASA a total of 28,834 core-hours have been 
accumulated at '1000°C (1832°F) which is above the final Task II program objective 
of 28,000 hours. 
II.B. DISCUSSION 
As noted above, the fimt engine operated at elevated temperatures contained a 
thick-wall, Supplier A, AS core on one side and a thick-wall, Supplier A, CPD·6 
core on the other side. Early in this test, thermal rim cracks were detected in the 
rim of the CPD-6 core. These cracks which were first observed at 418 hours are 
shown in Figure II.B.l. Radial cracks emanate from the base of the stress relief 
slots. These cracks are believed to be caused by high rim thermal stresses, and not 
totally unexpected in light of the fact that the rim safety factor for this design is just 
above unity. The thermal stress safety factors for aluminum silicate and CPD·6 ma-
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crack callsf!d hy I~w nthhin~ aclion of Ihl! cl'f)ssarm seal shoe , This l!dge f 'elling has 
heen ohst)f'ved pre\ i(lllsl~ in cracks Ihal slII'vi\'(! long pe riods of en~ine exposure , 
Tlw facl Ihal lilt! h'nglh of Ihe crlll:k has nol changed appreciahl~ il. :licales Ihal till! 
crack 11l"~ havi! propa~al()(l 10 it rt !~ion where Ihe r.lalrix is in compression , The 
crack then appt!.trs 10 have slal,i1iwd al Ihis position , 
Afler Z:W7 holll's of operalion al an average inlel lemperature of 9H2 °C 11800° F), 
the CPJ)·fi core failed. and a phol()~raph of this failure is shown in Figl1l'e 11.8.3, 
The failUl'e mode is t) pica I of a dwmical attack failure with mid ·radius cracks 
formed on hoth faces, This Illa l('rial had shown ani} marginal improvement in 
chemical attack resist:mU! when compared tel LAS in fmgin u tests that were con · 
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dueled al HOwe (147:! Cl F) (1{(·r .. rl·ll ct' :! ) 11 had .ilso shown oilly II small impwvt' 
munl OVflr LAS in lahoralory It !sl al IIIOO °C; IIH:J:! -J F) wilh sodillm 1)I'ps"1l1 IHufm · 
.met! 2). Evulliual fililurtl dIU! ttl Chl' lIlical a\lack. Ilwft,fol't, . ,,,as I'XI H'CIt!d in Ilwst' 
hiMh lernpt!rulllrtJ tm).!illt! It 'sls. This lIlalt ~ rial WilS Ih ~!Il droppl !d from Iht ' t ! ll~i,lt' \t'sl 
proMrnm . 
FiJ.lur( ~ 11 .0 .2 
Figure 11.0.:1 Faile d CPJ)· 1i Core :\fler 2307 lIot1rs 
al !11I 2" C (JlIlIUnF) 
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The CPD-6 core was replaced with 8 tbin-wall AS core and tha test was cantin· 
ued. When two additional engines were available for 10000C (1832(;F) testing in 
1978, one additional thick·wall AS core, two additional thin-wall AS cores and one 
of Supplier D's thick-wall MAS cores were put on test. Over a period of time it has 
been necessary to replace some of these cores with others. 
The present Task II status is summarized in Figure II.B.4 and shows that the 
highest·hour thin-wall AS core has accumulated 5411 hours at an average inlet tem· 
perature of 982°C (1800°F). This core was removed from test when the hot side 
surface was glazed due to ignition of fuel deposits during a false engine start. A 
second thill-wall core was terminated afler 443 hours when excessively damaged by 
a MAS core failure on the opposite side vf the engine. The highest hour thick-wall 
AS COl'e has 8071. hours at this temperature. 
9000~----------·------·----------'--'--------------~ 
Figure II.B.4 
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Durability Record of Regenerators Operating at lOOO°C (1832°F) 
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The first MAS core tested ilk thfs temperature W(lS terminated after a hub cement 
fnilure. The core, which was fabricntod with the Supplier D MAS·2 materia,I, ap· 
peared to be void of the'rmal cracks in the rim after 473 hours. A second COI'e of this 
material was installed in the high tfJD'iperature engine and acoumulated 1'10 hOlll's 
bef'lre experiencing circmmferential sepllrnUon at mid·radius due to marginal mu-
trix bonding in that region, A third core has accumulated 101 hours at this time, 
During the lust few months of the tesi progrnm, n core of Supplier A's new, S(~c" 
ond-generation AS muterial became uvailable for engine test. All of the other Sup-
plier A AS cores, described in Tasks I and II of this program, have been modo from 
Supplier A's first"generation AS materinl. Elevated temperature tests (ionduntod in 
the laboratory and reported in Section VI huve shown that, this moterial is thermal· 
ly stable only up to tempemtures slightly above 1000°C (1832°1"), The seeoml·gerH}l'· 
ution AS material has higher temperature capubility, and this is desired fOl' the Ad-
vance Gas Turbines now under design for automotive applications, Although tho 
FOI'd 707 engine could not be operated at regonerator inlet temperatures nbovH 
'1000°C (1832°F), the limited testing of the second-genol'ution AS in tho 707 turbine 
showod that it has sufficient mechunicnl integrity to withstand the mechanical loads 
impOS(ld by n tUl'bina rlri\'f! and seal system. This core showed no distress nt'tm' a 10 
hoUl's of opm'otion at l()OU"C (:1832°1"). 
Lato in the final monthR of the pl'ogrnm n second MAS core assembled from 
extl'lldod segments was r('~Gdved from Sll.pplier 1. It is similar to tho one shown in 
Figme 1.13.5.5 and described in Section I.B.ri, This core also is desir'ed in the futuro 
Advance Gas T\ll'bine automotive engines because of its good performance and low 
cost. It also was placed on test at 100()OC (l832°F) and accumulated 236 hours with-
out distross bofOl'o the NASA/FJI'd test progrom was completed. 
It is inlor'esting to note that although the thermal stress safety fuctOl' for the MAS 
regenoratOl's was close to unity none showod any indication of thermal rim Gl'UGks. 
Tho compressivH pl'olood of the ring gear and the stress relieving slots I'esult in n 
satisfactory containment of tll(~se thermal stresses. These stress I'olieving techniques 
arc doscl'ibed in detnil in Section V.B.2. 
fl.C TASK SUMMARY 
Twelve different regenerators havo been tested at lOOO°C ('1832°1") and this sam· 
pie hus accumulated 2U,834 hom's at this temporature, This accumulation excends 
. the Task II program objoctives of 28,000 hours. 
About 8071 hours of engine test at an average regenerator inlet tompernhH'o of 
982°C (1800°F) have been accumulated on a Supplier A firSt-generation, thick-wall 
aluminum silicate core, and 5411 hours at this lemperattll'e have been nccumulated 
on a thin-waH core of the same material. Neither core shows nny signs of thermal 
or chemical attack damage after Illis exposure. A total of four AS cores have each 
oXGoeded 5000 hours of engine test at this temperoture without distress. 
A second·generation AS material from Supplier A, which has higher temperature 
(1100 0 e, 2012°1") capability, has accuIllulated 310 hours at lOOO°C (l832°F). This ad-
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vanced material shows good mechanical integrity, seal compatability and no signs 
of distress after this exposure. 
A core of Supplier D's second-generation MAS and another fHh Icated by SuppU. 
er I from extruded MAS segments wei.'e placed on test at 1000'(; ~·1832°F). These 
(Jores accumulated 437 and 236 hours. respectively. Neither core showed any sign of 
chemical or thermal distress after operation at this temperature. 
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TASK III. MATERIAL SCREENING TESTS 
UI.A. INTRODUCTION 
The material screening tests represent a three·step program which formed the 
basis for the screening of ceramic materials for the heat·exchanger application in 
the gas turbine engine. The candidate materials were first subjected to laboratory 
tests simulating conditions at the hot face and the cold face of the l'egenerator in 
service. Those materials deemed promising were tested next as inserts in a host 
core running in an engine operating in an accelerated corrosion mode. In this test. 
common road salt (sodium chloride) is ingested into the engine operating with a 
regenerator inlet temperature of Boooe (1472°F). The materials that showed good 
resistance to corrosion were then fabricated into full size regenerators and evalu-
ated in the engine operating in the same accelerated corrosion mode. The emphasis 
in this test program is on the physical and chemical stability of the candidate 
materials under the most sevel'e engine conditions and the test sequence identifies 
the materials with potential capability to meet the 10,000 hour durability require-
ment in the gas turbine engine. 
111.0 DISCUSSION 
111.0.1 Laboratory Tests 
The initial part of the materials screening tests is the laboratory testing. The labo-
ratory tests are designed to evaluate a candidate material's resistance to attack by 
sodium and sulphur compounds. Specifically, the tests al'e aimed at quantifying the 
sodium ion exchange and sulphuric acid leaching of the materials as they occur 
uncier engine operating condition~ at the regenerator hot face and cold face respec-
tively. The regenerator hot face environment consists of high pressure discharge air 
with low pressure inlet gas. High pressure inlet air and low pressure exhaust gas 
exist at the cold face of the regenerator. 
In the cold face chemical attack test the specimens of the candidate materials are 
subjected to a 2-hour leaching in 1% sulphuric acid at 25°e. The specimens are 
then heated to 315°e (600°F), which approximates the regenerator cold face tem-
perature. The degree of stability is determined by measuring the changes in the 
sample length as well as 25°C-800oe (RT-1472°F) thermal oxpansion behavior as 
related to a series of such exposures. 
In the hot face chemical attack test the matrix specimens are soaked in 3.5% 
sodium chloride solution and dried in air at 200 0 e (~92°F) for 2 hours. The speci-
mens are then exposed to 800 0 e (1472°F) and thermal stability is periodically deter-
mined by measuring changes in specimen length and thermal expansion in the 25 ° -
BOOoe (RT-1472°F) range. 
The standard specimens for testing are obtained in the form of 25.4 mm x 25.4 
mm x 76.7, mOl (1 inch x 1 inch x 3 inch) rectangular parallel·pipeds cut from bulk 
matrix with the axial faces ground parallel to each other within 0.025 mm (O.OOl 
inch). Prior to testing, the specimens are degreased by a five minute ultrasonic 
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treatment in ACS acetone. The samples are then washed in distilled water for five 
minutes in an ultrasonic cleaner, air dried with filtered oil·free compressed air and 
oven dried at 200°C for at least thirty minutes. The specimens are then heated to 
500°C for at least fifteen minutes to drive off any occluded volatile impurities and 
cooled to room temperature. This completes the cleaning procedure and the speci· 
mens are stOl'ed in a dry environment. The initial length measurements of the 
cleaned specimens are obtained by means of Sheffield Visual Comparator with 
5000:1 amplification. The lengths are measured to nearest 2.5 x 10·5 mm (within 1 
milhcnth of un inch) and the measurements are accurate to within ::i: 1.3 x 10·4 mm 
(::i: 5 millionths of an inch). After each period of testing (i.e., hot face or cold face 
test), the surface of the axial faces are cleaned by means of a soft brush to remove 
extraneous material and length measurements are obtained. At the end of each test 
6.35 mm x 6.35 mm x 50.0 or 25.4 10m (1~4 inch x 1/4 inch x 2 inch or 1 inch) 
specimens are cut and thermal expansion (T) from 25°C to OOO°C (RT·1472°F) is 
measured utilizing Theta dilatometer. The precision of this dilatometer has been 
checked periodically by means of standard specimens and is within ±20 ppm in the 
25°C·800°C temperature range 
During this test program sixteen materials from various suppliers around the 
world have been evaluated. These materials belong to three basic families. (1) Lithi· 
urn aluminum silicate (LAS). (2) Magnesium aluminum silicate (MAS) and (3) modi· 
fications of these two types; c.g .• AS, aluminous silicate·keatite which is derived 
from LAS by leaching out lithium and LAS/MAS which is essentially a mixtllre or 
solid solution of LAS and MAS materials. The test matrices evaluated are listed in 
Table III.B.l.1. 
Supplier 
Material Fabrication Code Symbol 
LAS STANDARD WRAPPED A X 
LAS/MAS WRAPPED K a 
LEACHED LAS (AS) WRAPPED A • 
MAS EXTRUDED 0 
MAS WRAPPED E Ijj 
MAS WRAPPED • 
MAS WRAPPED C 0 
MAS WRAPPED D • 
SiC WRAPPED L * 
LAS BONDED TUBES B 0 
LEACHED LAS (AS) BONDED TUBES B • 
MAS WRAPPED A • 
MAS EXTRUDED A @ 
I~S/MAS WRAPPED K (!] 
MAS WRAPPED E V 
Zr./MAS WRAPPED K A 
Table 111.0.1.1 Materials Evaluated 
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The results of the cold face test program are summarized in Figure III.B.l.l. With 
the exception of Supplier J MAS all mnterials showed a remarkably low suscepti-
bility to sulphuric acid attack when compared to the standard Supplier A LAS ma-
trix. The Supplier B LAS matrix suffered shrinkage while all others showed growth. 
The leached LAS matrices from Suppliers A (A) and B (e) both are practically unaf-
fected. All the MAS matrices with the exception of those Suppliers of [ (0), J (_) 
and D (.) also showed very little growth. The Supplier K LAS/MAS matrices of a 
later process l[?J) showed a greater susceptibility to acid attack than the matrices 
furnished during the eal'ly part (4) of the program. It is evident from these data tho 
Supplier K LAS/MAS matrices are only marginally better than the standard LAS 
matrices. The MAS matrices are produced by two different processes; e.g., wrap-
ping -_. Supplier A (.), C (0), D (.), E ([ji), E (V) and J (_), extruded - Supplier A 
(0) and I (0). In spite of the difference in processing, the materials showed little or 
no difference in corrosion behavior under sulphuric acid attack. Since the Supplier 
J mnlrix material is not significantly different from that of the Supplier E .- which 
showed no sulphuric acid attack - the higher susceptibility of the Supplier J matrix 
is HHributed to processing. The thermal expansion behavior of these matrices in the 
as-received condition and after the simulated cold face attack test are summarized 
in Figures III.B.1.2 - III.B.1-15. All the LAS matrices showed a significant change 
in the thermal expnnsion behavior after the cold face test. This is consistent with 
the ion-exchange (Li+ _. H+) mechanism and the resultant crystal lattice distortion 
attributed to the LAS P-Spodumene solid solution compositions and is manifested 
by the dimensional changes shown in Figure III.B.l.l. The MAS matrices also ex-
hibited a change in thermal expansion after the sulphuric acid attack. The change 
is pm·ticularly hU'ge in the materials evaluated during the early part of the program; 
e.g., Supplier E ((;i), C (0) and J (_). The MAS materials evaluated towards the end 
of the program. e.g .. Supplier A (e). (.). E (V) represent the state-of-the-art material 
und processing technology and are practically immune to sulphuric acid attack as 
shown both by the absence of dimensional change (Figure III.B.l.l.) and very little 
change in thermal expansion behavior (Figures III.B.l.12, III.B.l.13 and III.B.1.14). 
The results of the hot face corrosion test program are summarized in Figure 
III.B.1.16. The thermal expansion behavior of these materials before and after the 
simulated hot face corrosion test are summarized in Figures III.B.l.17 to III.B.1.30. 
Many of the materials showed a sharp dimensional change initially (during the fh'st 
50 hours) followed by a more gradual change during the subsequent test pel'iod. 
Even though many materials experiencAd an initial growth, and while some con-
tinued to grow (e.g., Supplier A LAS (X), C MAS (0), D MAS (.), K-ZrIMAS (A) ) 
the others exhibited a gradual shrinkage. After approximately 150 to 350 hOllrs of 
testing even those materials that have been experiencing shrinkage reversed to 
growth behavior (e.g., A MAS (.), 1 MAS (0), A-Leached LAS (A), B-Leached LAS 
(en. This phenomenon appears to be related to the transformation of residual glass 
in the matrix in case of the MAS materials since little or no absorption of Na into 
the matrix has been observed. The growth in case of the LAS and leached LAS 
matrices is attributable to interaction with sodium which will be discussed in subse-
quent sections. The growth in the Supplier K LAS/MAS materials (4, earlier com-
position El later composition) is vel')' high and is much higher than that of standard 
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LAS (Xl mntrix. The later composition, presumably an improved version of the 
compositi~n evaluated during the early part of the program, showed highest growth 
of all the materials evaluated. These materials appear to be inherently unstuble as 
evidenced by their thermal expansion behavior before and after test (Figura III.B.20 
and III.B.l.30) in addition to the growth observed (Figure III.B.l.16). Among all the 
LAS matrices ovnluated, the Supplier B LAS (0) showed the least growth which is 
less than half that of the standard - Supplier A LAS matrix (X). The growth in the 
leuched LAS matrices of Supplier A (A) and B (.) are comparable. The thermnl 
expansion behavior of these materials before and after the hot face test (Figures ' 
I11.B.1.17 (Xl, III.B.1.22 (0), III.B.l.18 (A) and III.B.1.24 (en show that the new mater-
ials including Supplier A leached LAS (A) have increased susceptibility to hot face 
chemical uttuck than the stnndard LAS (A (X)) matrix. It is interesting to note that 
the thHrmal expansion of the leached LAS from Supplier A became increasingly 
nogutive while that of the Supplier B (.) became increasingly positive as is the case 
with the stundard (A - (X) ). In case of the standard LAS and the Supplier B LAS 
und leuched LAS the increase in thermal expansion seems to indicate Na absorp-
tion into the lattice. The observed negative expansion trend with the Supplier A 
leaehed LAS appears to be due to dilatation resulting from consolidation and sin-
tering of the skeletal {j Spodumene structure. All the MAS matrices with the excep-
tion of Supplier J (.) matrix showed very little dimensional change following the 
initial growth. In all cases the dimensional change is less than 100 ppm during the 
last 400 hours of the test. The MAS matrix materials evaluated during the last part 
of this program (e.g., Supplier A MAS, wrapped (.). extruded (a), Supplier E MAS 
wrapped (V)) showed remarkably low growth. The thermal expansion behavior of 
these materials (Figure III.B.1.27 to III.B.1.29) showed very little change nfter the 
simllinted hot face corrosion test. It should nlso be noted that in all these mnterials 
the thefmal expnnsion nfte,: the test is higher, however only slightly, compared to 
the fresh muterial. This is in contrast to fairly large chnnges after the test and some-
what inconsistent nature, i.e., some of the materials showed higher nnd others low-
er ther'mal expansion nfter the test, of expansion behaviors of the MAS matrices 
evaluated dllr'ng the early part of the test progrnm. These results show n marked 
improvement in the MAS materials and processing technology since the initial 
stages of this program, and the stnte-of·the·art MAS materials are practicnlly im-
mune to the chemical attack environment presented by the gas turbine engine on 
both the hot and cold side of the regenerntor. 
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III.B.2 Accelerated Corrosion Telting: Matrix Inlertl 
In this test candidate matt>rials ohtained as cylindrical matric(ls are inserted in a 
standard re~enerator utilizin~ an appropriate cermmt. The cort~ is then run in \I 
Ford 707 gas turhirw engine with a regenerator inlet temperature of 801l 0C (1472 ° F) 
for 120 hours. Common road salt. primarily sudium chluride. is ingested into Ihe 
engine in a controlled man!ler. Samples from the test matrix surface are periotiiLiI ' 
I) (every 4() test hours) analyzed fm sodiulll ahsorhed intu crystal lattice. Them 
expansion dala is ohtained at ! he end of t he test. 
The specimen size used for inserts is ~(Ui mm IOU; mm diil . hy 7 1. 12 II I I. 
7 1.:17 mm long (2-4 inch elia. hy 2.H-2." 1 inch long). The host core. a standard 707 
en~illt! LAS regenerator is core drilled at 178 mm (7 inch) radius location to accom-
nY.)(late ttlt! lest matrix specimens. The specimens are aligned sllch that the faces 
itre parallel to the host regenerator faces and are slightly recesscd to avoid contact 
with regenerator seals in service. The inscrts an! secured in the host matrix by 
means of a hydfillllic celllcnt (calcillm aluminate or allllllinum silicate). Tht! ring 
gear is installed on the COI'(! utilizing a slandard procedure and the regenerator 
assemhly is readied for t!ngirw testing . A t) pical regfmerator asse mhly with inserts 
of test matrices is shown in Figl1l'c III.B.2 . 1. These lesl cures ilre 1'1111 un either side 
()(' hOlh sides of a Ford 707 ~as tlll'hine enginf' with salt ingesthlll . 
Fi~ur(! 111.8 .2.1 Accelerated Cnrro'iion Test Corn 1 with Matrix Inserts 
70 
An appll' atus specially desi~nect to deliver salt powder at contrull .. d ralt ' is IIsed 
to insure reproducible salt ingestion intu the engine. Common road sa I! is ~ro.lI1d 
and !tcrlH!lwd (± '150 mesh particle sizel to yield a free f1owin~ powder. TIlt' oIppam · 
tus is shown in Figures III.B.2.2 and the ingestin~ arrangement is shown in Fi~urt! 
III.B.2.:i . The salt is carried into the engine by Illl'anS of throttled air IH'al .. d and 
kept dry b' / means of heat lamps (al. The salt is fed into the hopp( ' /' (h) of Ihe 
apparatus provided with dessicant to avoir. moistllm pickup. The s.dt PIIWdt!r is 
p:lssed into an aspiratllr by means of a screw-tup feeding mechanism \neall·1I al lilt! 
hottom of Ihe hopper and is carried away into the engine throu~h pipt' (e ) h~ ' 1Il('aIlS 
of throttled air warnwd up hy heat lamps. Screw"tap speed settin~s conlrol tilt' ft !t'd 
rate and the throttle air pressure in controlled to assure uniform deliv,!ry dlHI lil',lt'r 
Id) controls the feed time. This system provided a reliable means for in/o.ws1ing sal! 
in a conI rolled and reproducihle manner'. 
Two host cores with test matrix inserts have been evaluated during Ihis program . 
The firsl core was a standard LAS core 'vith (1) Supplier K LAS/ MAS. ( ~ l Sllpplim 
I MAS. (:q Supplier I MAS and (4) SlIpfJlier E MAS test matrix insert s. 'I' ll .. st'Cllnd 
host cOI'e was a Supplier A leached LAS matrix with (1) Supplier C t\t AS. ( ~ J SliP ' 
plim IJ MAS. (:11 Supplier Ii leached LAS. (4) Supplier E MAS ancl (S) Sllpplim B 
LAS h!sl Illatrix inserts. The core is shown in Figure III.B.2.4. 
Fi~ur,' 1I1.8.2.:! Salt Ingeslion Syslmn - Meil:,urernenl and Tr'1mpnrtatjoll 
7 1 
" 
FI)(urc 111.8.2.3 Sail IlIgf!stioll S~ sit ! III - IlflfI~ IIJl to 707 Tf!st En)(lne 
Figure I1I .B.2.4 Tc~t Corc-2 Accelera ted Corrosion Leached 
LAS lIo~ t ;'\latrix wil l! ;'\latrix Illller t!> for 
A('ce le ratr.d COt. ,;!>iO Il Tc!oting 
1'2 
" 
The first host core, i.e., standard LAS with test matrix inserts, was evaluated in 
the accelerated corrosion lest for 120 hours. Test samples for chemical analysis for 
each test interval were obtained from both hot face and the cold face of the host 
matrix as well as the test matrices. Two sets of analyses are carried out for the 
major constituents of interest that are subject to sodium ion exchange, namely 
NA20, U20 and MgO. The specimens are boiled in water to obtain the constitu-
ents adhering to the matrix and the remaining matrix is then dissolved in appropri· 
ate carrier to determine the quantities absorbed into the matrix crystullattice. Both 
the solutions were analyzed by means of atomic absorption spectrophotometer 
utilizing calibrated standards &olutions. The chemical analyses of the matrix sam-
ples obtained at 25 hr., 39 hr., 80 hr. and 120 hr. exposure are summarized in Tables 
III.B.2.1, III.B.2.2, III.B.2.3 and III.B.2.4 respectively. 
As one exnmines Tnbles III.B.2.1 - 111.8.2.4, the higher reactivity of the hot face 
of the regenerntor becomes apparent, as the sodium uptake (acid solution) for each 
materinl is higher at the hot fllce. When the 25 hour, 39 hour, 80 hour and 120 hour 
data nre compared, the Supplier K LAS/MAS material seems to be taking up sodi-
um as engine testing continues, while the MAS materials seem relatively impervi-
ous to snit attack under the conditions of this test. 
SAMPLE POSITION SOLUTION % NI.O % LI,O ~MR! 
SUPPLIER K COLD FACE WATER 0.18 0.05 N.D •• 
LAS/MAS COLD FACE ACID 0.51 2.87 5.51 
SUPPLIER K HOT FACE WATER 0.03 N.D. N.D. 
LAS/MAS HOT FAeE ACID 0.78 2.78 5.41 
SUPPLIER I COLD FACE WATER 0.25 0.01 
MAS COLD FACE ACID 0.22 10.01 
SUPPLIER I HOT FACE WATER 0.18 N.D. 
MAS HOT FACE ACtO 0.35 13.84 
SUPPLIER E COLD FACE WATER 0.11 N.D. 
MAS COLO FACe ACID 0.38 13.82 
SUPPLIER E HOT FACE WATER 0.13 N.D. 
MAS HOT FACE ACID 0.40 13.85 
SUPPLIER J COl~ FACE WATER 0')5 N.D. 
MAS COLD FACE ACID 0.02 13.75 
SUPPLIER J HOT FAt. WATER 0.10 0.02 
MAS HOT FACE ACIO 0.35 13.59 
* N.D. :. NOT DETECTED 
BLANKS = NO ANALVSIS 
Table 111.0.2.1 Chemical Analysis of Test Matrices After 25 Hours 
E'fposure in Engine - Test Core·t 
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L WM '* 4M 
IAM"'E POIITION SOLUTION % Na,O ~ U,O %MI!! 
IUP""ER k COLD FACE WATER 0.58 0.15 0.05 LAS/MAI COLD FACE ACID 0.48 2.08 5.74 
I 
i IUPPLIER k HOT FACE WATER 0.74 N.D.* 0.11 LAI/MAI HOT FACE ACID 1.88 3.07 2.48 r 
SUPPLIER I COLD FACE 'WATER 0.85 0.07 ~ MAS COLD FACE ACID 0.21 10.18 
SUPPLIER I HOT FACE WATER 1.84 0.01 I MAS HOT FACE ACID 0.37 13.05 
SUPPLIER E COLD FACE WATER 0.28 0.07 MAS COLD FACE ACID 0.14 13.80 
SUPPLIER E HOT FleE WATER 0.78 N.D. MAS HOT FACE ACID 0,53 13.38 
SUPPUER J COLD FACE W~TER 0.54 0.01 MAS COLD FACE ACID 0.01 12.80 
SUPPLIER J HOT FACE \W,TER 1.13 0.02 MAS HOT FACE ~\CID 0.20 13.48 I 
! *N.D. = NOT DETECTED BLANKS = NO ANALYSIS TabJe III.B.:u Chemical AnalysIs of T".I Matrices After 39 Hours 
Exposure In EngIne - 1'Olt Core-l 
SAMPLE POSITION SOLUTION % Na20 % U,O % MOO 
- - -SUPPLIER K ,;\)LD FACE WATER 0.14 0.10 0.03 
I 
LASIMAS COLD FACE ACID 0.40 2.11 4.33 
SUPPLIER K HOT FACE WATER 3.03 0.08 0.08 I 
I LASIMAS HOT FACE ACID 1.88 2.43 5.80 
SUPPLIER I COLD FACE WATER 4.48 0.02 MAS COLD FACE ACID 0.18 14.09 
SUPPLIER I HUT FACE WATER 5.23 0.08 MAS HOT FACE ACID 1.20 12.04 
SUPPLIER E COLD FACE WATER 0.85 0.01 MAS COLD FACE ACID 0.04 15.05 
t;' I ., 
, 
I 
SUPPLIER E HOT FACE WATER 2.81 0.02 MAS HOT FACE ACID 0.34 15.55 
SUi': L.lER J COLD FACE WATER 1.32 0.01 MAS COLD FACE ACID 0.04 14.84 
SUPPLIER J HOT FACE WATER 1.48 0.04 MAS HOT FACE ACID 0.52 12.80 
'fable III.B.2.a 
Chemical Analysis of Test MatrIces After 80 Hom's 
Exposure in Engine - Test Core-l '" 
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IAMPLE POIITION IOLUTION % NI,O % LI,O "-MIO 
--
I"'PLIE" " COLD FACE WATER 0.'5 0.1' 0.03 LAI/MAI COLD FACE ACID 0.38 2.12 4.53 
IUPPLIEiR " HOT FACE WATER 1.82 0.04 0.08 
LAS/MAS HOT FACE ACID 2.05 2.51 4.73 
SUPPLIER t COLD FACe WATER 3.73 0.02 
MAS COLD FACI ACID 0.20 1.48 
IUPPLIER I HOT FACE WATER 3.10 0.08 
MAl HOT FACE ACID 0.82 1.1)1 
IUPPLIER E COLD FACE WATER 1.04 0.01 
MAl COLD FACE ACID 0.34 11.58 
IUPPLIER E HOT FACE WATER 3.28 0.04 
MAl HOT FACE ACID 0.50 11.08 
SUPPLIER J COLD FACE WATER 2.05 0.01 
MAS COLD FACE ACID 0.04 13.71 
SUPPLIER J HOT FACE WATER 3.21 0.11 
MAS HOT FACE ACID 0.58 14.17 
Table 111.0.2.4 Chemical Ar.alYlis of Telt Matrices After 120 Hours 
Expo.ure In Engine - Telt Core-I 
These chemical analysis data cOl'robornte the hot and cold face data discussed in 
the previous sec"on in that the MAS materials seem quite stable in this sodium 
engine environment, while the LAS/MAS of Supplier K experiences a continual 
uptake of sodium during the course of the lest. Similar to hot face data, this sodium 
uptake is rather rapid init.ially, progresses quite slowly during the middle portion of 
the tes~, and finally increases in rate at longer times. There appears to be a comple-
mentnry decrease in magnesium content of this mnterial with time: however, the 
mngnesium data fOl' the MAS materials would suggest that observed c1 anges are 
within nnalytical precision. These data suggest that the MAS materials are unaffeet· 
ed by the accelerated corrosion testing. The magnitude of chemical change oc-
curred in MAS matrix, although quite small when compared to the LAS/MAS ma-
lerinl, is nol insignificant. This is borne out by the thermal expansion behavior of 
these ml1terials shown in Figures III.B.2.5 (~), III.B.2.6 (0), III.B.2.7 (ia) and III.B.2.B 
(.). The MAS materials of Suppliers E (~) and J (.) (Figures 111.13.2.7 (ti) and 
III.B.2.8 (.), respectively) have experienced very little change in ~hermal expansion 
behavior, both from the point of view of the nature of the expansion curves and the 
magnitude of the change. Each is slightly depressed. The response of the MAS oi 
Suppl.ier E is similar (but smaller in magnitude) to the results of the hot face testing. 
Material of Supplier I (OJ experiences less change than it did under the conditions 
of the hot face test. The MAS of Supplier I (Figure III.B.2.6) experiences a similar 
change in thermal expansion behavior (through 600°C) as ,~~iat resulting from the 
hot face test. Again. the magnitude of the change after accelerated corrosion testing 
as matrix inserts is less. The LAS/f" \S material of Supplier K (~) (Figure III.B.2.5) 
experiences a larger change in thermal expansion (note scale differences amlJng 
figures) than did the MAS materials tested concurrently (although not significantly 
75 
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greater than that MAS of Supplier I). The change in thermal expansion is, like that 
experienced by the MAS materials, of the same character but smaller in magnitude 
than the thermal expansion changes observed after the same materia~s completed 
the hot face portion of the materials screening tests. In summary, these accelel ... ted 
cor'rosion test data of matrix inserts support the conclusions based on the laboratory 
testing section of this series of materials screening tests. However, these data, when 
compared to the hot face tcst data would suggest that the hot face corrosion test is 
more demanding of the materin;a than is the accelerated corrosion testing, via the 
salt ingestion gas turbine engine, of matrix inserts. 
The second host core _. the Supplier A leached LAS matrix with test matrix 
inserts of (1) Supplier C MAS, (2) Supplier D MAS, (3) Supplier B leached LAS, (4) 
Supplier E MAS and (5) Supplier B LAS was evaluated in the accelerated corrosion 
test for 150 hours. Chemical analysis samples were taken from the hot and cold 
faces of each matrix insert, as well as the host core, at intervals of 50, 100 and 150 
engine hours. The sampling interval was extended from 40 to 50 hours to synchro-
nize the matrix insert chemical sampling with that of a full size MAS core running 
on the other side of the salt ingestion engine. The thermal expansion behavior of 
each material after 150 hours of the accelerated corra,')ion testing was determined 
by means of differential dilatometer as in the case of the first host core. The at.omic 
absorp'ion analyses of the matrix samples aftef 50 hour, 100 hour and 150 hour 
tesl.ing periods lire summarized in Tables IlLB.2.5, IILB.2.6 and IILB.2.7 respect.ive-
ly. As in the case of the first host core, samples for each time interval were ob-
tained from both hot side and cold side of each matrix material. 
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SlIpplitlr J MAS: Tlu:rllu,1 ExpansicUl lJofortl 
and (\fttH' 1211 lIours of A(:()(lIClrawd Corrosion 
'I'f~slln~ as II l\llIll'ix Instlrl. 
Solution ,. Na20 ~ llZO ,. MUD 
W,ltr 0050 0.013 
ACid 0041 7150 
W,I.I 0080 0.005 
Acid 0066 7120 
Wal.r 0030 
Acid 0.062 $ IS~ 
W,III 0030 
Acid o Ofi~ 8.280 
Wlt.r 0010 0001 
Acid 0.011 7 7f.U 
W,I.r 0070 0001 
Acid o 125 7 1\0 
W,I.r o ll30 0004 
Acid 0001 NO 
W.I.r o 070 NO 
Acid 0078 Nt! 
Willll 0030 0030 
Acid o 028 1 340 
WII.r NO NO 
Acid o 140 1590 
W.t'l 0030 0.005 
Acl~ 0.005 Nt! 
W,I.r 0010 NO 
Acid 0017 N.D. 
Chemical Annlysos Afler 50 HOHrs of Accolcralcd 
Corrosion Testing as Malrix Inserts 
- Test Gorc-2 
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••• C1W'" Alili ... f." 
S""'" D .... , .. WIIIIr •• .... 
••• .... , .. Alili • • f." 
I~",.., c CIIi' •• W .... . ... ' .• 1 
... CIIi' •• Alili Uti 1.1. 
I .. ",.., , .... , .... W .... . . .,. I,.' 
••• H. f •• All .. 
D . ., • I," 
S .. ",.. ( 'iii' •• Waitt 1.111 II.D. 
•• 1 Il C:1Ii' •• At .. D,I • , .... 
III,,.., ( H" f •• Waitt 1.1 .. II.D . 
MUll ... f •• Ali" . .... 1 .... 
III",.., • CIIi' .. W .... .. .,. 11.1, 
•• 'iii' .. AllII. ... " II.D . III",.., II .... F •• W .... '.1 • II.D . 
•• 
.. .. , .. Ali .. . , ... ".D • 
5 .. ",.., • ,~, .. W." 0.011 1.1. 
L .. CIIi' •• Ac .. 0 • ..0 "' .. 
SII"pIItt • .... f •• W"" 0,00 • II D. 
l.S ,. .. , .. Ac .. 0200 U .. 
H"I e". CIIi 'ac. WII" 00&0 lUI. 
AS CIIi 'ac. AcHl 0.0'0 II.D. 
H,,' e". ... 'ac. WI'" UOI 11.0. 
•• 
..., .. All .. D.IIO '.111 
".0. ...... DtltctM ~ III .. , • lit Allalyl'. Tuhlo 111,8.2.6 CtulInha,1 Anlllysos Arlor ItID Hours or A()colerUlod 
Corro!!lnll '1'(lSlll1g liS I\blrlx I .. sorls - 'l'mil Cor(l-:~ 1 
l 
s.mple .... H'.n SlMlin " N·zO ,. lizO ,. MUD i Suppllt, 0 Cold fica w.t" 0.010 0,020 
.AS Cold f.ee Acid 0,0.0 7940 i 
Suppllt, 0 HII ftc. W.I" 0, lID 0.010 
1 
I 
•• S HII ftc. Acid 0,070 7110 j , 
SlIpplltr C Cild 'ac. w.l" 0,1)60 0002 j MAS Cild facl Acid 0,010 1,010 
Supplltr C HII facl WI'" 0.070 0,002 ! .A~ HII flf.l Acid 00lI0 • '.0 
Suppllt, E Clld '''I W.I" QUO 0,001 
•• 5 fZ Cold fac. Acid 0.110 1600 
SlIpplitr E Ho, F;el W.,,, 0050 0001 
.AS .Z Ho' facl Acid 0.120 n30 
Suppllt, I Cold flee W.,,, 0,010 O,OO~ 
AS Cild facl AcId 0,010 NO, 
Suppllt! • Hili facl W.,,, 0,120 N,D. 
AS H" feCI AIIld 0,130 IlIilll 
SlIppllt, • elld facl W.'" 0.090 JI,O.O ~ 
LAS Cild 'acl Acid 0,030 I ~~O . 
Suppllt, • H" facl WI'" 0,030 N.D. 
~AS H" ,acl Acid o.no UIO 
H .. ' e". Cold flci W.," 0.0&0 0,003 
AS Cold f.tt Acid 0010 NO 
Ho.' C"I Hot ftc. W,'" 0,030 NO 
AS Ho, Facl Acid 0100 0.020 
NO " N.llltlac'ld 
Ilftnll " No An.ly.l. 
T"hlc 111.8.2.7 Chmlll(~nl An"lyses Afler 150 Hours or Accelcrnled 
Corrosion Tosling us l\·lntrix Insorts - 'rest Core-:! 
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A compal'ison of Tahlus III.B,:!,5. III,n,:!,n and III.B,2.7: rt!lu'Ostmting 50, 100, and 
l!lO hums. mspt!ctivnly. of um;eitH'atml (;OI'I'osion testln~ of mutl'lX insm·ts yillids Sf!\'-
m'al pmtimml ohsm·vations. As is 10 htl tl.xpeclml. tlw surfnen m;culllulntioll of salt 
(waleI' solutions) incl't!llsns with tpst tinw, This indicales n sodium ehlot'ittt! huildup 
on thtl e(m~ sUI'fuCllS with hHd time. 
Th(' MAS and Ih(l AS (lmu:hml LAS) lllultH'inls, induding thu hosl (;OW, smlJll to 
incol'(lol'Hltl n small (;ollcnntl'lltion of sodilllJl into ~he Inttice, This concentl'lltion ap-
POtH'S to lovnl off aftmtOO Inst hOlll's. The SUppHtll' B LAS. n newel' and un illl-
pl'ovnd composition. while slIpmiOl' in sodium resistance 10 thH pl'(lviollS LAS com-
positiolls does not exhihit II Invelin~ off of sodium pickup, but contimws 10 m>idencil 
illcl'tmsing hulk cOIlCtmll'ntions of sodium, Of inler't~sl is the diminishml lilhium lam-
mmlmljoll of Ihe cold filCH of Ihe Suppliel' B LAS mntminl J'elativl! 10 tlw hoi factl, 
indicating that acid ItHwhing at the cold fnce may 1m a mow severe pl'Ohlmll ill 
no()"c ('472 1'1") than is ion nxchange at the hot fnct!, The new MAS compositions 
which mpl'oseot stlltn-of·lhlHH't Inlltorial and PI'OCtlSS technology towards the end of 
this test pl'Ogl'Hfll gontH'ally app(~m' to he q\lih~ I'nsistant 10 sodium COiTosioll undm' 
tlWfJt\ It\st conditions, 
Tho I'oiwtion of those \lew mahwinls to thn Ilcceimnted cOI'l'osion test, is also 
dmnonstl'iltod hy theil' thermal llxpansion lwhaviOt' Imfol'e and afttl.' tilt) h!st. TIH) 
thnnnni expansion datn f!'om !'oom tempmnttll't! to How'e rot' these matmials is 
pl'csenlmi in Figlll'tlS 1lI.B,2.H (Rul'pHm J) ~1AR (. n Ill.B,:.un (Supplim' {~ MAS ({)), 
11I,B,;"U, (Supplier E MAS 112 (\')). III.B,:'U~ (Supplim B AS (en and 1II.B,:.ua (Slip-
plier B LAS (0)), 
.1.\\1\1 
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An inspection of thoso figuros indicntes the relotiveiy benign reaction of ttw MAS 
mnturiuls to airborne sodium chloride at 80()OC ('1472° Fl. The thermitl expnnsion 
buhllvior of thoso materials (Figures 111.8.2.9, 111.8.2.10 und 111.11.2.'11) nre ~)ss(mtinlly 
ull(~hanged by exposure to the accolorutod corrosion test conditions for u poriod of 
'l50 hours. 
Tho thormnl expansions of ttw Supplior 8 AS (Figure 111.11.2,1.2 (el and tttH LAS 
material (Fi~uro 111,11.2.13 (0) hnvn both undorgoll(~ significant changes as a J'(~sllH of 
150 hours of exposure to ncceloratod corrosion tosting as matrix insm-Is. Roth malt!!·., 
inls hnvtl hmm Imado less contrm:tivo to tho point whm'o the LAS is sliMhtly Bxpan-
siVt~. Evidtmtly ttlH sodiulll uptako hy these mutorials results in " "stuffillM" of the 
(:J'ystallilw Inttine duo to th" size disparity between tho sodium and tho lithium ions. 
This ionic I'eplncoment creutos n Inttice defol'lnod by residual strain, thomhy chanM-
inM the nlUotion of the unit cell to chullgtJs in tempern~ure. The dHgr(H~ of Ihis 
chnnMtl is expndml to vary with the mUMnitudu of ion oxcilnnMo occtll'l'ml as \)\,i-
cltlnctld hy the mOl'o IJrOnOlHlCod chango obsorvod in the LAS mater'iul. 
The l'tlSUItS of the tnst 1)I'o~I'am indicate thut the MAS matl'ices in genmal possoss 
super'im 1'(!sistUIlCC to the accelemtcd COl'l'osiontost conditions in ttw engine lind 
IHlI·ticu)arly thn state-of·the-art MAS compositions that hocar1l(~ availabl(~ durinM IIw 
later' PHI't uf the hlst pl'OMram (Supplinl' C MAS (~), IJ MAS It), and E MAS II::. (\') 
are pmcth:ully immune to this type of chemical aUack. 
111.0.3 Accelel'oted Corrosion Testing: Full Size Cores 
Mntel'iuls deemed pl'Omisin~ on the bnsis of laboratory tests and thH a(:cHlmalt~d 
corrosion tnsts on engine as matrix insnrts m'e evaluated as full size l'HM(mm'atm's in 
a FOI'd 707 tHlginH 0pUI'atinM on IIceder'Hted corl'osion test mode . 
.In t.his test, full size J'eMtmerators fabricated from candidah~ mal.m·inls are run in 
the 707 (HlginH with salt ingestion at n regelwrator inlet tempomturo of RO()OC, Tlw 
same snit feed appar-atns used for the evaluation of matrix inserts was used in Ihis 
tost .. Matl'ix material from thH hot face (reMtmerutor inlet face) and cold fnce was 
pel'iodiealJy (ever'y 50 houra) analy:wd fOI' sodium absorption into the matrix cl'ystal 
lattice. Tlw tost dmation is 500 hom's unless terminated due to prmnahll'o COI'O fail-
llI'H, At the end of the Inst thmmal expansion datn from RT·1472°F cue obtained for 
thn malr'ix specinwns, 
Three full si:t,e cores were testod undor snit ingestion conditions in this proWam. 
The first COI'e, Supplim D MAS, was run at low Ihl'ollie conditions for ovm 1200 
hours to promote the fOl'mation of liquid sulfuric acid on the cold face of the I'cgen-
m'utor core and n sample for analysis was obtained. A similar surface sample was 
taken f!'Om a second core, Supplier D MAS, which had been tesled at 5000 hOlll's at 
fullthl'Otlle: a condition which will pl'Oduce sulful'ic acid vapor rathor than Jiquid at 
the cold face of the l'OMen{1I'ator core. These samples were compared by x-ray dif· 
fraction to a similar' sample taken from a freshly sintered core of the sum(~ material. 
This comparison was undertaken as some concern was expressed about the chemi-
cal stability of Gordierite in reMen(~rator f;pplications when the t}llMine was run at 
power levels where the cold face of the reMenerator is below the dew point of sui· 
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furic acid. Thoso x-r'ay diffraction dntn. generated by copper K radintion. nro 
presented in Tuhle III.H.:J.1, Th.; dnta of the standard sample were normalizod to 
tho theoreticnl intonsitios nt em;h planur Gpndng. und the expel'imentul datu Ul'(~ 
propOl'tionulizod to the actual intensities detormined for the standurd. 
dAtI 1I1o(std.lt 
3,Stl 100 
4,U2 4n 
4.11 no 
a.au Uti 
a, I tI no 
:l,U4 no 
2,n5 00 
2,:J4 40 
LEW 50 
t .tlU 70 
t ell K Hddiation 
* Liquid H2S04 
j.* Vapol' J 12S04 
Tahltl 1lI.n.:u 
1110(1200 hr'.)* l!lQ{5()O(~ hl'.)** 
03 3'· •• 
27 11 
40 f, " ..... 
5U 40 
51 28 
04 39 
a4 .," ... .., 
2H 11 
25 18 
42 25 
C(trditlrlte X-Nay l)iffr'l()tioll Sp(l(ltrum 
A pl'dimillill'Y examination of thtJ x-r'uy spectra of these smnplt!s yielded major' 
cOI'dioril(\ peak intnnsitios which worn lowtll, fOl' the hi~h·holll' core, Both Gores had 
suffmed (l deGrease in cOl'(liOl'ito "oak inlensitit!S; however, this dccreast1 seems to 
IH! ('dated to ()n~ille tnst lime rathm' than the prosnnce (01' ahstmc<l) of liquid sulfu-
!'ie acid, Additionally, I.ho experimental spectra wer'e senrchHd for peaks conn· 
spollding to the l'tHlclion pro(luctN fOl'l1wd by the rnaction lwlwmm sulfuric add and 
cOl'diel'iltL No tlvidmwtl of aluminum sulfato, llwgnesium sulfult~ 01' silica com· 
pounds could he found. Tho possible time dependence of the cOl'dierite inten.sHy 
docroase suggests that impurities, possibly from snal coatings. may he diluting the 
cO!\dieritt~ content of a specific volume of an .'X-ruy powder sample, The x-I'ay dif· 
f'l'nction spectra have been examined in gl'oatel' dntail in an effort to more fully 
\lnd(~rstnlld tilt! dfect of the gas tUl'hine ongine ollvil'Onnwnt on MAS rogmwrnto(' 
cores. 'rho results of the investigation, howovm, sllg~est t.hat MAS is relatively im· 
pervious to both liquid and vapor phase sulfUl'ie acid attack, Gonfjl'min~ I.he find· 
ings of the lahoratory tests simlliatin~ clwmiGal attack and the accoleratml Gorl'Osion 
tnsts in engine of matrix inserts, 
After thn low t.hl'oll\o t.est limo li200 hours) was completed, the MAS Gore of 
Supplier 1) was intT'Oduced into the accelerated corrosion testing program curried 
out in tht~ Ford 707 ~HS turbine enginn modified for salt ingestion, This core com-
pleted 500 hours of salt ingestion nngine time, Chemical samples Wel'(l taken at. 50 
un~inn hour intm'vals, and were annly~ed by atomic absorption and l'os\lIts are 
presented in Tablo 111.B,a,1. This regenerator accumulated an additional '150 homs 
of accP\(H'atoc\ salt cOI'I'osion test timo \,vhen it was run as a baseline standard with 
othm )'ogmwl'atOl's, Th(~ result:.; of chomical analysis of the samples taken during this 
lattm test period are ~ncl\ldod in Table IlLB,3,2, 
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, ... '11M .... ...... ,. ..... ,. _,0 
--HM",,, CtN 'IU W..., ... 1. Uri 
10"",. CtN flU lielll ..... 1." 
.. "lilf. HIII'IU WIler . ... ' .• 1 
.. ""'. ....'IU Arlll '.111 1.111 
1M ....... CtN 'IU W_ '.t. 1.1.' 
'" MM. e ... 'IU Aclll . ... 1.111 
100 Hilira HIt'tcl . ..., .... . ... 
100 14..,,. HIt'tcl Aclll ••• 1.111 
1&0 Hlu" e ... 'IU W..., '.1. . .... 
110 H..,,, e ... 'IU Aclll ..... 1." 
110 H..,,. HIt'tcl W..., U" .... 
tH H..,,. Hit 'IU Aclll .. ,. 1.111 
200 HIIIf. e ... 'IU W..., 1.1 .. . .... 
200 HIIIf. e ... 'IU .,.. . ... 1.It. 
200 Hilin HIt'tcl W..., .... 1.1" 
200 H..,r. HIt'tcl Ac" '.H' 1 .• 
nl Houn Cild feci Wit" O.Ui ..... 
2&1 Hlun Cild Ftcl acid O.IH 7.13' 
2&1 Houra Hit Feci Wit" 0.0" 1.110 
251 Hour. Hit Feci acid 1.210 7.110 
300 H'l.Ira Cild FICI Wit" O.HI 0 .... 
300 H,un CIIcI Facl acid O.IH 7 .• 
300 Hours I4It Feci Wit" ••• 1.110 300 Hlurs Hit Feci Acid ,.'" 7.17' 
350 Houn Clld Feci Wllir 0.'11 O.oao 
350 Hlur. CIIcI Feci Acid O.oao 7.110 
350 Houn Hit ".el Wit" 0.010 0.0'0 
350 Houn Hit Feci Acid 1.230 7.lao 
400 Hour. Cold F.el W.t., 0.110 0.030 
400 Hours Cold F.e. Acid 0.030 7.130 
400 Hours Hoi Feci Wltlr 0.020 0.010 
400 Hours Hit Feci Acid 0.2" 7.1" 
100 Houn Cild F.el Wit., 0.370 0.0'0 
500 Hours CIIcI Ftcl Acid 0.270 7.720 
500 Hours Ho' fie. W.t., 0.710 0.040 
SOil Hou" Hot Flel Acid 0.030 7.711 
550 Hours Cold F.e. Wltlr 0.110 ~.040 
550 Hours Cold FtCI Acid 0.030 7.110 
550 Hours Hot Facl W.tl' 0.040 0.010 
550 Hour. HoI F.el Acid 0.710 7.770 
600 Hour. Cold F.el Wit., 0.710 0.040 . .. 
600 Hour. Cold F.el Acid 0.030 7.740 . . 
, 
600 Hour. Hot Flel Wit" 0.0" 0.001 
100 Hours Hot Ftcl Acid 0.740 7.710 
650 Houn Cold F.e. Wltlr 0.170 0.040 
150 Hours Cold Feci Acid 0.030 7.110 
ISO Hour. Hoi Feci Wit., 0.020 0.004 
150 Hours Hot F.el Acid 0.570 7.130 
Tuhle 111.0.:1.2 Chemical Analyses of Supplier D-MAS Fun Size 
Core During Accelerated Corl'Osion Testing l 
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The sec;ond full size test core, uvahmtod in the accelerutod corrosion testing pro· 
grnm wus u Supplier C MAS core. After sturt·up, the engine was run at 50% thf(~.· 
t1H for 25 hOllm us u prolhninury sh:p ,C' 1::;Jrroelinn testing. Tho corn fuHod whnn Ihn 
ongine was raisod to lOW';" pow(~r. t Ipon (~nr.fnn disassombly, it was notod thut tho 
core had completHly dolaminuted nt the boundary between the fUled rim unci thn 
unfillnd matrix. Evnluntion of portions of the failed com by Ford and H'w material 
sllpplit~1' indicated thut the material was un~!erfirod and wns woaker than d(!sil'(!d. 
This was nttrihutod to a quality Gontrol pl'ohlom, 
T1m third filII si~n t(lst COI'H, an AS mUddal from Supplh.H' A fuhricutod in a thin-
Willi c()nfj~lII'ation, was intl'o<iucml into tho acceim'nted corrostion testing pl'Ogmm, 
lind tho ~oal of 50n tost hOlil's was achievod. Thn chemicul analyses (atomic ahsol'p-
lion specll'ophotometl'Y) IIro IH'Ostmtml in Tahle IlLB.3.:l. The analysos were curriml 
O\.;t ilt fiU ho\ll' intt!I'VaIs; howevnr, dul'ing pol'iods of t~xtl'Uordinury salt ingt,stion, the 
tmt homs weI'{! douhly weighted. This condition occul'r(ld once in tho cOUl'se of tht! 
tost cydn and was Imcnd to n Illalfunction in Ill(' salt fond mechanism which result· 
(~d in continuous, l'IItluH' than pm'iodic, salt ingestion. 
The dWlllic;~' ~lna!ysHs fOl' sodium and mn~nBsium during tho uccelmalnd <:01'1'0-
sinn ttlslinH (H ,;1 full si~e corn of MAS fmm Supplier D presented ill Tablo Hl.B.3.2 
indicalfl a salt huild·up on the GOI'n surface as a function of time. T1l(l nxtl'eme 
doposition I'esulting f!'Om !hn oquipm(lI1t mulfunction also was indicahHI, and the 
data W(ll't) cOl'l'Ohorated hy visual inspoctions dUlling tlw sampling procndUl't!, as thH 
salt huild-up was quite disGHl'I1iblu t.o the naked eye. Thn data show that Iittlu 01' no 
sodium was ahsol'hml by thn matrix on the cold faGtl sidf:; of the COI'tL Except fOl' thn 
GOO hOll!' sample, tht! sodimn levoi appears to he constant with time. Tht) 50() hO\l1' 
Hamples wel'e taken aflel' It lwavy salt deposition pOl'iod. 
On the hot face side, however, them is a significant absorption of sodi\~m ion into 
tho matdx crystal lattice. The relative sodium concentrations between the cold side 
and the hot side data support the contention that one should sec mOl'(~ ion exchange 
Ilt thn elevated tHmperntur'c. It is noteworthy that this MAS core sUl'vivod UoO hOlll'S 
of ncce1nt'atml cOl'l'osion testing without chemical OJ' physical impail'ment. This tost· 
ing was cHnil:(i out afler' 1200 previous hOlll's of engine tesling at part POWOl' to 
evaluate cold face acid attack, This eol'c continued to function in a d\ll'ubility lust 
engine and accumulatod an additional 4000 hOlll'S of (mgitH~ tilne fOl' a total of {loon 
hours. 
Sodium analyses dming the BccolOl'ated corrosion testing of a full size core of thn 
AS composition of Supplier A are presenlt1d in Table HI.B.3,:l, Bxperience dmillg 
the matl'ixinsel't test program (Section IlI.B.2) indicated that analyzing for addition-
al constituents was not necessary. The smface deposition of large quantities of sodi-
um is indicated by the initial analyses of (he water solutions. The initiall<lst interval 
(flO hours) is doubly weighted duo to Hxcessive salt ingestion. The surface cone/m-
trations (kcrcase during subsequent tost pedods and tend to become const.nnt.. Con-
sislent with prior salt ingestion lests! t.he surface build-up of sodium chlol'ide is 
more pl'onou\1:~ed on the Gold face of the regenel'ator core, 
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-,a MM. e""ecl W..., U10 
,a MM. e .... ec. AcMl UH 
'a ..... ..... ICI W..., ".M 
,aMw. HII Fec. Acl' 0,07. 
n ...... e ... Fec. W..., ItIO 
11 • ...,. etld FICI Acl' 0010 
no ..... HII Feci W*' UH 
170 "111ft HII 'ec. Acl' 3.030 
220 Hlilf. e ... Fec. W.,,, 0.5.0 
220 Hlilf. e ... Fie. Ack! 0.070 
220 Hlilf. HII Fec. W"" 0.020 
220 Mllif. Mil Fec. Ack! UIO 
no Hlilf. e ... Fec. WII" O.IOG 
no H"fI e~ FAct Ack! 0 .... 
270 Hlilf. HII Fec. W"" 0.010 
no Hlilf. HII 'ec, Ack! 3.310 
310 H"" etkt 'ecl Wit" 0.11i0 
310 H...,. Ctkt Fec. Ack! 0.120 
3101411111 Hit Fec. W.,., 0,020 
310 H.llrl 1411 Fac. Acid 2,130 
3111 "till, Clld Fec. W •• ., MIO 
370 ".lIr. elld Fec. Acid 0.110 
370 H.llra HII Fec. W •• " 0.020 
370 Hlllra HII Fac. Acid 2.710 
• 
UO It.llra eold F~' W.t., 0.110 
UO H.llra Cold 'ec. Ack! O. '20 
UO H.Ilr1 Hot Fac. W.t., 0.0'1i 
.20 HOllra Hot FIIC. Acid 2.710 
1i00 HOllrl Cold F.e. W.t., 0.120 
liDO HOllra Cold F.e. Acid 0."0 
1i00 HOllra Hot FIe. w.t., 0.011i 
1i00 HOllr. Hot F.ct Acid 3.0.0 
')'ahle m,o.:I.:I Chmnlcal Analyses of SHPIJller A·AS Full Size 
Core During Acceleraled Corrosion 'I'e81lng 
A comparison of the sodium levels in the bulk material indicate absorption of 
sodium into the matrix lattice at both the cold face and the hot face, The cold face 
concentrations are quite low compared to those found at the hot face, The concen-
trations at hoth faces increase wit.h time. Again, it should be pointed out that this 
cOI'e survived the accHlerated corrosion testing schedule without any undue deh~l'io· 
I'atilm. 
The results from the full size core testing program in the accelerated corrosion 
test mode confirm the findings of the laboratory test phase and the testing of the 
matrix inserts. The MAS matrices are impervious to ion·exchange and are practi· 
cally immune to the corrosion attack the engine environment presents on both the 
hot side and the cold side of the regenerator. The leached LAS also provides ade-
quate r(~sistance to chemical attack and survived the engine environment under ac-
celerated corrosion test conditions. 
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IIl.e, SUMMARY 
The thr/Je phaso test program provide an excellent step-wise-screening process 
for evaluuting new matrix materials for the .regenerator {lpplic{ltion in tho gus tur· 
hine engine. 
The laboratory tests in this program are npparently more severe thnn tho corJ'()-
sion conditions presented in the enl~ine during the accelernted corrosion ~ost pro-
gram/ and Ihus provide on excellent screening procedure for' determining th(~ HkHly 
candidates that cun survive the engine durnbiUty test. 
Based on the results of this test progl'ilm the MAS mntr'ix provides the best chem· 
lcul nttnck r(}sistnnce in the engine environment for the regenerntor upplication. 
Tho state-of·the-art MAS mntOf'inls should provide much better porformancH thun 
thn Supplier' D MAS matrix which survived 6000 hour engine test. 
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TASK IV. AEROTt .ERMODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE 
IV.A. INTRODUCTION 
The matrix fin configuration selected for a given hent exchanger, under sp cifie 
engine conditions, has it significant influence nn the level of th'rmal str'ss find 
thermodynamic performance. In order to evaluate thermodynllmi performance of 
prospective fin configurations. a shuttle rig was designed and falJricat d. 
Th .. essential parameters required for accurate heat exchanger performanc pr · 
diction arn tho htlsic h 'a t trlll1S 'I' (j =Stanton ·Prandtl NO.=Colburn No.= C:,.REX:"J 
and PI' 'ssm' drop (1-' = Fnuning Fri 'lion Factor == C1/I{E) chtl racteristics of th matri x 
fin geolll'tr. h'i ng ahmt'd as a function of it nonclimensional flow pararn -I. I' 
(RE = i{e, II( II No.). In onl'l' to obtain the basic heat transfer and presslII"o drop 
elata , n tl'ansi 'nt t 'r.hniqllc simil ', I' to the "slieling draw r" techn'que desc ribed ill 
R 'f l'e ll CO [) was liS d , 
Th' shllttle rig. shown in Figure 1V.A.1. consists of two concentric cy lind 1'5 
fnhricat eel from II mat erial with xtremely low thl}nllal conductivity (acrylic plasti c). 
Th' outUI' c Ii I Ie I' (Figul" IV.A.l) r.onsists of four square ports 90 0 ap:lrt . which 
contain pressur ' tlipS and thel'lllocouplus . The inner cylinder (Figure IV A.3). hi ch 
c ntains th matrix sllInple. is m 'chanica lly rotat ed ~oo hetween tne hot and co ld 
air strea ms. The tight c1 caran ' IJ 'tween the concentric cy linders prevl1 nts the nil' 
from leaking frOIll on str am to the oth 'I'. 
I 
-""--- i ~ 1"- , 
• 
Fi gul' e I ./\.'l I'holograph of Shuttle Hig 
8 
I W POc:)H 
Fi~ lII'l' IV.I\ .2 
Fi '111'1 ' 1\' .1\ .:1 
I'h"I"~: I'.lph .. r 11111 .... ( : ~' lilldt:l' t ' / ... .1 i ll II ... Shllllll ' Hi): 
I'IIOI")1I' ,lpl1 .. f trllll'l' Cyli lldl :1' l :;t'd I II IIII' SIl\llIl l ' I{ ig 
. 
. 
With tho innur cylinder exposed to the hot air stream, the tlJst matrix is h(mwd to 
a uniform tmnpernture of apl~roximately 12°C (22°F) above ambient. A shIp chungn 
in fluid temperature is imposed on the test mutrix by rotating the innur (~ylind()l' 
OOa. Tho downstream fluid temperature, which is referenced to the upstrtlUm fluid 
tmnpnrature, is monitored und recorded versus time, By determining the maximum 
slopo of the fluid temperature difference curve during the cooling tl'unsient, the 
Colhurn No. of tho tost mutrix can be determined for eae:h flow condition (Rey-
nold's No,). Tho theoretical basis for this measurement t~chnique is descrihod in 
Refm'(lm;tl 9. 
In addition to the dependence on the maximum slope of the fluid tempmatlll'(! 
diffm'ence curvt, during thf~ cooling transient, the level of the heat transfer ehumc-
toristics (Colhurn No,) is dependent on the fin parametm' values utilizod fOl' dntn 
roduction. This was proviously discussed in Section Q in Reference 1., In ordm' to 
dntnrmino thn pertinent fin configuration parameters (Figure IV.A.4) requil'ed fot' 
datu I'(~duction, an enlarged photo (Figure IV.A.5) of a 25.4mm (1 inch) squHI'() sec;-
tion of thu Wst matrix is taken, From this photo the number of openings pm' ('ow pm 
inch (X) and the number of rows per inch (Y) is determined. A computer IH'ogl'um 
dehH'lnines the open urea (er), hydl'auHc diameter (UH), and heat transfer sul'faco 
awu pm' unit volume (tI) us n function of X, Y, fillet radius, and fin .rnntm'ial thick· 
ness (8), AfhH' measul'ing the woight and volume of the test matrix, t'he open Mea 
(IT) is dutm'lllined hased on the waH density (pW) of the mntrix material. On(;o tho 
opon awn is estahlished, the I'emaining parameters (DH, tI, 8) am detmmilHld fr'om 
the computtll' I'end·out. fOl' the X, Y, and 8 combination. Consequently, the pmtinont 
fin plll'amotms requil'od (er and DH) 1'01' data reduction nre highly dependent on tIm 
UCGlII'llCY of the wall density (pW) value of the matrix mll.erinl. 
r.~""."'H.,_ ... _." ........... t .. ,B [ .... "''' ... " .. ''' A. [\.' ...... __ " .... ]... 1 
.............. ~~f' '''7 ... ~J t ,""\,.~.-....... ~ ~~ ~~ l~,'~~::,~~ · S j 
I· PH ~! I. PH ·1 '~1 PH .1 
x~~~~~~~ ~. 
V NO. OF ROWS PER INCH 
~ FIN HEIGHT ~. 0 
1 RECTANGULAR 2 P!4 FIN PITCH ( X) 011 HEXAGONAL .. (X) TRIANGULAR 
A.R. ASPECT IIATIO PH H 
Q i'LA TE THICKNESS 
S FIN TtIICKNESS 
r .. RADIUS OF CURVATURE 
/1 SHAPE ANGLE 
N NO. OF OPENINGS PER sa. IN. 
A::, CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF 1 OPENING 
Wfl WETTED PERIMETER OF ONE OPENING 
OH HYDRAULIC DIAMETER 4 A::, W.P . 
• 1 RATIO OF OPEN AREA TO FRONrAL AREA 
2.A t. H (PH'S) H' 
.. TRIANOU.AH !'iH (H IS) ,I RECtANGULAR (H+S) (PH) ,I HEXAGONAL \ (jfl:Ojl 
,i ., HEAT TRANSFER SURFACE AREA PER UNIT VOLUME " --:r~ ~ 
Fi~nrt} IV.A.4 Definition of Fin Parameters 
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2:1 .4 MM 
( 1 IN .) --~I 
25.4 MM 
(\ IN .) 
1'1111111 'I' ,tph Sho",i ll : ntH' Itt c. h ~qll,lrt : :,( :(;IiOIl from 
T' j ~ I l\lnll'ix 
i-:rrnnO(lIlS eslilll:tl (!s of Ill( fi l P.lI"1111 ' l l'I'S (0 Inc! I II) c n n inll'Odl\( ~ t ! s i~lIifi cil lll 
disClTpiincil)s ill IllI! '" li nd I CIII'" ',' , : (l Il :'ll'qtlf'llll y, III nlll)J'lltll ' III '!hod of c! '1 CI' -
lIIillillg I Ill! heal Ir:tll sfc l' :llld pn'SS III' (, e1ml chal':l cl eri sli cs Ihnl 'liminal's Ilw Iwe 's -
sii y of oslimllillg fin plira ltlCI rs is dl)si rnlll (!. In addili l)J1 , 1111' all '1'11111 , characloris -
lics \ i\l I\lOW :t dir('ci CO lllP(ll'isO Il of I " sl dal n frolll cliff' ' l'I :nl SO \ll'CCS , sint:' it 
Illli v t! rsal lIlelh"d of dcl('rlllillillg pe l'linonl fil ; p(lra l le lc rs is linn - 'xisl'lll al Ihis 
lillll) . As pl'uv i(lll:-:l y pl'C'sellted ill S 'ct \( Il Q.n of R ,fer ' IlC ' I. nit l'IIal' prtlssurn 
<Imp 1I11d Iwa! trall sfc r c h:trilC lt ~ ri s li cs ;[1 11 Il l! l'X PI'I ssw l i ll tilt! full cn ing forms: 
~p.p 
\. 
NTLJ 
\. 
1. (l :l 
= C \ ;~. ' 
- f\ l :lIr ix I I'('SSlI l\' I r( I Kpn (l ~':; I ) 
= 1: lllid PI' 'ssm K I .1 (P.' I f\ 1 
L = Flow Length CM. (In.) 
W = Air Mass flow rate Kg/Sec. (Lb./Sec.) 
T = Fluid temperature OK. (OR.) 
AF = Matrix frontal area M.2 (1"1'.2) 
(1 = Open aren rutio 
Cl - Fanning Friction Factor constant for laminar flow = F·RE 
DB = Hydraulic diameter eM. (In.) 
NTlJ = By definition the number of heat transfer units (determinml fl'Om the 
maximum slope uf the fluid temperature difference curve during the 
cooling transient as described in Reference 9) 
C2 = Colh'~I'n No. constant for laminar flow = J/REX2 
X2 = Reynold's No. (Rlq exponent from the Colburn No. (J =C2 REX2) 
c ~ 3.56 ('1O--0) .. ~ .. ~'!~,," 
(1DH2 [
3.506 (10-10) Cl ] 
(10H2 
A = 4.08 [U2.0(10-7)] - X2,."~.2(1-X2 [4.98 [21.9(10-7)] - X2.~~ .. -XZ ] 
DH (l-Xz) OH (1- X2) 
If X2 = -'I; then: 
A = 3:1'1 (10-5) C20' 
DH2 
Once the constants (C and A) have been determined from the equation of the linn 
for the aitcl'Ilate per'formance characteristics, the pertinent constants (Cl and Cz) 
fOl' the basic performance characteristics can be detel'mined from estimated vailles 
of (1 and DB. 
IV.B. DISCUSSION 
IV.B.t Matrix Test Samples 
Prior to the start of this program with NASA twenty matrix fin configurations 
were evaluated in the shuttle rig (Reference 2). These data are repeated on Table 
IV.B.l:!. During the course of this program an additional nineteen matrix samples 
wore evaluated (Table IV.B.l.2). 
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Shuttle Rig Matrices (21.39) 
Photographs of the nineteen samples (matrices 21 thru 39) evaluated during this 
program are shown on Figures IV.B.l.l. t.o IV.B.l.20. The standard heat transfer (J) 
und pressure drop (F) characteristics. which depend on the values dAtermined for 
open area ratio (0') and hydraulic diameter (DH). for t.he first. thirteen rr.:atrices (rna· 
h'ices 21. thru 33) are listed on Table IV.B.l.2. 
Due to instrumentation difficulties the heat transfer data for the last six samples 
(matrices 34 to 39) contained unacceptable scatter due to instrumentaHon difficul-
ties. Re-evaluation of these matrices with new instrumentation was not completed 
before terminati.on of the program. Consequently, only the pressure drop character-
istics were completed (Table IV.B.l.2) for the last six matrices. 
The alternat.e heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics. which are based on 
measured test data, for matrices 21 to 33 are listed on Table IV.B.l.2. 
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The present matrix sample size contains twenty-five rectangular (Core no. 2, 3, 6, 
8, 9, 12 thru 17, 21 thru 24, 2H thru 34, 36, 37 and 39), two hexagonal (Core no. 26 
and 27), eight sinusoidal (Cure no. 1, 5, 7, 10, 11, 19, 20 and 25), and four isosceles 
triangular (Core no. 4, 18, 35 and 38) fin configurations. In addition, the present 
sample size represents a good cross section of the differPllt manufacturing processes 
which are currently being evaluated as follows: 
1. Supplier A - Corr1lgating or extrusion 
2. Supplier B -- Stacked extruded tubes 
3. Supplier r. - Corrugating 
4. Suppliers 0 ano E - Calendering 
5. Supplier I Extrusion 
6. Supplier J - Embossing or stamped sheets 
IV.B.2 The Effect of Manufacturing Process on Fin Efficiency 
One of the theoretical idealizations of the transient technique utilized by the 
shuttle rig method of evaluation is that the flow entering the matrix is steady and 
uniform in velocity and temperature. A flow imbalance can occur within the matrix 
test sample when fin geometry variance exists. Consequently, this condition can 
substant.iaIJy alter the heat transfer characteristics and, to a lesser extent, the pres-
sure drop characteristics (Reference 10). Hence, the shuttle rig provides a true eval-
uation of the performance characteristics for a particular matrix geometry with re-
spect to shape uniformity and dimensional tolerance limitations inherent in the 
applicable manufacturing process. Based on the existing matrix sample size, the 
corrugating, extrusion and calendering fabrication techniques can be evaluated. 
Variations in roll pressure during forming, tension during wrapping, and 
shrinkage ratH during firing can induce ~ignificant fin shape variance for both the 
corrugating and calendering processes as shown on Figure IV.B.2.1. In addt:ion, a 
dispersal of circumferential delaminations (Figure IV.B.2.1) can occur due to varia-
tions in bond quality during the wrapping phase of the process. 
Although the extrusion process is susceptible to variations in material thickness 
due to die wear, it has the best potential for fabricating uniform fin shape. Similar 
to the wrapped processes, the extrusion technique (which inherently eliminates de-
laminations due to bonding) is susceptible to variations in shrinkage during the fir-
ing cycle. 
In addition, the condition of the flow passage perpendicular to the air flow can 
also influence the performance characteristics. As the surface becomes rougher, the 
flow friction and heat transfer characteristics are both likely to increase. It is diffi-
cult to ascertain which parameter will increase at a faster rate without an evalua-
tion in a shuttle rig or equivalent test facility. Obviously, it would be desirable to 
increase the heat transfer characteristics at a faster rate which would increase the 
overall fin efficiency O/F). 
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In order to illustrate the importance of matrix sample quality, similar fin geome -
tries with equivalent hydraulic diameters from the existing sample size (Tables 
1Y.B.1 .1 and IV.B.1.2) can be selected. These samples will ue compared based on 
the standard heat transfer (J) and pressure drop (F) characteristics, which are based 
on the actual geometrical opening with the material wall thickness factored out. For 
optimum engine performance it is desirable to maximize the heat transfer efficien-
cy and minimize the pressure loss associated with the heat exchanger. Therefore, 
the effect of matrix sample quality can t , estimated by comparing the ratio of the 
heat transfe r (J) to pressure drop (F) cI cteristics for similar fin geometries. 
For the square fin matrix configuration, extruded matrices 12. 28 and 29 can be 
compared to equi alent embossed matrices 6 and 16 (Table 1Y.B.2.1). Based on the 
ave rage performance characteristics for the two fabrication groups, the uniformity 
of the extruded structures indicates higher heat transfer characteristics (Cz) and 
lower pressure drop chi: racteristics (C1). The net result is an improvement of ap-
proximately 24 °~ in overall fin efficiency, which is defined as the ratio of heat 
transfer (Cz) to pressure drop (Cl) characteristics. 
To eva luate the effect of matrix sample quality for sinusoidal triangular struc-
tures, the pertinent fin parametels for three different examples are listed on Table 
iY.B.Z.1. Matrices no. 10 and 19 were corrugated by Supplier A from the same tool -
ing . Matrix No. 19, which had improved cell geometry uniformity, indicates a 20 % 
improvement in the heat transfer characteristics (j=CZ REX2) with eq uivalent pres-
sure drop characteristics (F=Cl REX1). 
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Matrix No. 20 was corrugated by Supplier A with a much thinne:r material using 
the same tooling that was designed for the thicker material of matr~x no. 1. Conse-
quently, the radius of curvature (R) for matrix 20 was increased during the forming 
process, which reduced the stiffness of the structure. With the reduced stiffness, the 
variation in fin height and shape was accentuated during the wrapping and firing 
stages of the process for matrix no. 20. The results indicate a significant increase in 
the pressure drop characteristics with a slight decrease in heat transfer characteris-
tics. The net result produced an apparent reduction of 22% in overall fin efficiency 
(J/F) for matrix 20. 
This example illustrates the difficulty in comparing performance characteristics 
of sinusoidal triangular fins with equivalent aspect ratios (PH/H) and hydraulic 
diameters (DH). Unless the radius of curvature (R) of the structures are also 
equivalent, the actual shape of the fin configurations can be significantly different. 
In order to illustrate this, figure IV.B.2.2 depicts sinusoidal triangular configurations 
with constant aspect ratio and three different radii. This figure clearly illustrates the 
extreme variance in fin shape that can occur, depending on the radius of curvature 
(R) induced from the corrugating, wrapping and firing processes. In addition. the 
degree of blockage in the corners from the bonding process can introduce another 
significant variable that can affect performance characteristics. 
H 
II~~~---------------------- PH ----------------------~~ 
Figure IV.B.2.2 Schematic Illustrating Variation in Sinusoidal Triangular Fin Passage Shal)e 
with Respect to Radius of Curvature for a Constant Aspect. Ratio 
The t.hird example for sinusoidal triangular fins compares matrices 5 and 25 (Ta-
ble IV.B.2.1) from Supplier C. Matrix 25 was fabricated from a new set of tooling 
similar to the tooling utilized for matrix 5. The new tooling produced a more uni· 
form structure. which resulted in a significant improvement in overall fin efficiency 
(l/F). 
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Based on the examples listed in Table IV.B.2.1. fin shape uniformity can result in 
a 20 to 25//,/1 improvement in overall fin efficiency (J/F) for squ"re and .l;inusoidnl 
structures with equivalent nspect rntio (PH/H) and hydraulic diameters (DH). 
IV.B.3 The Effect of Matrix Fin Geometry on Performance 
Based on the shuttle rig test data presented in Section IV.B.l. the effect of mntrix 
fin shape on aerothel'lnodynnmic performance cnn be discussed. In order to evalu· 
ate the effm;t a change in matrix fin shape and/or package si~e will have on regen· 
erator effectiveness and pressure drop. simplified pnrametrir, curves can be uti· 
li:wd. Regoncmtor pressure drop and effectiveness can be expressed in terms of 
flow conditions, package size and matrix fin parameters as follows (Reference 11): 
Uo & (AP/P) = q, (FLOW CONDITIONS) • (PACKAGE SIZE). (FIN PARA· 
METERS) 
lIo :::: [ ,?}t,,']. [L (AP)] . [C2 t1 ] (IF: X2 = -1) 
W.PR2/a DH2 
Ill'\' t ~(~!fIJ[I;,]t~~2] 
llo 
110 + '1 
Whore: 
(.11": X* = '1) 
X2 = Reynold's No. exponent for Colburn No. (J = C2 RE X2) 
Gl :::: Fanning Friction Factor Constant for Laminar Flow (F = C1/RE) 
C2 == Colburn No. Constant. for Laminar Flow 
t1 :::: Open Area Rat.io 
DH :::: Hydraulic Diameter 
W :::: Ail' Flow Rate 
I-L = Viscosity 
R :::: Universal Gas Constant 
T = Avel'age TemperatUl'e 
gc :::: Pl'Oportionality Factor in Newton's Second Law 
L = Flow Length 
AI<' = Front.al Area 
.lP = Pressure Drop 
P :::: Inlet Pressure 
( :::: Effectiveness = q, (lJo,X*J 
X* :::: Flow Capacity Rate Ratio 
Uo - Number of Heat Transfer Units (NTU) 
PR = Prandtl Number 
Utilizing these expressions for a constant set of regenerator flow conditions, the 
parametric curves shown on Figure IV.B.3.1. were generated. In order to utilize 
these curves, the effectiveness and pressure drop must be determined for the refer· 
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ence or haseline regenerator size and fin geometry at a given set of flow conditions. 
Once the reference regenerator size and fin geometry have been selected, the fol· 
lowing expressions must be determined for each change in fin geometry or package 
size: 
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Figure IV.B.l.t 
Parametric Curves for Heal Exchanger Thermodynamic Performance 
C* = Ratio of Fanning Friction Factor constant with respect to reference 
laminar flow Fanning Friction Factor constant, Cl/C1B 
C** = Ratio of Colburn No. constant with respect to reference laminar flow 
Colburn No. constant, CZ/CZB 
L* = Flow length or thickness ratio with respect to reference regenerator 
thickness, L/LB 
DH* = Hydraulic diameter ratio with respect to reference fin hydraulic 
diameter, OH/OHB 
AF* = Frontal area rat,io with respect to reference regenerator frontal area. 
AF/AFB 
11* = Ratio of open area percentage with respect to reference fin open area 
ratio, 111 uD 
111 
I 
j 
I 
l 
1 
1 
1 
J 
llo* ::: Numher of heat transfer units ratio with respect to reference 
regtmorator number, Uo/lJ0 8 
~P/P)* ::: PI'()SSUl'C drop ratio with respect to reference regenerator pressure 
dmp, (AP/P)/(AP/P)B 
.AftHI' tlw ubove ratios are determined, the effect of alterations in fin geometry 
und/OI' package si.w (lUn he estimated with respect to the referf'.mce or bnst~lin(~ con· 
figl1l'ation performanctl, provided the regenerntor flow conditions nre not ultured. 
Keeping in mind tho considerations discussHd for mntrix sample quality, n com-
pnl'ison of pm'fol'lnance charactoristics betWt;~en the rectnngular, square, hexagonal, 
sinusoidal and isosnoles tl'inngular passages can be made. In order to compare rna· 
tl'ix fin eonfiglll'Htions on an equivalent basis, the hydraulic diameter, wall thickness 
and flow length should be approximately the same. The parametric curves (Figlll'e 
IV.B.:U) 1'01' pOl'formance wtll'e utilized to compal'e the effect of matrix fin shape. 
FI'OIll I hI! prosent matrix sampl<l size (Tobles IV.B.t:l and IV.B.1.2) matl'ices 'I (si· 
nusoidal), 2 (squat'e). 4 (isoscnles) and 9 (rectangular) have approximately the same 
h~ldl'a\lliG diallwtm' and flow l(ln~th, The standord and altHrnate heat transfel' and 
Pl'OSStll'O <11'01' char'ucteristics fOl' these matrices are repeated on Figures IV,B.a.2 
and IV,B.a,a. rospectivdy, Since matrix 1 repres(mts the fin geometry that was uti· 
Ii~od for tho FOI'd 707 pl'oduction tlll'bine engine, it will bH selected as the l'efenH1Ce 
configul'ation, The pm'fonnance fOl' the pl'odllction size regenel'U~or at full power' 
conditions is designated as Caso A in Table IV.B.3.1. The predicted perfol'lnance of 
matdens !.!, 4 and H for tho same si~w I'ogenerator al'e listed as Case BI C and J) 
respectively in Table lV,B,a,1. 
.As ()XIHlctod. tlw Hxtl'lHied isoscelos tl'iangular matl'ix (4), which had higher heat 
trallsf(!r and lowOl' pressure cll'OP characteristics (Figul'e IV,B,3.2). resulted in higher 
offuctivnness and lowel' Pl'HSSlll'C dl'Op compared to the wrapped cOl'l'ugated lI'ian· 
gular matrix (1), Conversoly. the reetallgulal' (9) and square (21 matrices l'esulted in 
lown!' effoctiveness than the rdel'onee matrix (1) in spite of the superiol' heat trans, 
fer cha.I'nctmistiGs (FigUl'(~ IV,(i.2). This discrepancy illustrates the importance of rna-
tmini wall thickness, 
Tlw J'(HlSOIl for this discl'epancy is attributed to the sevel'e penalty imposed on the 
mctangtllm and squUl'() GOnfiglll'ations by the significantly gl'oater materiul thickness 
(8 and Il) which creatos a significantly lowe I' open area ratio (0'). Consequently, the 
altol'llate hoat tmllsfer characteristics (Figure IV,I3.3.3) allow a direct compal'ison of 
nxisting fin configurntions for a fixed ['egenel'atol' size at identical flow conditions 
with the matel'ial wall thickness factored in. The standard thermodynamic per'for-
mance chal'ucteristics (Figure IV.8,2) are based on the actual opening of the fin con· 
figuration with tho matorial wall thicknHss factored out. 
A hellOf' comparison of the square, rectangular and sinusoidal configurations 
Gould hn made .if the material thickness were equivalent. To maintain the same F 
and J chal'uclel'istics for tho squal'O and l'ectangulal' slIl'faces, assuming they could 
btl fabricated with reducod material thickness, the geometrical opening (.A ~) is 
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kept constant to maintain the same hydraulic diameter by adjusting the cell density 
(N) pl'oportionately to the material thickness change. Case Band'" in Table IV.O,3.1 
illustrates the improvement in performance of the squnre and rectangular passages 
if the materinl thickness could be equivnlent to that of the sinusoidal. 
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Comp,.rlson or EUcctlvfmcss and Prossure Urol' Charactf'rilftics 
.A similar compurison cun bo made between mutrix 11 (sinusoidal) and rectangu· 
lar matricos 6 and 24, since they have equivalent hydraulic diam(ltol's. For this ox-
ample, matrix l'l will be selected as th(~ reference fin with the predicted perfor-
mance at full power in tho Ford 707 production turbine engine listed as Case G in 
Tabln IV.B.3.1. Re(;hmgulnr matrices 8 and 24 listed as Cuse H und I, respectively, 
show equal to or higher effoctiveness combined with a significant increase in pres" 
sure drop compared to the sinusoidal mntrix (Case G). Similnr to the first example, 
f'octangular ll1utrices 6 nnd 24 were hypothetically modified to huve material thick· 
ness equivalonl to the reference sinusoidal mat.rix (11), The predicted performance 
for the modified rectnngular mntrices 8 und 24 are listed in Tuble lV.B.3,1 as Case) 
and K, respectively. As expecte(L the difference in effectiveness is even greater 
compared with th(} sinusoidul matrix (Case G) with only a slight penulty for pres-
sure drop, 
The primary reason for the improved performance of the square and rectaflgulnr 
geometries Gomparcd 10 a sinusoidal structure with equivulent material thickness is 
IIttrihutnd to n ('eduction in boundary layer effects in the corners. In uddilion, the 
calender-cd rectangular' fin does not huve the double wall regions inherent in the 
wmppcd corr'ugation process. Consequently, blockuge is minimized and the avail· 
ahle heat tmnsfer surface area is utilized mm'e effectively. 
The relative merits of tho hexagonal matrix 27 cun be compured to rectungular 
matrices 't7, 22 and 23 in addition to the square matrix 2, since they have approxi. 
mately the same hydraulic diameter and flow length. The standard and alternute 
heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics for these matrices are repeated on 
Figures IV.B.4 and IV.B.5, respectively. 
From the standard aeroth(H'modynamic performallce characteristics (Figure 
IV.8.a.4), which arc based on the actual geometric opening with the wall material 
factored out, the hexagonal flow passage hus lower heat transfer (J) and pressure 
drop (F) chhracteristies compared to the rectangular geometries. Based on the gross 
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mousure of ovorull rin ofHcienc, (J/F) the rectangular flow geometry appon!'!; to be 
mm'e emden', which suhstantiates theoretical predictions (Reference 12) for fully 
dovel<itJod laminur flow (L/DH > toO). 
Tho hoxuMonnl flow pussuge has slightly higher pressure drop (F) charncteristics 
with slightly lo'.ver heat transfer (I) characteristics com"ared to the square passuge 
~nomoh'Y' Consmluontly. the overall fin efficiency (J/F) for the square pussa~c MO-
!~m~~'ry appoars to hu hetler than the hexagon, for fully developed lamimll' flow, 
Thn imp()I'tnnco of tho fin material thickness is iIIustru'ed by the alternate per-
formance ChiU'lUltoristics (Figure IV.B.5). The extremely thin wall material thickness 
of ,058 m.n { 002a in.) of the hexagonal matrix more than compensotec; for the lower 
hnnt trnnsfor churucteristics to produce slightly better heat transfer effectiveness 
with Hignificnntly lowor pressure drop compared to the existing square and nwtan· 
gulal' matrices. 
The e.xamples in this section have served to illustrate the impmtant fnctOl's that 
must lw considered when sHhwting nn optimum fin conHgurntion fo1' u given hont 
eXGhangm' application. WhHn sel(wting the best existing fin geometry for a giv(Hl 
hoat exchanger' si1.u and flow conditions, the passage geometry, mat.erial thickness 
and limitations of Ihn method of fabrication must all be considomd. t ltilhmtion of 
th(; aHernutu heat transfm' (A) and Pt'essure drop (C) characteristics accounts for all 
of thoso fa<:tors for matrices fabricated from existing tooling. 
Wlwll snlncting the most efficient fin shape for a new set of tooling, the standard 
heat '!'Unsrm (J) (lnd pressure dl'Op (1") characteristics can be utili:l.ed. sinco thH ma-
terial thicklwss is factored out. Once the desired fin geom(}h-y is selected the 
fahrication technique must hn capahle of producing the requirHd material thicknnss 
and sample quality, This explains how apparently less effident fin shapes such as 
the sinusoidal (CaSH A thl'll Dill Table IV.B.3.1) and the hexagonal (Figurns IV.B.:i.4 
and IV.B.a.5) Gan yield impl'Oved performance for a specific regenerator upplication 
due to flw. ahility of tho fuhrication method to produce a much thinner stl'llcture. 
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FIN CONFIGURATION A.R. }tOLES/CM.' MM CI XI C, X, 0 
(HOLES/!~.') IN. RE=I00 
MATRIX NO.2- 1,4 140 
.5" ,655 14.0 -I 4.18 -I .2" 
EMBOSSED SQUARE (goo) (,0258) 
MATRIX 27- .94 195.3 .688 -I 4.0 -I .278 
HEXAGON (1260) .827 (.0275) 14.4 
MATRIX 17- 7.8 49.1 .560 .713 18.3 -I 3.09 -.88 .28:1 
RECTANGLE (312) (.0281) 
MATRIX 22· 5.8 60.5 .608 .739 18.8 -I 5.37 -I .286 
RECTANGLE (390) (.0291) 
• 
MATRIX 23- 10 40.6 .618 .737 21.2 -I 1.62 '.81 .184 
RECTANGLE (262) (.0290) 
10-3 
10
' 
102 103 
RE = REYNOLD'S NO. 
Figure IV.B.3.4 Standard Thermodynamic Performance Characteristics for Matrices 2, 17, 22, 
23 and 27 
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Alternate Aero-Thermodynamic Performance Compcnison fol' Matrices 2, 17, 
22, 23 and 27 
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IV.B.4 Innuence of Aspect Ratio 
Thooretical solutions fOl' laminar flow, forced convection, heat transfer and flow 
friction uvailnble in the literature (Reference 12) are dependent on the accuracy of 
dofinition of the geometry and a limited number of boundary conditions that are 
not woll duplicated in actual practice or even in the laboratory. In uddition. the 
thooretical solutions apply only to fully developed laminar flow, which requires the 
length to hydr.aulic dinmeter ratio (L/DH) be greater than 100. Depending on the 
degree of variation in the matrix fin shape uniformity, length to hydraulic diameter 
ratio anti actual thermal boundary condition imposed by the application environ-
ment, Ihe disparity hetween computed und actual performance characteristics can 
he signifiGant. 
With the shuttle rig tec.hnique, limitations inherent ir\ the applicable manufactur-
ing proc~ss that influence matrix fin shape and uniformity are automatically ac-
counted for. In addition, (itwiations fl'om fully developed Inminnr flow can also bp-
evaluated. Therefore, dusign predictions based on performance characteristics d{~­
terminod from shuttle rig test data will minimize the disparity between computed 
and Hotual heat exchanger p(~rformance. 
Kneping in mind Ihn matrix performance considerations discussed abovl? and 
\Itili~ing tho tesl data aOGumulated at this time on rectangular anel sinusoidal trian-
gulat, sUI'facos. the eff()(~t of aspect ratio and length to hydraulic diameter on POI'-
formance charactm'isties can be investigated. 
FOl' the l'eetangulm' fin configuration. aspect ratio (A.R.) is defined as the I'at.io of 
tll() distance between rib centerlines (PH) to the rib height (H), as shown on Figure 
IV,A.4. In effoct this definition specifies the groove spacing and depth from the 
mnhoHHing roll aftor fil'ing shrinkage has oeclll'l'ed. Theoretical predictions for per-
formance characteristics are based on the aspect. ratio of the actual opening (PH-
S/H). In order' to evaluate the rectangular configurations on an equivalent basis 
with theory, the effect of aspect ratio of the actual opening (PH-S/H) will be evalu-
ated. For the present rectangular fin sample size (21 matrices) the modified aspect 
mtio (PH-S/H) variance is 1.0 t.o 9.1 while the length to hydraulic diameter l'aHo 
vadeH fl'om 47 to '109. To evaluate the effect of aspect ralio on performance, only 
the matrices approaching fully developed laminar flow will be considm'ed (L/DH > 
HO). 'rhcol'etically the slope (X2) of the Colburn No. (J) characteristics should be -:1 
for fully dnvelopod laminar flow. Depending on matrix sample quality and actual 
laminar flow GondHion (L/DH), the slope of the heat transfer characteristic can be 
less than -1. Since 2WYIl of the rectangular samples evaluated have a slope less 
than -1, a comparison of heat transfer characteristics will depend on the Reynold's 
'No. range selected. Based on the predominant operating range for the Ford 707 gas 
tmhine engine, the Reynold's No. range selected for discussion will be 100 to 200. 
The normal Colburn No. Const.ant (C2) for laminar flow can be modified as follows: 
or 
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-Let: C2' = IRE· RE 
-----~. 
Where: JRE = value of Colburn No. at 
a given Reynold's No. 
The effect of aspect ratio on performance characteristics for rectangular matrices 
approaching fully developed laminar flow is shown on Figure IV.B.4.1. The pres· 
sUI'e drop characteristics agree very well with theoretical predictions. As expected, 
within the limits of sample quality, the heat transfer characteristics appear to im· 
prove with increasing aspect ratio up to a value of 7. When the aspect ratio exceeds 
a value of 7. the expected improvement appears to be offset by excessive cell geom· 
etry distortion. This is not. surprising due to the susceptibility of the high aspect rat'io 
rectangular fins to back web distortion (Figure [V.B.2.1). Since the heat transfer 
characteristics increase at a lower rate than the pressure drop characteristics, over· 
all fin efficiency (JIF = C2' IC1) appears to decrease slightly with increasing aspect 
rut io. 
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Figure IV.D.4.1 Performance Characteristics for Rectangular 
Fins \IS. Aspect Ratio 
To eliminate the influence of fin shape for the evaluation of the effect of L/DH 
on performance characteristics, rectangular configurations that are essentially 
square (modified aspect ratio. PH·S/H< 1.1) were selected (Figure IV.B.4.2). In ad-
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dition, these matrices were segregated into the two different faLrication methods, 
embossed and extruded, to take into account matrix uniformity. The pressure drop 
characteristics for the entire sample appear to decrease approaching fully devel· 
oped laminar flow (L/DH>90). The improved uniformity associated with the ex· 
truded structures ilppear to have higher heat transfer characteristics (C2') compared 
to the embossed matrices, which remain essentially constant for the L/DH range 
evaluated. Consequently, the net effect appears to be a slight increase in overall fin 
efficiency (C2' ICt) approaching fully developed laminar flow. 
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For n similar evuluution of sinusoidal triangular passages the aspect ratio must be 
modified in a different manner as shown on Figure IV.B.4.3 to attain an equivalent 
basis with theory for the actual opening. Performance charactel'!stics of the sinusoi-
dal matrices thnt approach fully developed laminar flow are shown on Figure 
IV.n.4.4 with respect to the modified aspect ratio [(PH-2K)/(H-S)). Although the 
pressure drop characteristics exhibit the snme general tr~md as the theory, the cor-
relation is not good. Unlike the rectnngular surfac(~s the heat transfer charactel'istics 
diminish with increasing aspect ratio. Similar to the rectangular passnge, the net 
result is that oVHrall fin efficiency appears to decrease with increasing aspect ratio. 
'rhe scatter in the pressure drop data substantintes the difficulty in comparing 
pMfol'lnance characteristics of sinusoidal configurations on the basis of aspect ratio, 
unless the radii of curvature (R) of the corrugation§ are equivalent. The ~\ignificance 
of the radius of curvature was previously discussed in Section IV.n.2 and illustrated 
011 Figure IV.B.2.2. 
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l~igure IV.B.4.3 Illustration of Ideal and E<llJivalent Sinusoidal Passage 
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Figure IV.B.4.4 Performance Chara(~terlstlcs for Sinusoidal 
Triangular Fins \IS. Aspect Ratio 
Unlike the rectangular fin sample size. the present group of sinusoidal surfaces is 
devoid of a large group of samples for a given aspect ratio with a large variance for 
length to hydraulic diameter ratio. Consequently, the existing sample size must be 
subdivided into three sub-groups in an attempt to attain a preliminary estimate of 
the influence of L/DH on performance (Figure IV.B.4.5), Similar to the square pas-
sage, within the limits of the expected increased scatter in the data. both the heat 
transfer and pressure drop charact.eristics appear to decrease with increasing 
L/DH. The overall fin efficiency OfF) does not appear to be influenced by the 
laminar flow regime. Additional samples are required before a firm conclusion can 
be made. 
Matrices 30 (Figure IV,B,1,10) and 31 (Figure IV,B,1.11) represent the initial at-
tempt to evaluat.e the effect of interrupting the flow in the axial direction with a 
wavy flow passage (Figure IV,B.1.12). These samples consist of layered stamped 
sheets bonded together. The stamping dies were machined to attain an equivalent 
rib height (H) and spacing (PH) for each structure. 
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Effect of I,ength to Hydraulic Diameter Rutio 
for Sinusoidal Triangular Fins 
The wavy flow passage incOl'porated in matrix 31 (Figure IV .. il1.12) resulted in an 
increase in L/DH of approximat.ely 3 ll/o. The effect of interrupting the flow can be 
estimated by comparing the laminar flow pressurA drop (Cll and heat transfer (C2) 
constants fol' matrices 30 and 31 from Table IV.B.l.2. Matrix 31 indicates an in-
crease of 20%· for the heat transfer constant (C2) when compared to the straight-
thru passage of matrix 30, Concurrently, the wavy flow passage increased the pres-
sme drop constant (Cl) 17.5 IY(1. The net 1'esult is that the wavy flow passage m-
Gl'easeci the overall fin efficiency (C2/Cl) hy 2%. 
The data presented in this section substantiated the importance of manufacturing 
process considerations with respect to matrix fin geometries that was discussed in 
Section IV.B,a. Two additional fact.ors that must be considered have also been illus-
trated. 
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wtwn selecting a mntrix fin geometry for a fixed size lumt exchanger the offoct of 
ItHlgth to hydraulic diameter should be considered. If the L/DH of tho particular 
application is significnutly difforont than tho matrix test samplo flow conditions, tho 
performance charactoristlcs of the mntrix fin geometry should bo adjusted accord· 
ingly. 
Anothol' factor to be considered in tho selection of the optimum mutrix fin geom-
eh'y for n particular npplicution is the trado-off in engine performnnce with resp()(;t 
to tUlUt oxehangtJr effectivoness and pressure drop. In genoraL engine specific fuel 
consumption (SFG) and ilOrsepower (HP) are influenced by heat exchanger effee-
tivOlwss (() Ilnd preSSlll'O drop (A PIP), respectively. If SFC is a more important 
factor fm' a given engine application, then overnlJ fin pfficiency O/F) considerations 
m't! not adequate for proper mntrix geomotry selection. For example, the heat trans-
fer characteristics for the rectangular matrix geometry increase significantly with 
incl'(lHsing aspect ratio Wigure IV.8.4:1), provided the matrix non-uniformity is min-
imizml. At the same time the overall fin efficiency O/F) decreases with increasing 
aspect ratio. Therefore, a rectangular fin with a high aspect ratio might be a hetter 
fin sdection even though the overall fin dficiency 0/1') is reduced. 
C. TASK SUMMARY 
Hineo the stlll't of this IH'ogram with NASA in Octoh(~r '197(l nineteen matdces 
W(ll'(l nvaluated in ttll! shuttle rig. This exceeds the twelve sample t.ask ohjective. 
Together with the twenty matricos evaluated pl'eviously the existing matrix sHmplH 
si~o is thil,ty-nine. Twenty-five rectungulur. eight sinusoidal. four isosceles triangu-
lal'. and two hexagonal configuration compl'ise the present matrix sample sbm. 
In addition, the present sample siz(~ represents a good cross-section of the differ', 
ent Illlll1ufactUl'ing pl'Ocesses which are clll'I'ontiy being evaluated as follows: 
1. Suppliel' A 
2. Supplier B 
:I. Supplier C 
4. Suppliers D and E 
5. Hupplier I 
n. Supplier J 
Corrugating or extrusion 
Stacked extruded tuhes 
Corrugating 
Calend(~ring 
Extrusion 
Embossing or stamped sheets 
Hevoral factors that merit design considerations in the utilization of this test data 
\Nt)I'{! iIlllstrnted as follows: 
L ~1atdx Quality 
2. Fin Geol1lotry 
3. Aspect Ratio 
4. Longth to Hydraulic Diameter 
AOl'Othml1lodynamic performance characteristics can be significantly altered by 
variations in fin shape uniformity. bond quality and smface roughness. Based on 
the prosent. matrix sa;nple size. up to 25C:/1' variation in overall fin efficiency can 
OCGUI' due to manufacturing process limitations. 
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l Jtili:f.ing ovorull fin officioncy (J/"') as II boeis for comparison, and considering 
matrix fin configurations with OlJuivalent h),draulic dinrneter, muteriul thickness, 
and flow length, tho offm;t of fin geometry cun he summarized as follows: 
"I. ThH sinusoidal triangulnr structure nppoars to be 'he least efficient fin configura-
tion. An inCrtH1St' in heat transfer efficiency nccompanied hy an inerense in pros-
sure dr'op can he ohtained by reciucing the aspect ratio of this type of slll'fneo 
gnometry to approach the extrudeci isosceles trinngula(' structure. 
2. 1"01' embossod roctanguiar stmetures, heat tram:!er and pressure drop ehnractcl'-
islies apptHlI' to iner'oase with increasing nspect rntio, 
Wlwn selm:ting a matrix fin geometry for a fixed size heut exchunger the "ffec;t of 
length to hydrauli<: dinmntur should hn consirlered. If the L/DH of the particulnr 
application is significuntly diffomnt than the matrix test sample flow conditions, the 
pmfol'lnanc(} chameteristies of tho matrix fin geometry should be udjust.ed necord· 
inRly. 
The first attempt to evaluate the effect of a wavy flow passage was completed. 
The wavy flow passagtl inoreasod the heat transfer and pressure drop characteris-
tins ~()(;;i; and 17.5 Iy(, I'cspnctivdy for it 2%, improvement ill overull fin efficiency, 
The oxamples in this section have sm'vOlI to illustrate the important factors that 
must he considm'nd when selecting an optimum fin configuration for a given heat 
exchang01' application. When selocting the best exi8tmg fin geometry for a given 
hent exchnng01' si~e and flow conditions, the passage geomeh'y. mderiul thickness 
ilnd limitations of t.lm method of fahrication must all be considered. lJtilbmtio?,1 of 
the alternate heat I.l'Hllsfor (A) and l'I'e88uro dl'Op (C) characteristics uccounts fot all 
of thnso factors for mall'ices fabricated from existing tooling, 
When selecting tht} most efficient fin shape for n new set of tooling, the standard 
hoat transfer (J) and pressure drop (F) characteristics can be utilized, since the ma-
Im'inl thickness is factol'cd out. Once the desired fin geometry is nelected, the 
fabrication techniqne must he capable of producing the required material thickness 
and sample quality. This explains how an opparently less efficient fin shape (sinus-
oidal) can yield in.proved performance for u specific rcgenerator appHcation due to 
the ability of the fahdcation method to produce a much thinner structmc. 
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TASK V. DESIGN STUDIES OF ADVANCED REGENERATOR SYSTEMS 
V.A. INTRODUCTION 
Since 1973, design sJ.udies of ceramic heat exchanger systems have been carried 
out in order to anulyticnlly evuluute the thermal and structural performance of the 
various supplier's mntrices and to compare different drive, mounting. seal and 
stress relief schemes. Two types of rotary hent exchungers have been studied: a 
regenerator sized for the Ford '107 gas turbine engine and a preheater sized for the 
Ford Stirling engine. The regenerator has a 710mm (28.2 in) outside diameter and is 
77mm (2.86 in) thick. The preheater has a 460mm (18.04 in) outside diameter. a 
190mm (7.50 in) inside diameter, and is 41mm (1.6 in) thick. These ceramic heat 
exchanger systems have been analyzed for temperature inlet conditions of 8000 e 
(1472°"" nnd 10000 e (1832°F) (Ref. 1,2). Task V of the NASA/Ford Ceramic Regen. 
erator Program deals with design studies emphasizing regenerator system materinls 
and configurations intended to improve aerothermodynamic performnnce, reduce 
thermal stress, and provide for higher temperature operation. 
V.B. DISCUSSION 
V.B.I Material ProperUes 
Mat(~rial properties have been defined for the fot:owing matrix structures: 
1, Thin-wall wrapped sinusoidal AS mnterinl from Supplier A. 
2, Exlr'uded isosceles triangular MAS material from Supplier L 
3. Ern hossed rHct.angular MAS materinl from Supplier D. 
In order to more accurately predict the structural performance of thin-wall alu-
minum silicate regenerators, a study was undertaken to statistically characterize the 
physical properties of the thin-wall matrix. The radial and tangential strain tofer-
unca and the ('adial compressive strength of several specimens cut. from three Sup-
plier A thin-wall aluminum silicate regenerator cores were determined. 
The modulus of rupture and modulus of elasticity were measured using a four-
point bend test. Specimen dimensions were 150mm x 25mm x 12,5mm (6,0 in x 1.0 
in x 0.5 in), The loading f.lpanS were 100mm and 50mm (4.0 in and 2.0 in), The 
specimen faces were ground flat and parallel to ± .025mm (.001 in). 
Compressive strength was measured using 50mm x 50mm x 50mm (2.0 in x 2.0 in 
x 2.0 in) specimens loaded to failure in a testing machine at a cross-head speed of 
5mm/min (0.2 in/min). Upper and lower specimen surfaces were ground flat and 
parallel to ± .025mm (.OOl ill). In order to provide uniform loading, thin elastomer 
sheets were incorporated on the specimen loaded surfaces. 
A Weibull failure distribution at a 90% confidence band was determined for 
each type of specimen from each of the three regenerator cores. The method em-
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ploycd usos u leust squares approximation if a statistically significant differonce (iX-
isted betweon Ihu Weibull distributions for the three different cores. This program 
uses it two-sidml test for significance at the 0.1 (t/r level. 
Significant cHUm'onces in the Wei bull distributions between cores would seem to 
he thn result o( processing variations ruther than fundamental matorilll property 
differences. In light of this1 the Woibull distribution was determined (or the uggl'e-
gatn data from the throe cores to provide an estimate of the greatest variance thut 
mny he expected. This infl)rmation is plotted in FigUl'es V.B.1.1 through V.B,1.5 and 
thn Btu nnd U50 values UI'O Hsted in Tahle V,B,l,1. 
A statistical Hvuluation of tho radial and tangential flexure strength and modulus 
was carried out (or the Supplier I extruded MAS mutrix incorporuting an isosceles 
triangular fin with a wall thickness of .135mm (.0053 in). Test specimens were cut 
from 51 mm (2 in) square sample extfusions, For these sumples, the radial direction 
was (lonsidHrnd to he perpendicular to the matrix separator sheets. Specimen 
dimensions WOl'e 51 111m x 1amm x 13mm (2.0 in x 0.5 in x 0.5 in) and the loading 
spans WOI'H aOmm and '13mm (1,5 in and 0.5 in). As always. the specimen faces were 
ground flat. and parallel to ± ,025mm (.001 in). Weibull plots of the stnmgth and 
mod\ll\1H data am pl'csent<HI in Figures V,n,1.6 through V.B.l.10. 
FMxlll'c strength and das.lic modulus data, as well as radiul compressive strength 
data wore also generated fl'Om thrHe matrices for the Supplier D embossed rectan" 
gular fin MAS·2 material incorporating a wall thickness of approximately 0.19~lmm 
(O,()07H in). Weihull plots of the strength and modulus data are presented in Figures 
V,B.t.ll through V.B,'1.15. A summaHon of the physical properties for the throe 
materials evaluated are listed in Table V.B.1.1. 
As reported in Task L Ihn thin-wall AS str'uctul'e has experienced separations in 
the elasl.omer-mah'ix hond aI'en due to the significant reduction in strength associat-
od with the thinn(lr CI'oss-section of the matrix walls. In order to characterize this 
stl'llctUI'O more completoly, tho tangential shear st.rength o( the matrix was investi-
gatod. 
Four shear specimens Gut from a Supplier A thin-wall regenerator were tested. 
Tho losi results for' tho limited number of specimens (Figure V,B.1.16) indicate an 
nvmage tangential sheaI' str'ength of 393 KPa (57 psi). 
For the purpose of calculating the shear stress imposed on a regenerator core by 
thtl drivH system, a regnnol'atol' was assumed to b(~ rigidly clamped at t.he sf)al mid-
width. and subject to a t(H'qne equal to the seal drag torque, which is estimated to 
be 700 ft.·lb, during a cold start. The mcl'dmum shear stress is then estimated to he 
1~H KPa (1.0 psi). 
This would indicato that the specimons tcst.ed provide a safety factor of 3 against 
shear failure. A general statement concerning the resistance of the thin-wall mat.rix 
to shear stress failure cannot bH made, since the number of specimens tested was 
too small to provide a meaningful statistical evaluation of shear strength. 
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S. T. - SlMlSOIOAL T"IANGULAR 
H - HlXAGOliAl 
TYPE X Y II 5 
:;up. or FINS ROWS HOLES ..... 
PllER fIN eN. eM. Ci:' (III.) 
~ I!.ows I~ IN. 1M. IN.' 
A S.T. 15.0 13.6 20308 .061 
(36) (34.5) (1311) (.0024) 
I I.T. 1~.8 g.I 142.6 .135 
(40) (23) (1120) (.0053) 
0 II 11.4 12.2 140 .lg3 
i (21) (31) (tOO) (.0076) 
W - WIIAfflO 
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" I. 
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..... ..... I(p. 
(1M.) (IN.) (PSi) 
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Table V.D.I.t 
I,. I. I" I. I .. I. I .. I. I,. 
MOIIT MOET MOET MOIl" MOIl" MOE" MOE" COMP" cow,. 
Kp • Kp. IIpI Kpi lip. lip. I(P' lip. IIpI 
(PSI) (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) ('~) (PSI) (PSI) (PSI) 
(XI~) (X 1(4) (X 1(4) (X 1(4) 
1389 3.1 2.14 620 316 .311 .113 345 200 
(203) (.45) (.31) (110) (1£) (.055) (.02') (50) (21) 
1240 4.13 3038 2274 1516 4,31 4.07 lM8 1226 
(180) (.SO) (.41) (330) (22'<1) (.6U, (.5~) (US) (171) 
1654 6.15 4.62 168. 130 3. ~o 2.34 13011 144 
(240) (.11.1) (.61) (245) (135) (.45) (.34) (1110) (131) 
Matri't Mechanical Properties 
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V.B.2 Stress Analysis 
The critical thnrmal sll'ess in a rcgenerat.ol' made from a high thermal expansion 
cmamic material is tangential tension at the hot face outside diamHter. Engine OPeI'-
ating experience (Task I) has shown that the addition of sll'ess t'clief slots to the dill 
of a high expansion wgener'atm can substantially increase durability, 
A simplified (axisymmetl'ic modol) finite element stress analysis was previously 
perfOl'nwd 1'01' three GOnfiglll'ations of stress relieved LAS regenemtors operating at 
an inlet te.mporalm'e of oonoe (1472'0 F) (Reference 1). Each of the three slot configu-
I'ations had II I'adial length at tho hot face of 25mm (1.0 in). The slots wel'(! tapered 
axially from the hot faco t.o the l'egenmato(' rim. Regeneratol's incorpOI'ating slots 
with axial lengths of 'lHmm (0.7 in), aOmm ('1.4 in) and 71.mm (2.8 in) wer'e analyzed 
(Figmo V.B.2,'l). The maximum tangential slr'esses calculated for an unslotled ('(~gen­
erator and fot' ('egenemtors incOI'porating the three stress relief schemes were 'l980 
KPa (28U psq, '14Hl KPa (205 psi), :1040 Klla (141 psi), and 577 KPa (84 psi) with the 
highest SIl'OBS occurring in the unslotted regenerator and diminishing with increas-
ing slot depth. 
Because the axisymmetric finite element model is essentially that of n regenerator 
incorp0l'ating an infinito number of slots and does not account for stress concenl!'a-
tion~1, a UlI'ee-<iimensional finite element model has been developed (Figul'e 
V.B.2.2). Fol' comparison with the axisymmetric analysis, stress relieved LAS regen-
mators incorporating 2'1 I 42 and 84 equally spaced 36mm x 25mm (~1.4 in x 1.0) slots 
wme analyzed at the 800 0 e (1472°F) operating condition. 
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Ttw mnh~riul properties usod in hoth the nxisymmetric nnd threo·dinuHlsionnl 
analyses are given in Tnblo V.B.2.1, 
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY, MPa (PSI) 
RADIAL, ER 
AXIAL, EZ 
TANGENTIAL, E9 
1,344 (195,000) 
20,680 (3,000,000) 
11,030 (1,600,000) 
~------------------.-----------------------.,--
POISSON'S RATIO 
VRl 
VR9 
Vel 
.02 
.12 
.11 
COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION 
X 10' °C -1 (OF -1) @ °C(OF) 
-18°C 
204 
371 
538 
704 
871 
1038 
(O°F) 
(400) 
(700) 
( 1000) 
( 13(0) 
( 1600) 
( 1900) 
-.49°C-1 
-.27 
-.11 
.11 
.29 
.49 
.67 
(- .270F -1) 
(- .15) 
(-.06) 
(.06) 
(.16) 
(.27) 
(.37) 
~--------------------------------------------
Tahle V,n,2.t Supplier A·LAS Mnterial Properties 
The three-dimensional finite element analysis indicntes that the effect of stress 
re1i()f slots is to substantially reduce tangential stress in the rim between slots us 
compared to an unslotted regcIltH'ator. High stresses occur at the slots, but diminish 
I'apidly with distance such that their effect is limited to very local aI'eas of the rim 
in the vicinity of the slot (Figure B.V,2.3), This maximum stress is a function of the 
numher of equally spaced slots around the rim: as the number of slots increases, 
the maximum stress decl'cases and approaches the value calculated using the axi-
symmetric model (FigurH V.B,2.4). This indicates that the axisymmetric model can 
be used to estimate the maximum stress relief obtainable by the addition of slots. 
The maximum calculated tangential stresses in the rims of LAS regenerahll's 
incorporating twenty-one, forty-two and eighty-four slots using the three-
dimensional model are 38a8 KPa (557 psi), 2281 KPa (331 psi), and 1247 KPa (~181 
psi) respectively. 
The next st.ep in the analysis was to attempt to correlate three-dimensional results 
with the original stress relieved Supplier 0 MAS-l regenerator engine operating 
experience described in Task I, and to evaluate the effect on thermal stress in the 
MAS core of various slot configurations. 
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Supplier 0 MAS·1 Regenerators were anillyzed at the 800 0 e (1472°1") operuting 
condition for two types of stress relief slots: The standard 36 mm x 25 nlln (1.4 in x 
1.0 in) slot inc;orporuted in the regenerlltor undergoing engine test, lind II slot ex· 
tending IIxilllly 720101 (2,8 in), or the full width of the rim. These configurutions 
were unalyzed for regenerntors incorporllting 21, 42 lind H4 equully spnced slots. 
Thfl MAS mnterinl properties used in the IInnlysis lire given in Table V.B.2.2. 
YOUNG'S MODULUS 
KPa )( 10-6 (PSI )( 10-6) 
AADIAl, ER 
TANGENTIAL, ET 
AXIAL Ez 
SHEAR, GRl 
POISSON'S RATIO 
HURZ 
NURT 
NUTZ 
THERMAL EXPANSION PPM @ 
100"C 
200"C 
300'C 
400"C 
soonc 
600"C 
100"C 
SOOC 
900"C 
1000"C 
STRENGTH KPa (PSI) 
TANGENTIAL 
MAXIMUM 
MINIMUM 
AVERAGE 
2.01 (.30) 
3.03 (.44) 
11.31 (1.65) 
.896 (.13) 
.11 
12 
.08 
55 
150 
280 
460 
690 
940 
1210 
1500 
1810 
2150 
130" (190) 
800 (115) 
910 (130) 
MAS·2 
3.1 (.45) 
6.15 (.98) 
34.11 (4.95) 
.896 (.13) 
.170 
.120 
.080 
25 
10 
150 
290 
415 
680 
915 
1180 
1455 
1750 
3100 (450) 
1653 (240) 
2411 (350) 
Tahle v.n.2.2 Supplier I) Magnesium Aluminum SIlicate Material Properties 
The maximum tangential stress in the rim of an unslotted MAS regenerator was 
pnwiollsly calculated to be 82(J8 KPa (470 psi) (Ft,.Jerence 2.). As with the LAS rna-
tdx, the three-dimensional analysis showed that. t.he effect of the addition of the 
slots is t.O reduce stl'ess substantially (greater than OO/I'd for areas of' the rim between 
slots (Figlll'es V.B.2.5 and V.B.2.H). 
For the 2'1-810t regenerator undergoing engine test, peak stresses of 4465 KPa (648 
psi) and 2253 KPa (:i27 psi) were calculated at the slot location and midway be-
tween slots respectively. and thermal stress cracks would be expected at these loca-
tions. As described in Task I, cracks did occur between the slots and it. is expected 
that cracks not. evident from a non-destructive inspection were generated beneath 
the slots as wel~. Cracks generated beneath the slots would not be expected to prop-
agate to the surface of t.he regenerator due to t.he state of stress of the core (tangen-
tial compression) which exists at the hot face in this region and which would act as 
a crack arrestor. 
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Thn (~ffH<:t of in(:roosing the number of slots is to reduce the muximum stress ot 
thH Hlot loeations as well os roduclng the lovel of tangential stress betweon slots. 
Ro~onHrahm; incorporating forty·two ond eighty·four 36 mm and 25 mm (1.4 in x 1,0 
in) c;lo's provido roductions in maximum stress of 270/(J and 54%, respectively ovor 
the twnnty-ono slot configurutioll. 
Ttl(} analysis of thn 72 nun x 25 mm (2.8 In x 1.0 in) slot indicates that u m()r(~ 
effUCtiVH method of reducing thermnl stress than increasing the number of slots is to 
modify lilt} slot ~(wnuHry. Compared to the annlytical results of the bnseJine 2"1-810t 
l'e~On(}rnt()I' lik(~ tho one operating In the engine, this configuration provides stress 
r(l(hwtions of 22 11'1" 51 % nnd 78%, for regenerators incorporuting 21, 42 and 64 slots 
I'nspoctively. 
More rncnntly, Supplier D developed an improved MAS material (MAS·2) which 
nxhihitod rndueed th(lflnal expansion characteristics und increased strength ('I'ablo 
V.B,2,2). 
A thrnu·dinwnHional finite clement analysis was undertaken to determine if the 
slot.ted MAS·2 re~onmators (or similar ones) could withstand the thermal stresses 
imposod hy opm'ation at a regnnerator inlet temperature of 1000 0 e (18a2°F), 
Tlmw configurations of 42·slot. rngenerator consisting of (1) a constanl depth slol 
extending the full width of the rim, (2) a tapered slot extending one-half the width 
of tho rim, and (a) a tupmell slot extending the full width of the rim were analyzed 
and are shown in Figure V,O.2.7 along with the I'esults of the 1000°C (1832°F) 
analysis. As expected, the maximum stress in the rim decreases with increasing slot 
dtlpth. Of particular intnrest is configuration 3, the configuration that run ut BO()Oe 
(1472°F) and '100()OC (18a2°F). It can be seen that the tangential stress in the rim at 
1000°(; (IU:J2°F) oXGoeds the average measured tangential modulus of rupture of the 
MAS·2 material at the slot locations and midway between slots, The thermal stress 
safety factor'S at Ihese locutions are ,39 and .71 respectively. Thermal stress cracks 
would he expecwd to occur at these locations. Based on the analY9is, and past expe-
rience with the MAS·1 regonerator, the cracks at the slot locations would not be 
oxpncted to propagate to the surface of the hot face, and those between slots would 
not ho nxpected to pl'Opagate below the seal I,D, where the core is subjected to 
tangential GOfll(H'ossiv() slr'esB. An estimate of the durability potential of this regon· 
O['atol.' can he made by comparing the thermal stress safety factors with those calcu· 
latod fof' the 2'1-slot. MAS-l regenerator at BOOoe (1472"F) which accumulated over 
5000 ongine hours. Analysis of this early, high expansion, regenerator revealed a 
thtll'l1wl stress safety factor of .'17 t.o .29 at the slot locations and of .3r, to .57 be· 
twmln slots for' noooe (1472°F) operation based on !.he range of MOR values mea· 
surud for Supplier D MAS-1. At 1000°C (1832°£<,), the lower expansion MAS·2 ma-
!.erial offers an improvement in minimum saL~ty factor of about 30(10. 
As doscl'ihed in Tasks I & II, two full size regenerators from Supplier J consisting 
of a5 extwded segmont!l bonded together (Figure LB.5.5) accumulated limited dura· 
hilily at fWW1C and lOOO°C before termination of the program. Stress relief slots (2.8 
in, x to in.) wnre incorporated at the mid-point of each of the 22 segments at the 
outO!' I'HdillS of the regenerator matrix. Since the cement bonding the 22 segments is 
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considerably weaker than the mntrix, the bond areas cnn be consid~red oquivalunt 
I() stress relief slots. Consequently. the full size matrix is equivalent to " 44-s101 
rogenerator. This configuration was analyzed at the 1000°C (1832°1") operuHng con-
dition utiliiling the matorial properties listed in Table V.B.2.3. It can be s(~en !hat the 
hlllgentini stress in the rim between the slots is t~quivalent to the averogc strength 
(FigurH V.I1.2.8). Localized stress at the slot below the hot face f'~:ceeds the averago 
stmngth. Compared to the Supplier D· MAS·2 matrix at 1000°C the Supplier I MAS 
mntrix would have a 35 to 601'/(1 improvenent in tungentiul stress sufety factol'. 
In order to place the tangential stress safety factors thut h"ve been determino(L 
utiHzinH the th!,~I,·dimensional analysis, for the various materials into proper per-
spective, a comparison with engine operating experience is deslr"blc, Table V.B.2.4 
summarizes the analytical results and engine operating experienct) for ench of th(} 
materials evoluatod! 
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DISTANce BeTweEN SlCTS 
Distribution of Tangential Stress in Supplier () MAS·2 Rcgen()rator 
at 1000"C (1832°1<') 
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VOUNG'~ MODULUS ~.~P"ltt"~""AS .l(pa~.lp _ ~ !PSI X 10 .. 61. __ ,". 
RACtiAl £R 431 (.6?5) 
TAHO£NIlAl El 4 13 (.601 
AXIAL fl 34 I I (US) 
SHfAR. GAZ .890 (.131 
POISSON'.!' RAllO 
HURl t7 
HURl .12 
NUn 08 
THERMAL E)(PAHSION PPM .(!p 
100e 20 
200 C 0 
300 C GO 
400 C 170 
bOO C 300 
600 C 5 IS 
700 C 710 
800 C 960 
900 C 1200 
1000 C 14aO 
STREH(JT~ .!\.P,;iJPrlSI) 
TANGENTIAL 2274 mOl 
RAOCAl 2274 (330) 
.toIAXIMUM TA~G~NlIAL .~,TRESS Kpa(P.S.I) 
AT THE ~LOT 3638 152S1 
MIDWAY urrWE£N SI.OTS 2343 (340) 
TANGENTIAL SAFE!Y. FA9TOR. 
A 1 fur SLOT .9 7 
MIDWAY anWHN SLOTS .62 
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DISTANCE OEIWI;F.N SLOTS 
Distrihution of Tangential Stress in Supplier I 
Regenerator at lOOO"C (1832°F) Incorporating 
44 • 72 mrn " 25 rnrn (2.8 in. " 1.0 in.) slots 
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MAS 
r 
t 
r-- ~-
SUPPLiER 0 SUPPLIER 0 SUPPLIER I 
--._: ..... - MAS" MAS·2 MAS 
I. VOUNG'S MODU~US 
KPa X lO"t (PSI X 10-6) 
A. RAO'IAL, ER 2.07 (,30) 3,1 (,45) 4,3 I (.625) 
B. TANGENTIAL. Er 3,03 (.44) 6.75 (.98) 4.13 (,60) 
._.M ..... 4 
2. mEAMAt EXPANSI~N - PPM @ 
A. 200"C (392"Fj ISO 70 0 
B. 800C (l472"F) 1500 1180 960 
C. 1000'C (I832'F) 2150 1750 1480 
--
,-
3. INLET TEMPERATURE'C (,F) 
A. COLD SIDE 232"C (450'F) 232"C (450'F) 232"C (450"F) 232C (450 'F) 232C (450'F) 
B, HOT SIDE 800"C (14 72'F) 800rC (I472"F) lOOO'C (l832'F) 8WC (1472'F) 1000C (I832'F) 
,'-
4, TANGENTIAL STRENGTH - Kl'a (PSI) 910 (130) 241 I (350) 2272 (330) 
5, NUMBER OF SLOTS 21 42 44 
--
6. SLOT CONFIGURATION 2 3 3 
7. MAXIMUM TANGENTIAL STRESS -
KPa (PSI) 
A. AT THE SLOT 4480 (650) 4100 (595)' 6200 (900) 2377 (~1S)' 3636 (528) 
B. MIDWAY BETWEEN SLOTS 2240 (325) 2205 (320)' 3376 (490) IS 16 (220)'- 2343 (340) 
. 
6. TANGENTIAL SAFETY FACTOR 
A. AT THE SLOT .20 ,59 .39 ,96 .62 
B. MIDWAY BETWEEN SLOTS .40 I,C'1l .71 1.5 .97 
9. MAXIMUM DURABILITY HOURS 5381 3514 473 2474 236 AT PROGRAM TERMINATION 
'ESTIMATED VALUES 
'---
Table V.B.2,4 Summation of Analytical and Experimental Resll,lts for MAS Regenerators 
Based on these data several noteworthy observations can be stated as fDllows: 
1, Due to the k.rge variance in physical properties associated with cellular ceramic 
structures. there is an equally large variance in thermal stress safety factors, 
Since safety factor is based on a maximum localized stress, thermal stress for the 
majority of the regenerator rim is considerably less. 
2. Based on engine operating experience, rHgenerator designs with safety factors 
considerably less than unity have achieved considerable durability hours. Conse-
quently, safety factors for various designs should be comp~Jr(Jd on a relative basis 
to determine durability potential. As safety factor inCl'/;la:W?ff, the potential for the 
formation of rim cracks decreases. 
3. Although formation of radial ,efUcks in the rim are undeslrable, they can be tol-
erated if crack propagation can be controlled. This explains how the Supplier 0 
MAS-l core accumulated over 5000 hours even though radial cracks in the rim 
between slot.s were evident after less than 200 hours of operation. 
V.D.3 Drive and Mount Analysis 
As described in Task I, there have been repeated instances of Supplier A thin-
wall AS regenerator core compressive stress failures during the process of elas-
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tomerically honding the ring gear to the ceramic matrix. Cohesive failures of the 
matrix at the elastomer/core interface during engine operation have also been 
prevalent in this type of regeneJ'ator, and have happened occasionally with thick-
wall AS cores. Recently, el:tstomel" configur'utions providing a more compliant bond 
betwHon the core and the gmll' have ):'1.,:; incorporated; with some success; to inhib-
it such failureii. 
Analytical and experimental investigations were undertaken to determine the 
magnit.ude of the post-hond comprcsGive stress in a regenerator incorporating the 
standar'd elastomer design, and to pl'Ovide an estimate of the elastomer compliance 
required to successfully bond t.hin-walJ cores, 
The procedure for' honding a rll1g .':I;.;lnr to a regenerator core consists of four steps. 
(1) Locating the gear with respect to the core in an assembly fixture, 
(2) Placing a thin foam rubber strip around the circumference of the core, 
(8) Filling t.he gap hetween the core O,D. and the gear L[), with elastomer. 
(4) Induction hnating the ring gear to a temperature of 232°C (450 0 P) to allow the 
elastomer 10 partially cure. 
The assemblod f'egenerato]' is allowed to cool to room temperature in the fixture 
prior to post-curing in an oven, As mentioned previollsly; this elevated tempemture 
bonding IH'ocedure allows the elastomer to cu~'c (t.o a stress-free state) at a tempera-
ture approximating itH engine opcrating terqJerature, Although LAS, MAS, and 
thick-wall AS cor(~S have all been successfully assembled and operated using tl.is 
method, tho weaker thin-waH AS COl'OS have exhibited a propensity for radial com-
pressive slr'ess failure in the assembly fixture during cool-down. 
An axisymmetric, finite element computer program was used to calculate the 
stresses imposed on t.he regenerator core by the elastomer and ring gear thermal 
contraction during this cool-down portion of the assembly operation. Because the 
qualities of the semi-cured elastomer as it exists during this segment of the bonding 
procedure WOl'O unknown, the analysis was carried out for both the thick and thin-
wall cores for various values of elastomer modulus of elasticity. 
The experimental part of the investigation consisted of strain-gaging the rim of a 
thick-wall AS Gore and measul'ing the room temperature compressive strain in-
duced by the bonding of the ring gear. By combining the analytical and experimen-
tol results, th(~ room temperature stress in the thin-wall core was estimated. 
In order to experimentally evaluate the stress in the t.hick-wall regenerator core, 
strain gages were attached to the lace of the regenerator at the rim to measure 
radial and tangential strain, and to the 0.0. of the core a\ the center of the rim to 
measure tangential and axial strain. The gages on the core 0.0. were protected 
from the radial pressure of the contracting elastomer and gear during the bonding 
procedure. The strain gage locations are illustrated in Figure V.B.3,1. By comparing 
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measured strain to analytically determined strain for various assumpd values of 
elastomer modulus of elasticity, an estimate of the actual elastomer modulus was 
made, and th'JS the state of stress of the thick and thin-wall cores were determ.ined. 
The results of this analysis are shown graphically in Figure V.B.3.2. 
STRAIN GAGES - TYPICAL 6 PLACES 
ON REGENERATOR FACE 
REGENERATOR CORE -----
RING GEAR ---
STRAIN GAGE - TYPICAL ---
6 PLACES ON REGENERATOR 
RIM 
Figure V.B.3.t Location of Strain Gages on Instrumented Core 
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The calculated maximum radial compressive stl'ess from the stmin gage test of 
the thick-wall core is 558 KPn (81 psi). There is very little radial compl'ossive 
strength data availahlo for the thick-wall AS matrix. Three radial compression 
specimens from a single core have been tested with resulting strengths varying fl'om 
434 KPa to 1'123 KPa (Oa psi to 103 psi) with an average of 882 KPa ('l28 psi). Beuring 
~n mind that no thick-wall cores have been known to fail in the bonding fixture, it 
would appoar that the induced compressive stress~s are acceptable, In the futul'(), 
however, a I'educed modulus elastomer scheme will most likely be incol'pOI'ated for 
this type of regenerator simply to increase the margin of safety, 
Referring to Figure V,B,a,2, the radial compressive stress imposed on a thin-wall 
COI'() is 460 KPn (fl8 psi) if the same modulus is assumed. Based on rudial compl'os-
sive strength data f!'Om samples taken from three thin-wall cores, the Iho radial 
compl'es,siv() stl'Cngth of this material is 200 KPa (29 [lsi) and the B50 radial com-
pl'ossive stl'Ongth is :l45 KPa (50 psi). From Figure V.B.~l.2, a reduction in elastomer' 
modulus of 70ly(l must be effected in order for the B10 strength not to be exceeded 
during the assembly, 
The oporating uxperience of regenerators incorporating compliant elastomer 
schemes is described in Task 1. 'rhese schemes al'e intended to pl'Oclude compros-
sive strnss failures in tho bonding fixture and to isolate the core from sh'ess imposed 
durintJ. operation by tho dl'ivo and support system. One sllch scheme, which provid-
ed mixed dumbility l'OSUltS, provided compliance by introducing aoo+ equally 
spaced axial holos in the elastomer (Figure IV.B.3.a), 
To determine the reduction in appm'ent. modulus realized by this system, B4mm x 
44mm x 5mm (a,75 in x '1.77 in x .100) specimens of the two elastomer configma-
lions were test.ed to provide compressive stress-strain data, The specimens were 
tested at room tomperature using a testing machine at a cross-head speed of ,5 
mm/min (,(}2 in/min), The I'eslllts of these tests are shown in Figure V,B,8,4. It can 
be seen that the reduction in apparent elastomer modulus realized by incOl'porating 
the 800+ axial holes is ahout 5()1Y(!. As mentioned above, a minimum reduction in 
modulus of 70% is required, 
A mOl'() compliant scheme similar to the slotted e:astomer configuration (Figure 
IV.B.8.a) is required to avoid rim damage and eventual matl'ix/elastol'lHH' separa-
tion. It can be seon frolll Figure IV,n.8.4. the slotted elastomer configuration i)I'{)-
vidm; a decrease in appal'ent modulus of about 90% compared to the standard 
schemo, 
In addition to the compression testing of tho three elastomer configurations, throe 
707 engine regenerators, each incorporating a different elastomer scheme, havo 
been subjected t.o a static torque of about twice that encountered during engine 
operation, and the ring gear radial deflection for each case was measured. The 
following core/elastomer combinations were tested to a static torque of '1356 Nm 
(lOOO ft-lbs): 
1. A thick-wall AS Gore incorporating the standard elastomer configuration, 
2, A t.hick-wal1 AS Gore incorporating a compliant. fJlastor:lel' scheme consisting of 
180 equally-spaced axial holes through the elastomer. 
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3. A thin-wall AS regenerator incorporating the interrupted elastomer scheme. 
None of the cores tested sustained any damage due to the torsion load. 
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The static torque test consisted of clamping the regenerator to a back-plate on 
which were mounted the fixed and spring support rollers located in their respect.ive 
engine positions. Torque was applied through a pinion attached to a lever arm. The 
!'ing gear deflection was measured using dial indicators located strategically around 
the regenerator periphery. The test results are shown in Figure V.B.3.5, The maxi-
mum deflection of the ring gear occurs between the fixeu roller and the pinion. For 
the standard elastomer scheme at a torsion load of 1356 Nm (1000 ft· Il)s) , this de-
flection is .813mm (o.Oa2 in). For the l80-hole scheme and for the interrupted 
scheme, the maximum ring gear deflections at this load are .33mm (O.()l~) in} and 
.419mm (O.()'l65 in) respectively. 
Figure V.B.3.5 Regenerator Ring Gear Denection 
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V.B." Seal Requirement. 
Due to the current int( mst in increasing the regenerator inlet temperature re -
quirement to 1200°C (2192°F) fur future engine applications. the projected re4uire-
ments fur the regenerator seal system must be assessed. In order to pruject future 
temperature requir 'ments for the regenerator seal coaHngs. a preliminary test eva l-
uation of the existing Ford 707 production engine seal system has been completed . 
For test evaluation purposes. thermocouples were attached to the edge of the 
coated substrate (Figure V.B.4.1 ) at selected locations to a production inner and out -
er seal assembly. A schematic of the thermocouple locations is shown on Figure 
V.B.4 .2 with the actual inner and outer seal assemblies shown on Figures V.B.4.:i 
and V.B.4 .4, respectively. 
The assemblies were then installed in the modified Ford 707 production engin ' 
dlJ~cri lled in Task II. which allows a maximum regeneratur inlet temp'rature of 
9ti2 °C (1)>00 °F). In the absence 'Jf a gas turbine or test rig faCility capahle of provid -
ing higher regenerator inlet rcmperatures. the measured test data were extrapolated 
to the desired 1200°C (2192 °F) condition . Regenerator seal temperatures were re -
corded for regenerator inlet temperatures oi 871°C (1600 °F) to 9ti2 °C (1tiOO°Fj in 
2 ij o (50° F) increments at a compressor discharge air temperature of 104"C (220 °1-') . 
'I:he projected sea l component temperatures for a 1200°C (2H)4 °F) regenerator 
inl t gns tempemture with 104°C (220 °F) and Z:32°C (450°1-') compressor discharg n 
nir temp 'mtures are list ed on Tahle V.1l4 .1. Based on these pre liminary projected 
t 'mp ratures the stntus of the existing 707 production engine seal coatings is shuwn 
on Table V.114 .1. 
SUBSTRATE 
THERMOCOUPLE 
... .. 
Figure V.B.4.1 Crossarm Seal Probe Mounting Location 
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Figuro V.B.4.2 
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PERIPHERAL SEAL 
Figure V.B.4.J 
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FlgUffl V.B ...... Instrumented Outer Seal AS5embly 
SEAL COMPONENT 
1. INNER SEAL 
A. HIGH PRESSURE 
"C· SHOE 
B. LOW PRESSURE 
"CIf SHOW 
C. CROSS-ARM 
1. H.P. CARRY-OVER 
2. l.P. CARRY·OVER 
2. OUTER SEAL 
A. PERIPHERY 
B. CROSS-ARM 
1. H.P. CARRV-oVE'I/ 
2. L.P. CARRY-OVER 
Table V.B.".l 
CURRENT L.P. GAS INLET = 1200"C(2192Of.t ESTIMATED COATING 
FORO H.P. AIR INLET TEMP. REQUIREMENTS FOR 1200"C 
COATING '04'C, (2m.) 2U'C. I.~,) APPLICATION 
"C ·C 
(Of) (Of) 
A 125-195 265-330 COATING A IS MARGINAL AT THIS 
(257-383) (509-626) TEMP. REPLACE WITH COATING B 
A 145-335 280-475 COATING A MUST BE REPLACED 
(293-635) (536-887) WITH B AT THESE TEMPERATURES 
B 
730-955 865-1090 COATING B MAV BE MARGINAL 
(1:146-1751) (1589-1994) AT THIS TEMP. A NEW COATING 
600-705 735·645 MAV HAVE TO BE DEVELOPED 
(1112,1301) (1355-1553) 
C 115-t5() 255-290 REPLACE WIT'" COATING A 
(239-302) (491-554) 
C 110-125 250-260 REPLACE WITH COATING A 
(230-257) (492-500) 
A 125-420 26().560 REPLACE wm .. COATING B OR 
(257-788) (500-1040) DEVELOP NEW COA TING 
Seal Temperatures for 1200°C (2192<.1F) Regenerator Inlet Temperature 
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With the exception of the inner seal crossarm location, it nppours the current 
state of the art seal coatings can be substituted at various seal component locutions 
to satisfy projected temperatm'e requirements. More testing is requir'ed before the 
upper temperuture limitation of the current inner seal crossarm coating cun he de· 
fined. 
V.C. TASK SUMMARY 
Thre(~ matrix t.ypes have been characterized in terms of radial and tangential 
MOR and MOB and radial compressive strength: the Supplier A wrapped, sinusoi-
dal passage AS; the Supplier 0 wrtipped, rectangular passage MAS·2; und the Sup· 
plier I extruded triangular' passage MAS. Weibull distribution of these data in(li-
cat.es th(~ variation in pl'op(!rties are the result of processing variations between 
cores rather than fundamental material property differences, 
Three-dimensional finite element. stress anaylsis of the above matrix configura-
Hons indicated stress relief slots substantially reduce tangential stress in the rim of u 
wgnnm'ator. compared to an unslotted regenerator. Localized high stress regions do 
OCCl1l' at. the slot below the hot face, but they diminish rapidly with distancn. Conse-
qlHmtiy, they usually do not propagate to the hot surface of the coro, 
The maximum stress is a function of the number of equally spaced slots and the 
slot goometry. The slot goometries evaluated consist. of a one inch radial depth at 
the hot face which is tapered axially to 25(10, 50 11(1 or 10WVo of the core t.hickness. 
Tangent.ial st.ress safety factors are defined as t.he ratio of maximum stress to flV-
eragn strength. Due t.o the large variance in physical properties of cellular ceramic 
structures, thel'e is an equally large val'iance in thermal stress safety factor's. Conse-
quently these values should be compared on a relative basis to determine durability 
potential for various designs. 
An axisymmetric finite element analysis indicates that in order to successfully 
hond a ring gear to a thin-wall AS core, a minimum reduction of 70%, in appart3nt 
modulus is required. The interrupted elastomer configuration, which has operated 
sllccessfully in the engine, has been shown t.o nrovide a 90(1(1 reduction in appal'ent 
modulus compared to the standard configuration. 
A preliminary tnst. evaluation indicates that with the exception of the inner sea] 
crossarm, current st.ate of the art seal coatings appeal' to be acceptable for 1200°C 
(2102°1") regenerator inlet temperature operation. AddiHonal testing is required to 
establish the upper temperature limitat.ion of the crossarm coating. A more refracto-
ry material, such as silicon nitride. may be required for regenerators where the 
iniottomperature exceeds 1100 0 e (2012°F) or 1200°C (2192°F). 
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TASK VI. THERMAL STABILITY TESTS OF CERAMICS 
VI. A. INTRODUCTION 
Tht! ongoing development work on the continuous combustion enginf':'J places a 
major' Hmphasis Oil increasingly higher operating temperatures to realize improved 
effidunGies. As a consequence the exhuust gus energy recovery systems fnee a con-
stant demand for higher temperuturn operating capability. It is, therefor'e, tho pur-
pose of this task to ovaluate candidate h(~al exchanger materials at high lemperahu'e 
in prOt-mnen of appropl'iatn GOfl'osive agents to define their operating tempmuturB 
Hmits in the r'Hgenm'utor application. 
Tho luho!'atory I.nsting program developed uOlI pursued in this taRk, which is 
has(~d on the oxptwience gained in Task IU, had the dunl purpose of determining 
the uppnr service t.eml)tH'hturo limit for the state-of-the-art regenerator matrix mate-
riol ((J.g, InHclwd LAS and MAS) and to ~valuate new m0..erials with potential for 
tompol'atul'o Gnpahility well ahove the serv;ce t.emperat.ure of the regonerator in th(l 
707 gas I.Iwhino engine (OO()"C·'1472¢FJ. The test program involved the evaluation of 
thn thOl'mal stability of various candidate materials at 1000 Q C (10:12() F), 1100 Q C 
(2012('F) !lnd '1200°C (2102 Q F) in ail' alone and in presence of sodium salt. 
Tho thOl'mal stahility of the materials in uir was evaluated by the meaSlll'oment of 
dimnnsional nhunge following per'iodie exposure to test temperature, and by study-
ing Ihn change in thermal e.xpansion hehavinr of the mat.erial nftt~r tho test .. For' the 
ovaluation of the tll()rrnal stabilit~' in sodium salt the specimens were soaked in a 
a,GIII sodium chlOl'idn solution before exposing to the t.est tempel'ature, All t.ho 
length nWIlS\1l'(!ments of thn specimens were made by means of a Sheffield Visual 
Comparator with 50()():~1 magnification. '1'he lengths were measured to within 2.5 x 
10-5 mm (olle millionth of an inch), with an accuracyof ± 1.30 x 10,4 mm (± 5 
milliont hs of an inch), Tho thmmal expansion of the mat.erial was detormined by 
moans of' Thot.H differential dilatometer from room temperature to test. tempel'atul'e 
with Uw spncimen in the as received condition and after the high temperature test. 
Tho mntul'ials evaluatod me listed in Table rII.B.1.1 and lhe same specimen 
machining and cleaning jlrouedtH'os described in task III were used in this program. 
Duplicate samples of each material have beon prepared for each temperature and 
woro evnluated with 0455 LAS Standard. When a material failed at one of the 
hlghHI' tnmperatul'os the test was repeated at a temperature 50°C below the fl1i1ure 
temporal mo. 
VI.B. DISCUSSION 
VI.B.l. lOOO°C (1832°F,~ 'fest Temperafl:ure 
Sixteon pxporimental 1'il.atel'ials (2·LAS/MAS, a-MASt 3-1eached LASt l·LASt 1-
ZR/MAS and 'l-siC) ahmg with 9455 LAS Standard have been evaluated in this 
program. Ten of those materials were tested during the eadier part of the program 
and the other six (8-MAS, l-LAS/MASt l-AS and l-ZR/MAS identified with (0), 
(~), (V), (8), (A), and (0) in 'rahle IlI.B.l.1) were evaluated towards the end of the 
program. Thesn last six matel'ials represented an improvement in both material and 
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1"'OGClSsing tllchnoiogy nnd cun ho considm'od 10 he the state-of-the-urt mntel'iuls, 
Thn tltH I'm a I stahility datn for all of thoso materials at 1000°C (1832°1") in nil' nrc 
IH'BStHlttld in Figuf'() VJ.B,t.t. A disclJssion of Ihe datu for tho ten materials ovalu-
altld duf'ing thtl (lcH'I~1 pur't of Iho progr'arn is pfHsontoct first followed hy tho disclls, 
sion of' tlw last six malmiuls, 
30() 
.Y. L Ippm) 
100 
tOo 
0 
TIME (HOURS) 
Figure VI,B,1.1 Physical Stahllity of V .. rlolls Materials at 1000<!C ('1832°J.') 
Tho HI'OIl shown in Ihn dotted soction in Figure Vl.B.l.1. is expanded and 
prosonled in Figul'll Vl.B,1.2 10 cloudy show Iho lI'ends of behavior of these materi-
als during the initial 72 hOIll's of the test. The thermal stability datu at lOOO°C in air 
pt'Osontod in Figlll'(! VI.B,l:l and VLB,1,2 show the following trends: (1) the thermal 
instability of Hupplier.' K·LAS/MAS (~) continues 1.0 increase with inQl'easing expo-
suro to IOOW'e, (2) the InadlOd LAS mnt.orials of Supplier A (6) and Supplier 8 (e) 
nftor' sharp early shrinknpn continuos to shf'ink at a much reduced rate. This is un· 
dmstnndnble from t1w fact thut this matel'ial has a collapsed skeletal structure due 
to I ho Li ion remova I f(,om the latl ico and will consolidate on heating. Since the 
magnitude of this shrinkage is a function of temperature, the Supplier Bleached 
LAS strllcture (e) is apparontly moJ'(~ stable than the Supplier A leached LAS struc-
tUl'O, (:I) Hwf'..{AS materials aI'O generally quite stable and (4) t.he Supplier L. Silicon 
carbido (*) showod no thermal instability. These trends showed little change as the 
tosling continued towards the completion of '1000 hours. It is interesting to note that 
most of the matel'iaJ.s showed less thun 100 ppm change during the last. 900 hours 
test, and JHlI't.iculady. tho MAS matodals showed little dimensional change during 
t his period. 
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The latm and IH'tlSlImod to IHl improved LAS/MAS composition (c:::J) fr'om SuppIi· 
01' K showed a slightly impr'oved instability but it is significantly higher' than the 
standard ~)455 LAS composHion (X), As is the case with the earlier composition (A) 
thi~ new composition showed a continuing increase in instability with increasing 
lost time, indicating that. this materia'! is inhel'ently unstable, All of the new MAS 
malel'ials. I.e, Supplim' E·MAS (\'), A·MAS eXh'uded (0) and A·MAS wrapped (.), 
showed vory small dimonsional change indicating excellent t.hermal stabilit.y, Of 
thost) tho Supplier A·MAS extruded rnatl'ix, however, showed thH largest dimen-
sional changn, indicating I.hal this matminl is less stahle than the other MAS maleri-
als evaluated, 
Tho socoud generation leached LAS (~) mater'ial (Figur'e VI.B,l:t) from Supplior 
A exhihits a "(Hiucod love.1 of instability in the opposite direction when compal'(~d to 
thn fil'st gonol'atiorl as mat(lri(~1 (.), 
The Supplior K·%HI~/IAS (0) material exhibits a significant impr'ovomont in sta-
hillty whOrl cOll1par'od to their LAS/MAS materials (A and 0), 
The t hOl'I11(1.1 expansion behavior' of these materials before and aftor tosting gen, 
emily confirm thosn observations bused on ther'mal stability data, The thermal ex-
pansion of (hosn materials from r'oom temper'ature to 1000°C (RT 18a2°F) beforo 
and after tho 'UlOO()C (IH:lZ<lF) thermal instability test are presented in Figs, VLB,l,a 
tlmHlgh \11.13:1.17. 
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Figure VI.B.l.10 Supplier I MAS; Thermal Expansion Before and 
After 1000°C (1832°F) Thermal Stability Testing 
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Figure VI.B.t.t7 Su.,,)lier B I.AS; Thermal Expansion Before and 
After '1000°C (1832°)<,) Thermal Stcability Tosting 
'rhe thermal expansion data for the 9455 LAS standard shown in Figure VI.B,1..a 
is consistent with tho data obtained during earliCl' tests and the magnitude in t.he 
obseI"ved change is well within the reproducibility of the dilatometer. The Supplier 
13- LAS (0) which exhibit.cd a large instability (Figme Vl.B.l.1. and V1.B.'l.2) showed 
a significant. chango in therm!il expansion (Vl.B.1..'l7), moving from negative expan-
sion to positive expansion, after 1000 hor.:!r exposure to the tOOo°C. This behavior 
indica!os that this matmial is unstable and may not be suitable for t.he regenerator 
application. 
FiguroR Vl.Ill.4 and VI.B,1.16 illustrate the thermal expansion chal'Heteristics of 
the Supplier K- LAS/MAS first generation (il) and second generation (0) mat.erials, 
respectively. In contmst to the hu'ge growth observed in instability lest, the thermal 
expansion btl haviOl' indicates relatively little change. This behavior is somewhat 
SUlTll'lsing and leads one to conclude that the phase transformations at 1000°C 
('1882°F1 which caused the observed dimensional changes do not affect the thermal 
oxpansion behavior of this material. 
Figmes VLB:t..5 and VI.B.l.O show the thermal expansion behavior of the 
leached LAS materials before and after the lOOO°C (1832°F) t.hermal instability test. 
\Nhilo both materials exhibited similar t.hermal lI'stability behavior (Figure 
Vl.B:l:l), their titt:mnal expansion behav.ior following the thermal instability test is 
markedly different. The Supplier A-leached LAS (., Figure VI.B.'l.5) has under-
gone an increase in thermal expansion, The bosie response pattern, initially con-
lraGUve followed by air' expansion, has been preserved. In contrast, the leached 
LAS of Supplier B, (., Figmc VI,B:l.O) has undergone a complete change in both 
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tlw magnitude and the character of the thermal expansion response. Befow the 
'lOO()Oe (Hl:J2°F) thermal in~tahility test, the material wns strongly contractive, while 
it hecame slightly expnnsive following the test. 
Figlll'os VI.B.l.7 through Vl.B.1.1'l compare the thermal expansion behavior of 
tho '1st gnnm'ation MAS mattH'ials discussed earlier, before Rnd after the 10()()OC 
t hmmal instahility test. They show vory little change in the tlwY'null expansion he-
haviOl' aftm 'woo hour exposure to 1000°C (1832°F), confh'mJI the excellent sta-
hility of the!;o matedals indicated by data in Figure VI.B.1.1 
Tho thmmal expansion behavior of th(} Supplior L sili! 1 carhide bef(we and 
aftol' tho 'l()OO°C thermal instahility test is shown in FigUl'c Vl.B.'l.12. Thel'e is no 
change in the thmmal ()xpansion plots, indicating that the silicon nitride is unaffoct-
ed by tholOOO-houl' exposure to 1000°C ('~832°F), confirming the excellent thel'lllal 
Htahility indicated by the dimensional chanqe data shown in Figure Vl.B.l,l, 
The new genCl'utionMAS matel'ials, whoso thermal expansion behavior before 
and nftOf' lOO()OC (1832°F) ihermal stability test in air' is shown in Figures VI.B.l.1~i 
(.), VI.B,'l,14 (V) and VI.1l'J,'15 (0), appear to be highly stable and are unaffected by 
the high tempcl'atul'o (~XpoSlll'Co As call be Se(Hl in the Figures V,LB,1 .. 1 and VI.B:J."l8 
through VI.B,1.15 them is practically no change in the thermal expansion of these 
11111101'ia18, and, with the exception of the Supplier A-exll'uded MAS matrix (0) there 
is no dimensional change after lO()O°C (1832°F) thermal stability test. 
Thotooo°C (1na~OF) thermal stability in prosence of sodium test data for these 
matorials is p!'osented in Figure V1.B,1,'l8, 
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Figure VI.B.l,18 PhYSical Stahility of Various r.-Znterials at 
lOor"C (183,z°F) with Sodium Present 
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The MAS materials and the ZR/M,\S mnt(~rlal all exhibit ~~ od thermal sluhHUy 
in PI'OSOIlCO of sodium salt ut lOO(}Oe ('1832°F), The LAS/MAS mixtur'B exhihits a 
pl'o~I'essiv(l growth in this environment similur to its previous exposure without so-
dium p,'nS(Hlt. This suggests Ihat the mntnrial may be thermally unstable, rathOl' 
than suseoptihle to sodium attack, 
Thn Supplier' A (A) and B (e) leached LAS (refcl'red to as AS horeafter) matnrials 
react Gontmctiveiy to the sodium stahility tost. The contraction of tho matMial of 
Snpplim' B (e) was so dl'am~!IiG as to full off scale, and the numbers to tho immedi-
ato f'ight of each symhol am the nOl'mali~(}d length changes, in parts pel' million, 
moasul'od at each time inhll'val. Tho socond genemtion as material from Supplier' A 
(A) exhihits r(l(IUCHd instability in the presence of sodium. 
A compul'ison of those data with the cormsponding test sct without sodium (H'e-
sHnt (Figure VI.B,l. I) points out a most. intHl'esting ohservation. The LAS material 
of Supplior B appoar's to he morH stahle (in a dimensional sense) in t.he sodium-
nnJ'idlOd envir'ollmnnl. This ohs(!l'vation, without further investigation of tho change 
in maler'ial behavior' as ~l I'esult of stahility testing, may be misleading as call be 
snen fl'om thmmal expansion compal'isons offerod for ellch tested material in 
FigUI'()S Vl.B.I.'lO tllI'ough VI.B.1.aa. \Note scale diffcl'(mct)s among tho figures), A 
compul'ison between these figul'os and the cOl'I'osponding figmes for similar testing 
without !mdi.lllll IH'esont just discussed, togothnr with the dimensional stahility data. 
enable ono to <lmw more meaningful conclusions. 
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The change in thermal expansion behavior (Figure VI.B.l.19) indicates a signifi-
cant matef'iul change in the standard 9455 LAS (X). The point made earlier concel'll-
ing the physical stability of the LAS material of Supplier B can be reinforced by 
comparing the thermal e':pansion plots for this ma~erial tested with sodium present 
(Figure VI.B.l.20) and without sodium present (Figure VI.B.l.17). Contrary to the 
impression created by the dimensional stability data alone, (Figures VLB.l.1 and 
VI.B.l.18) this material has obviously suffered more damage as the I'esult of the 
pl'esence of sodium. In some numner, most likely sodium-for-lithium ion exchange, 
the sodium has mitigated the contractive nature of this material. This effect is the 
same as that observed in the accelerated corrosion testing of this malel'ial as a mn-
trix insert and detailed in Task III.B.2 of this I'eport. 
The LAS/MAS (A) mixture of the first generation, while obviously unstable in 
this thermal envil'Onment with or without sodium present, does not suffer a signifi-
cant change in thermal expansion behavior' (Figure VI.B.l.21). The new generation 
material (0) exhibited a similur behavior (Figure VLB.l.33). 
The AS materials of Supplier A (A) (Figlll'e VI.B.1.22) and Supplier B (e) (Figure 
VI.B.1.2~i) havo both expel'ienced a change in their thermal expansion behaviol', 
renci{]/'ing these originaliy contractive materials now expansive. Both of these 
materials underwent a dimensional contraction during testing (Figul'e VI.B.l.18). 
Thc rcaction of the Suppli~r B material (el was a great deal larger in magnitude 
than the ('CHction of the material of Suppliel' A (A). This difference is als(l noted in 
the deg('(~e of change in thermal expansion behaviol' of the two materials. While the 
material of Supplier A has become more expansive (Figure Vl.B.l.22), the nature of 
the thermal expansion response before and after testin~ bear a similarity to each 
other. The change noted for the AS material of Supplier B (Figure VI.B.l.23) is not 
only severe, but the natlll'c of the material's response to changes in temperature has 
beon alt(~l'nd. This ohservation, coupled with the greater dimeusional instability ob-
served, indicates that the AS of Supplier A is more resistant to sodium corl'Osion at 
-lOO()OC p8~J2°F) than the AS material of Supplier B. 
All of the MAS materials exhibited good dimensional stability under these test 
conditions. An examination of each material's thermal expansion behavior before 
and after testing (Figures VI.B.l.24 thl'Ough VI.B.1.3.2) points out that these materials 
incUl' little. if any, change as a result of exposure to sodium at 1000°C (183Z0F). It is 
c.oncluded that any of these materials should prove to be satisfactory for service in 
a i'e~orwr'ator application al lOOO°C (l832°1"). 
Figlll'o VI.B.l.34 indicates the thermal expansion behavior of SiC before and aftel' 
testing at lOOO°C (l832°F) with sodium present. The stilbili,y of this material in the 
corrosive environment at this tempernture is excellent; however, its high thermal 
expansion, high thermal conductivity, and the difficulty of processing will limit its 
use in regenorator applications. 
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VI.B.2 l050°C (1922°F) Test Temperature 
While the initial testing plan defined a program of evaluation at 10000e (l832°F), 
1100°C (2012°F), and 1200 0 e (2192°F), it is the intent of this contract task to place 
an upper opemting limit on the ceramic regenerator materials. Therefore, tests of 
three materials, (Supplier A-AS (A), Supplier B-Ieached LAS and Suppliel' B-LAS, 
2-AS, I-LAS), which evidenced u loss of physical integrity at Boooe (2012°F) and 
1200°C (2W2°F) (refer to following sections) were placed on test at this midpoint 
ttllnpmallll'll (105()OC). 
The thermal stability of these three materials at 1050°C in ail' is shown in Figure 
VI.B.2.1. The hehavior of these materials at lO50°C is quite similar to that at 
IOOO t1 C; however, the magnitude of the dimensional change is slightly higher' for the 
first generation Supplier A AS material. A maximum contraction of 750 ppm oc-
clllTed at 1050°C during 500-800 hour exposure vs. 500 ppm at 1000°C for the same 
period 1'01,' this matel'inl. For the other two materials no significant increase in insta-
bility occlIlTed at l050°C. The l050°C thermal stability in presence of sodium salt 
of these materials is shown in Figure VI.8.2.2 along with the data for the s~andnrd 
LAS matrix. Both the LAS standard and thl~ LAS matrix from Supplier B showed 
vmy little dimensional change dUl'ing this test. This result is very much sir~lilar to 
that of thelOOO°C test. 
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The thormal stability of the first ~eneration Supplier A AS material at 1050 0 e in 
presence of sodium is very much similar to that at 1000°C and 1100°C. The magni· 
tude of tho dimensional change at 1050 0 e (1300 ppm) is approximately halfway be· 
tw(}(m that at 1000°C and 1100°C (Ref. 5, Figures VI.B.l.18 and VI.B.3.10). On the 
husis of these results, it appenrs that the operating temperature limit for the first 
gHnemtion SuppliHr A AS materinl is expected to be no higher than !DOooe. Even 
at this tmnpmutur'e this mnterial suffers nt least 700 ppm diment;loni.1l change (Fig· 
ure VI.B.l:18) nnd n drastic change in thermal expansion behavior (Figures VI.B.'I.5, 
VI.B.l.22). 
Tho AS matrix fl'OlI. ~lIppHer B showed nn unexpectedly low dimensional change 
Ilt 1050°C ill preS(HlCC of sodium whHn compared to the data 1000°C (refer to pr'evi· 
OliS section) and1'lOO°C (refer' to following section). Considering the fuct that the 
thel'lnal expansion behavior of both AS matel'inls, i.e. from SUppliel"S A and B, is 
very much alike (ref. Figures VI.B.'I.22 and VI.B.l.23) this result is unexpected. 
In view of the high instability the first generation AS moter'iuls (both Supplier A 
and B) are not considered suitable for application above 'IOOO°C. 
It i~ intet'()sting to note that the behavior of these materials in the 1000°C (1832°F) 
tl1O'I'I11a1 stability test in presence of sodium salt is very much similar' to thnt ob· 
snrvlld in case of tho hot face test conditions (refer to Section III.B.). The magnitude 
of the observed changes, particularly for the AS materials and the LAS/MAS, is 
weatm in the lO()()OC test compared to the hot face test, i.e., at BOO°C ('I472°F). 
VI.B.3. 1100°C (2012°F) Test Temperature 
Seven of tho ten 1st generation expel'imental materials (4-MAS, 2·AS, 'I-LAS) and 
six second generation (3·MAS, l·LAS/MAS, l·AS, l·ZR/MAS) experimental 
mat()('iais (refer to Section VI.B.l) were evaluated at 1'100°C fOl' thermal stability in 
ail' ilnd in prosence of sodium salt. The thermal stability data at 'I'IOO°C in nil' for all 
these materials are prosented in Figure VI.B.3.'I. Most of the MAS matOl'ials and 
the ZIVMAS and B455 LAS standard exhibit good thermal stability. The Supplier B 
LAS material has experienced some degree of growth as a result of this high tem-
porature exposure. The two first generation AS materials (.), (e) have contracted to 
the point whOl'{) physical detel'ioration was obvious, necessitating termination aftm 
n72 test holll's. The numbers immediately adjacent to the graphing symbols for 
these materials indicate a degree of dimensional change too great to include in the 
graphing scale. The second generation as material from Supplier A (.) exhibits a 
significant impl'Ovement in stability compared to the first generation materials. 
Figures VI.B.3.2 through V1.8.3.'1'1 are cOI,:"parisons of each individual material's 
change in thermal expansion behavior as a result of the '1'100°C (2012°1") thermal 
stability testing. These data, combined with the dimensional stability measure· 
ments, affOl'd one an insight into the effect of the test environment on each specific 
material. 
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Figures VI.B.:l.2 and VI.B.3.3 represent the thermal expansion characteristics of 
the 0451) LAS standard and the LAS composition of Supplier B, respectively. The 
standard material (Figure VI.B.3.2) remains relatively unchanged as a result of the 
1l00°C (2012°F) thermal stability testing, although this material does exhibit a ten· 
dency to slump at a lower temperature after going through the test. In contrast, the 
LAS of Supplier B (Figure VI.B.3.3) has undergone a rather large change in thermal 
expansion behavior as a result of the 1008 cumull:ttive hour exposure to a tempera-
tum of '1 '100°C (20'12°F). This material, while originally contractive between room 
tempemtUl'o and '1 '100°C (2012°["), has becoml.1 expansive over this same tempera-
tum interval subsequent to the test. This observation corroborates the dimensional 
instability observed in this material during the course of the thermal stability testing 
at 100()cC. 
1"lgures VI.B.3.4 and VI.B.3.5 dramatically illustrate the prLnounced changes L', 
thel'mal expansion behavior of the first generation AS materials of Suppliers A an" 
B I'espectivoly, as a result of the 1100°C (2012°F) thermal stability testing. Both of 
these materials were very unstable under the conditions of this test (they were 
d,'opped from testing after a cumulative exposure of 672 hours). Both had suffered 
visible physical degradation. As can be seen in their thermal expansion plots, both 
materials have become quite expansive, with the matefial of Supplier A (Figure 
VI.B.3.4) undergoing the greater change. This observation correlates well with the 
thermal instability data (Figure VI.B.3.1). In this case the difference in the severity 
of attack is not important since Doth materials are quite unstable at 1100 0 e (2012°[,,). 
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At this test temperature, the MAS materials of the first generation scem to be 
diverging into two groups representing different levels of stability (Figure VI.B.3.1). 
Figures VI.B.3.0 and VI.B.3.7 indicate the essentially identical thermal expansion 
response of the very stable MAS materials of Suppliers C (0) and 0 (.), respective· 
Iy. Figures VI.B.3.8 and VI.B.3.9 illustrate the more marked change in thermal ex· 
pansion experienced by the somewhat less stable MAS materials of Suppliers E (WI, 
material #1) und I (0), respectively. While these measured differences do exist, the 
duta would suggest that aU of the MAS materials appear to be viable candidates for 
regenerator service at 1100 0 e (2012°F). Of the second generation MAS materials 
(Supplier A wrapped MAS (Y) extruded MAS (8) and SuppHer E MAS #2, 
wrapped V') both the Supplier A materials (extruded MAS (0) and wrapped MAS .) 
showed a very large dimensional change (1200 to 1000 ppm) during the initial 72 
hours and rcmained relatively unchanged (less than 100 ppm) during the subse· 
quent 900+ hours at the 1100°C (2012°F) test temperature in air. These materials 
exhibited nearly identical behavior duril1g the 1100 0 e (2012°F) thermal stability test 
in presence of sodium salt (refer Figures \lI.B.3.1 and VI.B.3.12). This initial large 
dimensional change may be due to the transformation of the residual glass phase to 
crystalline cordierite structure. The Supplier E MAS #2 matrix (V') showed very 
little dimensional change indicating an excellent thermai stability. 
The results of the 11000 e (2012° F) thermal stability testing with sodium present 
illustrated graphically in Figure VI.B.3.12, indicate that the introduction of sodium 
into the test environment at this temperature tends to accentuate the material reo 
sponses noted in the thermal stability testing at this temperature without sodium 
present (Figure VI.B.3.1). The MAS materials, while all relatively stable under these 
lest conditions, tend to divide more dramatically into the S£:;:le two groups of differ· 
ing stability. The Supplier B LAS and the two first generation AS materials exhibit-
ed a mal'ked physical deterioration early in the test S..3quence, and these materials 
were terminated after 100 cumulative hours of test time. Of curious interest is the 
lack d continuous growth heyond the 24 hour test interval, of the 9455 LAS stan· 
da:'d. The second generation as material (A) from Supplier A and ZR/MAS (0) 
material from Supplier K appear to be unaffected by sodium at this t.emperature. 
'1'he effects of the 1100°C (2012°F) thermal stabiPty testing with sodium on each 
material's thermal expansion behavior are presented in Figures VI.B.3.13 through 
Vl.B.3.22. Figures VI.B.3.13 and VI.P.3.14 represent the original and final thermal 
expansions of the 9455 LAS standard Hnd the LAS of Supplier B, respectively. As 
previously noted, the curious lack of long-term response by the standard material to 
the test environment is underscored by the significant change in thermal expansion 
behavior reported in Figure VI.B.3.13, especially when compared to the lack of 
change (Figure VI.B.3.2) resulting from the 1100 0 e (2012°F) thermal stability testing 
without sodium present. The LAS of Supplier B is clearly changed by the high-
temperature and sodium-rich environment of the test, and has become so strongly 
expansive (Figure VI.B.3.14) as to btlc,ome self· destructive. 
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Thermal Stability Testing wl;h Sodium "resent 
Figures VI.ILl15 and VI.B.:i.lO ilIustmte the change in thermal Ilxpansion I'C-
sponse fOl.' the first genemtion AS materials of Suppliers A and S, J·espectively. The 
same relative effects are obsel'ved for both materials tested with sodium as WCl'(l 
rnpOI'ted for the pllI'ely thermal tests: the AS of Supplier A (FigUl'c VI.B.~t'15) (lvi-
dnnces morn physical instability and a gl'eater change in thermal expansion than 
does the AS of Supplinr B (Figlll'e VI.B.:i.16). 
The MAS materials evidence the best resistance to cOI'rosion at '1100 0 e (2012°1") 
of the throt) basic materials groups tested. Figures VI.B.a.'17 through VI.B.a.ZOin(!i-
cate quite similar thermal expansion behaviors for these materials before and aftor 
the tosting sequence. As was observed in the testing without sodium present (Figure 
Vl.ll~J.l) the MAS materials divide into two slability groups during testing with so-
dium pl'esont (Figure VI.B.a.lZ). The MAS materials of Suppliers C (0) und 0 (.) 
appeal' to he slightly more stable thun those of Supplier E (WI, Material #1) and 
Supplier I (0). This observation is not so dmmaticnlly supported by the thermal 
expansion datu. as was the case in the Hoooe (20l2°F) thermal stability testing 
without sodium present; but the conclusion to which one is drawn remains the 
same: all of these MAS materials would seem to be candidates for regenemtor ser-
vice at 110()Oe (2()'lZOF). 
The Supplier K LAS/MAS matrix (0) at 'noooe in ail' showed a gradually de-
creasing growth. with an initial rate of ~~Oo ppm/100 hI'S. which dropped to 50 
ppm/toO Ius. after 800 hI'S. In presence of sod~um. however, there is a very rapid 
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initinl ~l'()wth, I1tHlriy gOO ppm within :!4 hours, followed by n grndunl d(~(;l'Onse in 
growth nltt~ in a numllm' similnr' to thnt obs~rved ut nOOoe ill uir. The growth rutH 
"fltll' 50f) hom's in pl'osunCt~ of sodium suh is ossentinlly the same as thut in air. This 
gmdually d(~GI'tHlsing hut sllstained growth, us opposed to shurp initinl growth fol· 
lowed hy l'l~liltivn dimonsional stnbililY obsol'vod with MAS mntrices, indku~m~ n 
pl'Ogr'pssi\'(! detel'iomtion of tho LAS/MAS matrix. 
VI.B.4 1200°C (2192°F) Test Temperature 
FoUl' t\ lAS mntel'lllis ilnd one AS (lendmd LAS) materia) from the fh'st gonel'lltion 
matrix samplt!s wum snlected for tht] 1200°C tmnpel'Uture llvnluation. In view of tlw 
fail\ll't~ of tht! fir'st gmHll'lltion AS rnntol'ial dlll'i.lg tlu~ llOO°C test, the inclusion of 
this matmiul is only to ohsm'v(l its bohnviOl' nnd not intended for regenemtor nppli· 
calion al such high t(Jmpel'atun~. All the s:l)cond generntion mntol'inls, i.e .. in threu 
t-.1AS malm-ials and one LAS/MAS mnter"hll. hnvo also been evnhmtod. 
The thermal stability datu for these mater'inls at 1200°C (2102°F) in air um 
pl'(lStmh~d in Figm'fls VI.B.4.1 and VI.13.4.2. Tilt) thernwl expansion behuviOl' of 
Ilwst! materials hdOl'(l and uftm nUl l20noe tllt~l'Inal stnbility test is shown in 
Figuws Vl.B.4.a through VI.I1.4.11. 
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All tht! MAS mntricos, with tho uxcoption of tho Hupplior A wruppod structuro 
und Supplitll' I Hxtrudud spocinwn showmj vm'y IittlB dirmHlsionol ehnnHo "ftm' tho 
iniUnl 24 to 72 hOllr' IHlI'iod. Th(! sl1pplitll' A {}xtJ'lHi(l(i (0) and Supplior E w:ruppod 
(\') rllllll'ict!fo; showod n vtlry hU'HU initinl Hl'owth (2700 ppm unci 'l100 ppm rospnctivo· 
Iy), while olhOl's showod compHl'Utivnly small Hrowth or contl'uetio£) tless thun 300 
ppm). As ohsorved (lurlinr this lurg() initial dinwmdonul chnn~o could b(~ duo to tho 
convOl'sioll of ttw r(Jsidlllll phnsw; such us Hlnss to stahle MAS Gordiorihl philRO. This 
is bol'llo 0111 by the shape of Ihtl thermal (Jxpnnsion curvos for thoso two mutcriuls. 
The Ilwrmal (lxpilJlsioll showed n mal'ked <Imp ut 120{)CC after the 120()OC thormal 
stuhilily Illst liS c;ompul'Od to tho ol'iginal (untesttld) rnutrlcos (Figuros VI.B.4.:i und 
VI.B.4.fJl and virtuully I't~trucnd ttl(! CUI'V(ln f Jr tho or'iginal matrix for tomporaturO!i 
twlnw nO()Oc. For the othor MAS matricHs that showod IittlH instahility, tho thtll'mal 
oxpansion curves aftOl' the thermal stability tost in air followed very closely thoso of 
the OI'iginnl mati'ic(!s in(iicalillH the ahsnnce of any phaso chan;',!s in the material. 
Tho Supplier A wrapped (.) matrix and thn Supplier I Hxtrudml (0) malr'ix which 
showed continllOIiS inslability ulst) showHd significant change in thnrmal expansion 
(Figlll'OS VI.B.4.n and VI.B.4.0) aftm' the 1200°(; tlwrmal stability tnst. The SuppliEH' 
A matrix shownd a markod drop in length chang(~ abov(~ 1 "tOo"e. This phmwmnnon 
is ol>s('rved in this rnatel'iul aft(!!' the 1200°C ther'mal instability test as well us the 
origillal matrix. ThIS marked dm!> may actually bo due to the softening and densifi-
catioll of tlw por'ous matrix causing Ihe dilntomo!er push mel to rocode, ruther than 
thn thermal cOlltl'llction of the spocinwn. This softening or densification appears to 
start at IOOO°C in caSH of Iho unlost<ld matrix as indicated by tho discuntinuity in 
IIHl thormal (!xpansion ClII'vn (VI.B.4.H). Whilo in case of the specimen exposed to 
1~()O()C thermal stahility tosl, soflenillg occur:, abov() 1100°C. Thom is u significunt 
I'Ociuctiol1 in thn thormal (!xpansion of tho matrix after Ihe 1200°C test which further 
stl'()ngtlwl1s thn ohsOI'vation that tho initial tlwnnal instability is a result of tho 
II'Hnsfol'lnation of rosidual glass phaso to crystalline cordierite. 
In cast) of tho SlIpplio!' I MAS matrix. no softoning is ohsol'v(1(\' howflver, a 
Ilwrknd drop in tlwrnwl {!xpallsioll has Iwon ol>so['vod aftm tho '120()OC test as com-
par!'d to tho original matrix (Figlll'O VI.B.4.Hj. Thn thmmal ()xpansion of the matrix 
nft(l!, th(l 1:20()"C thm-mal stability tn:;t is smooth Hnd is more uniform than that of 
tho migiJ1Hl ll1utrix indicating that thu I'oductioll of inhon1ogonietios has occlIITod 
during till' tf'sI. 'l'IH' tlwl'rnal ill.""lhility ClIl've for SlIpplio[' I matrix in Figure 
\'1.13.4.1 slwv\'s (\ flatll 'l1ing Ollt alt,,(, noo h01H";, which sllpporls Ihis oi>s{)l'vaUorl, It 
shollid Iw l1otl)!1 thilt tllll t1w I'IlW I expansion cur\,()s lip to 110{)OC for these two 
IlHltpl'inls (SlIppliol' A und I r-.1AS) :Iftul' IllI! 1200"C tlwl'll1al stability \(!st are re-
11l1ll'knbly sil1lilnl'. 
'I'll!' tlwl'll1nl slability tnst datu fot' thl~S(, l11utmials at 1200°C (2102°1") in prosence 
of sodium ,im pl'£~~wnt()d i,1l Figur(~ VI.4.12. 
Figlll'os VI.B.4.1:i th/'()ugh VI.B.4.H3 illustrate tho effoct of tho test environment on 
th(~ thermal ()xpansion behavior of oach rnaterial between worn temperatll/'c and 
tlw test tnmpt'ratlll'u. 'I'lw 0455 LAS standard does not exhibit a very marked change 
in tlwnnal (1xpansioll (Figure Vl.B.4.1:iJ although thn dimensional changes observed 
during testing (Figlll't1 VJ.B.4.12j me quit(~ uncharacteristic. Clearly. the AS of Sup-
plier A is not tlw sanw matnrial aftm having gone th/'Ough the lest. as the thermal 
nxpnnsiol1 (Figure VI.B.4.14j is completnly uncharacteristic of thelt of the otiginal 
rnatnrial. 
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The MAS materials, while all displaying a good deal of dimensional change dur-
ing the course of the test (Figure VI.B.4.12), do not reflect, with the exceptio 1 of that 
material 1'1'0111 Supplier I (Figure VI.B.4.18) much change in their thermal expansion 
behaviors (FigUl'es VI.B.4."l4 through VI.B.4.17). The data accumulated to date at 
1200 0 e (2HJ2°F) are not as consistent and therefore, not as open to interpretation as 
those data gath(]l'ed at the lower test temperatures. 
The new rnntlix materials, i.e. the Supplier A extruded and wrapped MAS matri-
ces, Supplier E wrapped MAS matrix and the Supplier K LAS/MAS matrix, have 
also been evaluated at 1200°C ther'nal stability test in l~resence of sodium salt. The 
Supplier A wmpped MAS matrix and the Supplier K LAS/MAS matrix fluxed 
within the first 24 holll's. The test data for the remaining two materials (extruded 
MAS 0 and wmpped MAS \'), are presented in Figure VI.B.4.12 along with the 
data for the othtH' materials. Comparing the 1200°C thermal stability data for these 
two materials in air and in presence of sodium salt (Figures VI.B.4.1 and VI.B.4.12) 
it is apparent that these two materials are relatively unaffected by the presence of 
sodium salt. This is remarkable since all other materials exhibited a certain degree 
of instability in presence of sodium salt at 1200°C as can be seen in Figure 
VI.B.4.12. All the evidence points to the fact that a fully stabilized, either by prior 
heat treatment 01' an appropriate fabrication process, cordierite type MAS material 
matrices offer the potential for 1200°C regenerator application. 
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In view of the 1200°C thermal slahility (in nir) dutu and the behuvior of these 
rnatnrials lit 1100°C und lOO()OC it appenrs that only the MAS mutednl hnve tho 
sm'vice polential in applications wher~ the regenerntor temperntures reach 1200°C. 
C. Summary 
As u result of this lost Pl'Ogl'Ulll !;ufficient engine test dntu ur'e now available with 
I'CSpcct to the behnviOl' of the AS (Ienciwci LAS), MAS und the standard LAS male-
r'iuls in the r'egenerutor application in the 707 engine. It cnn be concluded Ihat 
while the slnndnr'd LAS regenerators nr'c vulnmahle to chemical attack in the stan-
dur'd 707 engine exhulist gus environmenl Ii.e. BOnoe maximum temper'alure), the 
AS alld tho MAS malm'iuls HI'O generally impervious to chemical attack up to 
HlOO°C (Ihe maximum r'egeneralor test lempel'Uture capability of the 707 engine). 
The lahol'UtOl'y Icsl dala gener'uled in Task III and Task VI provide a basis for the 
determination of the potential sel'vice tempemlure capability of Ihe vU"ious mulm'i-
nls available for Ihe regnnel'lltor application. Pertinent lest datu fr'orn Ihese Iwo 
lasks am summal'i:.wd in Figures VI.C .. l, VI.C.2 and VI.C.3 to pl'Ovidtl a Ihormal 
stahility Gornpal'ison fOl' thn two most pl'Omising (AS und MAS) mnlCl'ials. 
The lahol'iltol'Y tests on Ihe first gonemlion AS matrix specimens at lompol'UlllI'()s 
lip to 1200°C I'tlVlllllod sonw seriolls limitations with respect to the thermal stability 
ilnd resislnncn to sodium attack al tmllpomtlll'(lS abovolOOO°C. At 'lOO()OC, the 
thermal stability as wtlll as the l'esislnnco to sodium attack (Figl1l'o VI.C.l) appoal' 
marginal. 
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At 1050°C, l'100°C and l200°C they are very puor (Figure VI.C.l). The r;urrent AS 
regenomtors arc made from the LAS matrix by lear.hing out all the Ii !hium and 
subsequently heat treating the skeletal {3 spodumene structure to partially sinter and 
strengthen the matrix. This structure is inherently unstable and will ultimately con-
vert to AS keatite/mullite structure. The rate of this transformation is a function of 
temperature and can occur very rapidly at temperatures 1000°C and above. Thip 
phase transformation results in a change in cell dimensions, as has been observed 
In the 'f100°C and 1200°C thermal instability test, as well as a change in thermal 
expansion. Although no sodium ion attack is observed below 1000°C, ubove this 
temperature the sodium appears to diffuse r'apidly into the lattice forming low melt-
ing silicate compounds. At temperatures above 1100°C, these reactions are so mpid 
that seV{)l'e fluxing of the first generation AS matrix occurred in a very short time. 
The second gener'ation AS material with potential for improved ther'rnal stability 
up to 1 H)o°C was ,'eceived at the end of the program for evaluation in the labomto-
ry as well as engine testing. Based on limited engine and labomtory testing this 
matorial appears to have 1100°C (2012° F) temporature capability in the regeneratOl' 
application. Limited laboratory testing of the ZR/MAS material indicates potential 
at this temperature also. 
The CUlTont MAS matrix materials, being of the cordierite type with the M:; ions 
tightly bonded to the silicate structure, are highly stable and are mllre l'Csistant to 
ion exchange. Properly fired MAS matrices have demonstrated thermal stability 
and excellent resistance to sodium ion attack at temperatures up to 1200°C (Figures 
VI.C.l, VI.C.2, Vl.c.a). The MAS matrices tested am made by two different 
processes from two types of raw materials, namely mineral basp. and glass frit base. 
For the mineral base MAS the stc:ll'ting materials are primarily clay and talc, with 
the composition adjusted to yield cordiel'ite (MgO:AI203: Si02 2:2:5) in the fired 
structure by the addition of alumina and silica. This type of matrix is usually porous 
but of lower thermal expansion. For the glass ,ceramic, the starting material is a 
glass-frit powder of primarily MAS-2:2:5 composition with minor amounts of nucle-
ating agents. The firing cycle is such that glass sinters and crystallizes more or less 
completely during firing. \' ery high wall density and high strengths are achieved 
with this material, however, the thermal expansion is usually slightly higher than 
the mineral hase MAS matrix, The source of thermal instability in both types IS 
usually the transformation of the residual glass phase in the fired matrix. This can, 
however, be removed by appropriate heat treatment prior to service installation. 
The glass hit base matrix demonstrated excellent resistance to chemical attack (Fig-
ure VI.C.2). The mineral base matrix (Figme VI.C.31, though not as good as that of 
the glass frit base, is still adequate up to 1200°C. 
AI the present time test data that can systematically evaluate the influence of 
oxidos and/ol" sulphates of Fe, Zn, Mg, Na, Cu, etc., which can form low melting 
compounds capable of severe fluxing action, on these matrix materials at tempera-
tmes tip to 1200°C is non-existent. t.ny futuro programs should include the evalua-
tion of the resistance of the regenerator materials to these compounds. 
In summary, it appears that the current AS and MAS ceramic materials cun per-
form adequately in the regenerator application of the "state-of-the-art" gas turbine 
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engines (up to '1000°C). For higher temperature applications, the nrst generation AS 
material, which has desirable low thermnl expnnsion characteristics, must demon-
strate improved thermnl stability and resistance to chemical atta(;k at temperntures 
lip to '1 'lOO°C. The second generation AS material, appears to satisfy this require-
ment. Fmther development of this mnterial mny be required for 1200°C applica-
tions. 
Based on laboratory testing up to 1200°C, the current MAS mnterials offer the 
potential for adequate thermal stnbility nnd resistnnce to chemicnl attnck up to 
1200°C application. For applications involving still higher temperatures, materials 
such as silicon carbide and silicon nitride nppear to be the only materials with 
potential. Any future programs should include the evnluntion of these materials. 
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TASK VII. MANUFACTURING COST STUDIES 
VIJ.A INTRODUCTION 
A heat exchanger cost study was initiated at Ford during the last quarter of 1975, 
Several ceramic companies which had e.<perience in ceramic mntl'ix fabdcation 
contributed to the study, An air preheater, about 46 cm, (18 in) in dinmotOl', 
fabricated of ceramic material and designed for l()()()OC (1832°1") operation in 1l1(J 
170 horsepower Stirling engine, was used as the subject for this study, An annuul 
production volume of 500,OUO units was used in the cost analysis, This study con· 
c1uded with a lowest predicted manufacturing cost runge of $25·$30 pOl' cor~, This 
cost presumed technological developments not now in generul practice in tho vari· 
ous core production schemes, 
The purpose of this task was to update the initial study and tf) apply tho prosenl 
cost study factors to new configurations of potential intel'est. 
VII.B DISCUSSION 
The initial area of effort was originally felt to be u purely financial updating of 
the initial report, including the effects of inflation and rising onergy costs, Upon 
further study, it became clear that the lack of a suitablo range of heat exchanger 
models upon which to base cost studies was a moro pressing concol'I1, Thoro-
fore, two additional regener.cttors applicablo to an automotive application were 
evaluated, 
A thorough evaluation of the initial cost study (Reference 2) was completed hy 
updating the most detailed cost information applicable to the production of Stirling 
prehenter cores. It was assumed that MAS material, tunnel kiln firing, and belt 
grinding were utilized to attain the high production r~1te. All costs were updated 
economically, assuming 2 years of 7% inflation, Table VII.B.1 collates the results of 
this study. The first configuration is that of the original study, and this updated cost 
was the base from which the new configurations were analyzed, Configlll'ution (2) is 
for a single-core automotive gas turbine engine, and configuration (3) is intended 
for service in a dual core automotive gas tlll'bine engine, where the combined per-
formance of both smaller cores equals that of the single larger core configlll'ation. 
The unit costs listed in Table VI.B.1 do not include costs associated with ring gear 
and elastomer assembly, product launching, research development, and profit. 
The new core costs were arrived at by projecting the machinery and process line 
requirements for each manufacturing step based on the amount of material u8ed in 
each core configuration and the production rate. Plant floor space was then adjust-
ed to these new line and equipment requirements. Investment capital for equip· 
ment and plant facilities were recalculated based on the above adjustments. New 
variable labor allocations were established bascl(l upon the equipment requirements 
for each core size. The manufacturing burden (including premium pay, supplies, 
expenses, gas and power) was calculated for each production step based on alloca-
tions of material, manpower, and equipment for each core size. Finally, an econom-
ic adjustment, to compensate for inflation, was made to each cost. 
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CONFIGURATION 
1 
2 
2A 
3 
3A 
,,..44 
.u; Pi 
CORE SIZE (FINISHEDl 
457.2 MM (18") O.D. X 190.5 MM (7.5") I.D. X 
39.9 MM (1.6") THICK 
368.3 MM (14.5") 0.0. X 190.5 MM (7.5") I.D. X 
88.9 MM (3.5") THICK 
368.3 MM (14.5") 0.0. X 25.4 MM (1.0") I.D. X 
88.9 MM (3.5") THiel( 
266.7 MM (10.5") 0.0. X 190.5 MM (7.S") I.D. X 
88.9 MM (3.5") THICK 
266.7 MM (10.5") 0.0. X 25.4 MM (1.0") 1.0. X 
OB.9 MM (3.5") THICK 
PROJECTED 
COST/UN'T 
$29-34 (BASE) 
$33-39 
$38-46 
$23-27 
$29-34 
Table VII.O.1 Projected Cost rOl' Various Core Cflnrigurations 
In addition, an evaluation of the extra cost associated with a zero·diameter (nom· 
inally I in. or' 25.4mm) wind fabrication process was completed (configurations 2A 
Ilnd ~iA in Tuble VII.B.l). A switch to zero wind fabrication process would increase 
IInit costs appl'Oximately 15·18% for configuration 2 and 26%. for configuration 3. 
VII.C. TASK SUMMARY 
The initial cost study was updated to include more recent process developments 
and to account for inflation and rising energy costs. In addition two additional heat 
exchanger gi.);es applicable to automotive gas turbine engines were also evaluated. 
A comparison of conventional and zero·wind falJl'icntion costs was completed. 
Data for two regenerator core configurations indicate a pl'Oduction cost increase 
ranging from 15%' to 261/(', depending on the core outer diameter. 
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VIII. CORE MATERIAL AND DESIGN SPECIFICATION 
VIII.A. INTRODUCTION 
Quality control of vendor-supplied hardware is a crucial step in tho fabrication of 
an automotive gas turbine regeneratol'. Therefore, it is important that the PI'oposed 
hent exchanger system for aitl3rnate engines be well·defined prior to large produc· 
tion efforts. From this perspective, a rather complete regenerator core specification 
for Boooe (1472°F) operation was drawn up and published (Reference "i). This spec· 
ification was based on a considerable amount of experience with a rngenerntor rna· 
trix fabricated by one method (wrapped sinusoidal corrugations) with one mutorial 
(LAS). Since the ceramic regenerator systems development progmm consists of sev· 
eral materials fabricated by a variety of methods, a modification of the original 
specification was required. 
As engine and materials technology improve, proposed mgnneratof' operating 
temperatures increase. In anticipation of predicted engine demands, a pmliminal'Y 
attempt to define a 1000 0 e (1832°F) specification is desirable. 
The effort directed toward this contractual task had two objectives. Tho primary 
task was perceived to be a general updating of the existing specification, as new 
design understanding, better materials, and additional test experience have evolved 
since the original specification was wl'itten. A second goal was the drafting of a 
knowledgeable framework on which a 1000 0 e (1832° F) material and design specifi· 
cation can be constructed. 
VIII.B CERAMIC REGENERATOR PROCUREMENT SPECIFICATION FOR 
BOO°C AND lOOO°C APPLICATION 
VIH.B.O. INTRODUCTION 
This procurement specification for ceramic regenerator cores has evolved from a 
data base established over a thirteen year period of activity in laboratory and en· 
gine testing of ceramic materials proposed for service as regenerator cores in the 
Ford 707 gas turbine engine. An active manufacturing development program has 
complemented these test data. The specification is written in a general sense and is 
intended to include a wide variety of ceramic materials fabricated into high·open· 
area cellular structures by anyone of a number of viable processes including extru· 
sion, wrapped paper, calendaring, embossing, glass tube bundling, and others. 
By far the most test experience at Ford has been accumulated on regenerator 
cores manufactured by the wrapped paper process. This process entails the concur· 
rent wrapping of flat and corrugated paper sheets which have been coated with a 
ceramic binder slurry. The cellular ,Aructme so formed is converted into a useful 
product by a high·temperature densification treatment. During the heating cycle, 
the organic binder (added to the ceramic slurry to impart sufficient mechanical 
strength for handling in the unfired state) and the paper are decomposed and driv-
en from the structure. During the time spent at elevated temperature, the densifying 
product develops interparticle bonding and a crystol structure which determines 
the physical and chemical properties of the regenerator core. 
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FOl' cOl'es other thun those wrapped from zero dinmotCl', n hub must ho cemented 
into the mntrix to complete tho regenerntor nssembly. This hub assembly may be It 
matrix, u solid, 01' a composite. The solid components uro slip cust (or gr(wn formod 
in any suitable manner) of cer'umic compositions such thut their in8er'lion into tho 
l'f.~genol'Ut()r COl'e would not introduco deleterious residual strHsses. Tho gonl is to 
mutch solid Ilnd mut!'ix components sufficiently well, producing a composite nssem· 
hly with stl'ess I(wols so low over the tompel'Uture rango of npplication us to not 
limit the lifetime of tho core. The solid components uro cementod into tho I'egenom-
tor matrix, nnd much oxpol'ience with n fooming cement hus been gutherod. A do· 
tullnd description of a foum cotnent operation is nvailnble (Referonce tal. In es· 
senco, this method entails contl'Ol of the sizo ilnd distribution of gus hubblos 
t!'Upped in u glass nt ohwutml temperatures, the bubbles expand the viscous comont. 
establishing an intimnto contnct betwefm the cemont and surfaces to he joined, 
therehy promoting good chemical bonding. 
These specifications, coupled with the pl'Csent rogonel'Utor !'im, drive, und mourlt-
ing system design, should ennblu the rogulnr procul'emmll, from a vUl'iety of manu-
facturers, of a regenerator which will meet the DOE/NASA objectives for nn uuto· 
motive glls tUl'hine hoat exchanger. These objectives {lI'O: 
I) Operation at rognnel'lltol' inlet tempt.ll'atlll'es up to .ooooe (18aZOF). 
'2) A B10 life of 3500 ho\ll's in u typical passenger CUI' duty cycle. 
a) Opmation on No.1 and No.2 diesel fuel unci non-leaded gasoline. 
VUI.B.I MATRIX SPECIFICATION 
VIII.B.I,O 
This spocification applies to core dimensions, engineering requirements, und vis-
ual inspections for each core shipped to the pl'oclII'el'. Snmpling inspection proce-
dures can he applied to all the characteristics inspected. The characteristics thnt 
roquire 100 percent inspection in low volume development or production operu· 
tions are indicated. The VlII.B.l specification data must accompany ench core 
shipped to the procu(,(lI'. 
VIII.B,I.1 
The matrix cell density (cells/cm2) will be measured over a 6.45 cm2 (1 inch 
square) area at a 180mm (7 in) disc mdius. The cell density will be within ±5 1/'ll of 
the nominal \'alue specified by the proclII'el'. 
VIII.B.1,2 
The matrix open frontal area (1) will be calculated from the fire bulk density 
(p H) and the wall density (p W) measured from the firing shrinkage and bulk densi-
ty of the matrix as follows: 
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The matrix op~.m frontnl oren will be within ::.t 5 (/1 of the nominni value specified 
by tho procurer. 
VIII.B.l.3-
Th(? matr'ix mnteriul will huve u maximum thru-wull circumferential leakage of 
.063-J<l!.2' (9Xl0- 5Ih/sm;-ln2) IJt 130 KPa (20 psi) air pressure ucross ~ :JO.lmrn sec·m 
(1.5 in) wide rubber' senl through a.2mm (1/0 In) wide by 152.4mm (6 In) long slot m-
dinlly oriented. Figure VIILtl.l.l is n schemutic drnwing of the test nppuratus. 
AIR 
LEAKAGE 
MATRIX 
t t t 
REAR SEAL 
BLOCKS f~OW 
THRU AIR 
r- A 
I 
AIR 
PRESSURE 
GAGE I 
VALVE 0'NCOMIN" ,....--_-_ PRESSURIZED 
AIR 
FLOWMETER 
AIR FLOW IS A MEASURE 
Of LEAKAGE THRU THE 
MATRIX WALLS 
RUBBER GASKET SEAL 
38.' MM WIDE (1.5") 
"' ............ 
PRESSURIZED AIR 
FLOW DUCT 
'52.4 MM LONG (6") 
X 3.2 MM WIDE (., 25") 
SECTION A·A 
EXPANDED VIEW 
AIR FLOW HEADER 
Figure VIII.B.l.l Schema lie of MUlrlx ' .. Vall Leakage Measuremenl Device 
VIH.B.l.4 
The matrix passage geometry and wall thickness result in values of C and A 
which define the thermal and pressure loss performance of that. matrix through the 
following relationships: 
1.673 
= C WiT) 
AF 
.H73 
NTU = AFT A~.
L W 
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where 
~p • pressure KPa 
P • inlet pressl're. Klla 
L • core thickness. mm 
W • nir flow. kg/sec 
T • Avg. temperature of inlet air _ oK 
AF • matrix frontal area, m2 
.. Indicates 100%, inspection for low volume development or production operutions. 
3.56xlQ-9C1 c = . (KPu)2~wc.m.2 
tJDH2 kg cm OK 
A = 3.11 (10-5)C2tJ kg ;IF: X2=-1 
DH2 sec. cm m2°K; 
Cl = Fanninu Friction Factor constant for laminar flow. F • Cl 
t; RE 
C2 = Colburn No. eonS(unt for laminar flow. J = C2REx2 
tJ = open urea ratio 
DH = hyc:raulie diameter, em 
X2 = Reynolds No. (RE) exponent from the Colburn No .• J = C2REx2 
Using the pressure drop rig shown schematically in Figure VIII.B.l.2, the maximum 
allowable value for C will be 2.1 (10-5). Using a matrix shuttle rig or equivalent the 
minimum allowable value for A will be 2.0 (1O-2). 
RUBBER GASKET 
STATIC TAP TO 
KEROSENE 
MJ'NOMETER 
ORIFICE 
PRESSURIZED 
AIR 
Figure VlII.B.l.2 Schematic of Matrix Pressure Drop Measurement Device 
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VIII.B.I.1 Dlme.on Requl 
VIII.B.I.I.Z· Thlc:knUi 
The matrix must be inspected at three places approximately 1200 apart. The aver-
age reading must be within 7t.51:t:0.OSmm. (2.S15~0.OO3 in). 
VIII.B.I.I.I ParaUel 
faces of the matrIx must be parallel within O.OSmm. (0.003 inJ. 
VIII.B.I.I .• Flaln ... 
Each face of the matrix must be flat within O.OSmm. (0.003 in). 
VIII.B.t.5.5 The Malr'x Fill In Ihe Core Face In Conlacl Wllh Peripheral Seal 
The fill inside radius must be within 336.5-335.79mm (13.250-13.220 in). and the 
fill extends to the core outer diameter with a depth (reference only) of from 5.1 to 
15mm (0.20·0.60 in). The material and fill procedure are given in Section VIII.B.6. 
VIII.B.t.l* Vilual Verlftcallon 
VIII.B.t.l.t Delamination. 
The~e are points on the matrix where the corrugated sheets have not l,onded to 
the "djacent flat sheet resulting in a visually detectable gap and are shown in Fig-
ure VIII.lll .3. D(~laminations are generally not a serious occurrence. Periodic splic· 
ing of the pap.. \; (1 ,ler used in thCl winding process result in a much larger delami-
nation as shol 'n in ," igurp VIII.B.l.4. 
6.4 MM 
(114 IN.) 
Fltcure VIII.B.1.3 Matrix Photograph Showing Single Cell Delamlnations 
, .. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
". 
" 
r 
,~ 
VIII.B.t.l.t.t 
Maximum unbonded junction (each cell) delaminations allowed are 5 per square 
cm (30/in2). A 1.2x5.0 cm (0.5x2.0 in) template is to be used fo inspection purposes 
applying the 5.0 cm (2 in) length of the template circumferentia lyon the matrix. 
VIII.B.t.l.t.Z 
Only six delaminations per face are allowed between 19 and 38mm (3/4·1·1/2 in) 
long and no moro than two within 2:1.5mm (2:.060 in) radially at any location. 
VIII.B.t.l.t.3 
The maximum length delamination allowed is 38mm long x 2.5mm (1·1/2x.l0 in) 
wide inspected at the surface with the unaided eye. 
VIII.B.t.l.t.4 
Due to measuring errors, readings within 5mm (.20 in) of specifications are aCt 
ceptable. 
VIII.B.t.I.Z 
Scuff: Surface abrasion as sho~ :· . in Figure VIII.B.l.5. 
VIII.B.t.I.2.t 
Disregard scuffs under 13mm (1/2 in) maximum dimension. 
VIII.B.1.1.2.2 
Three scuffs are allowed per face up to 38mm (1.5 in). Maximum dimension with 
a maximum depth of 64mm (1/4 in) allowable. 
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Figure VIII.B.t.S Matrix Photograph ShowIng a Scuff on the Matrix Face near the Core 0.0. 
VIII.B.I.I.2.3 
No scuff allowed greater than 13mm (1/2 in) maximum dimension between the 
339mm (13.3~0 in) radius and the core outer diameter. 
VIII.B.I.I.3 
Radial Cracks: Disregard continuous radial cracks under .25mm (.10 in) long (ra-
dial cracks in two successive flat sheets). The matrix material shall be free of any 
other length of radial cracks. See Figure VIII.B.l.6. 
I I I I I 
6.4 MM 
t 1/4 IN.) 
Figure VIII.B.t.S Matrix Photograph Showing a Long Radial Crack near the Solid Hub 
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VIII.B.t ..... 
Cement Spill Around Hub: The maximum cemerat .plll.over into the matrix 
around the hub shall not exceed 9.5mm (.375 in) on both lacea. See 'lpN 
VIII.B.t.7. 
SAW CUT 
NOTCH 
IN HUB 
Fl,ure VIII.B.1.7 Matrl" Photo,raph Showln. Foam Cement Spillover In the Hub Area. Also 
Ihown II the Sawcut Notch (See 2.3.4, 
VIII.B.I.I.S 
A total of l290mm2 (2 in2) of any cement spill·over allowed per face over that 
specified in VIII.B.l.5.5 and VIII.B.1.6.4. 
VIII.B.Z HUB SPECIFICATION 
VIII.B.Z.O Solid Hub 
Since the solid components are processed differently than the matrix, the thermal 
expansion may differ slightly. To prevent unacceptable core residual stresses result· 
ing from excessive mismatch of component thermal expansion curves, specifica-
tions were established. 
The ceramic foam cement similar in thermal properties to the matrix and solid 
components is used as the bonding agent between the solid and matrix. The match· 
ing of the cement expansion to that of the solid and matrix is not critical but should 
be within 25 percent of the thermal expansion curve of the matrix from room tern· 
perature to 1000°C (1832°F). 
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As the regenerator assembly cools down from the foam cement matming tomper-
ature, the glassy phase portion of the foam cement is viscous and any solid-mutrix 
expansion mismatch is taken up by viscous flow. As the tomperatme decr'eases, the 
foam cement strain point is reached and from this point to mom tempemtme any 
expansion mismatch results in matrix and cement residual stresses. The solid com-
ponent residual stresse.:; being negligible. 
In Figure VIII.B.2.1 the magnitudo of tho mismatch valuo is dotermined by mea-
suring the differential solid-matrix contraction starting at the foam cement strain 
point and ending at 100°C (212°F). Positive mismatch is defined by a greater con-
traction of the solid relative to the matrix (curve A) and negativo mismatch is the 
l'everse (elii've B). 
z 
o 
iii 
z 
0: 
~ POSITIVE 
..J MISMATCH. ~ PPM 
a:: 
w 
::z: 
I-
NEGATIVE 
MISMATCH. 
PPM 
100°C 
TEMPERATURE 
f:l EXPANSION 
Of SOLID AND 
MATRIX ARE 
COMPENSATED 
fOR ov VISCOUS 
FlOW Of CEMENT 
GLASSV PHASE 
IN THIS REGION 
T A = FOAM CEMENT STRAIN POINT 
T8 
T 8 = FOAM CEMENT MATURING TEMPERATURE 
Figure VIII.B.2.1 Schematic ThermHI ExpHnsion Plot Showing NegHUve and 
Positive MismHtch 
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VIII.B.2.0.1 * Thermal Expansion Mismatch 
The hubs must be matched with the matrix for expansion, the mat.rix sample is 
taken at the inner most diameter and hub samples can be taken anywhere on the 
hub. Mismatch must be within +70 ppm and -50 ppm. 
VIII.B.2.0.2 Dimensional Requirements 
VIII.B.2.0.2.1 Outside Diameter 
The outside diameter shall not exceed 102mm (4.0 in). 
VIII.B.2.0.2.2* Thickness 
The hub must have a thickness of 71.51 ± 0.08mm (2.815 * 0.003 in). 
VIII.B.2.0.2.3 
Overall Surface Finish: Must be within 30 micrometers. 
VIII.B.2.0.3 Visual Verification 
VUI.B.2.0.3.1 Voids 
VUI.B.2.0.3.1.1 
Disregard voids under 1.6mm (1/16 in). 
VUI.B.2.0.3.1.2 
Only four voids are allowec per hub face up to 4mm (0.15 in). 
VUI.B.2.0.3.2 
Fissures: Fissures are long, narrow, slit-like openings which were not fiJIed in the 
slip casting operation. See Figure VIII.B.2.2. 
un ........ 
~" .,~~~;" ~ j I I I j 
. ~1" 6.4 MM 
.'fI.i :' (1,4 IN.) 
Figure VIII.B.2.2 
,,' 
Hub Photograph Showing a Fissure 
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VIII.B.2.0.3.2.1 
Disregard fissures under 3.2mm (1/8 in). 
VIII.B.2.0.3.2.2 
Only two fissures. up to 25.4mm (1.0 in) in length al'e allowed per hub face. 
VIII.B.2.3.3 
Chips: Breakage of material caused by damage to the edges of the part. See Fig· 
ure VIII.B.2.3. 
VIH.B.2.0.3.3.1 
, 
6.4 MM 
(1/4 IN,) 
Figure VIII.B.2.3 Hub Photograph Showing a Chip 
Disregard chips under 3.2 x 3.2mm (1/8 x 1/8 in). 
VIII.B.2.0.3.3.2 
Only tV'.'lJ chips allowed per face up to 12.7 x 6.4mm (1/2 x 1/4 in) long. Break 
sharp edges. 
VIH.B.2.0.3.4 Identification Requirements: 
The matrix "up·face" or the exposed surface during firing is mechanically strong-
er than the "down-face" and this face is the hot side of the core during operation. 
This face is identified as follows: 
VIH.B.2.0.3.4.1 
The hub shall have an approximate 5mm long x 2.5mm wide (.2 x .1 in) saw cut 
notch at the D.O. edge visible when viewing the up·face, see Figure VIILB.l.7. 
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\1111.11.2.0.3.4.2 
The same face is ink stumped "Hot Side H". 
\1111.11.2.1 MATRIX HUll 
The use of a matrix hub is necessarily bounded by the same constraints 08 were 
applied to the lise of a solid hub. The regenerator core, thp, hub, and the cement 
used to bond the components together must be closely matched so no deleterious 
residual stress levels exist in the regenerator assembly. The foaming cement reo 
quirements have h(~en described in Section VIlI.B.2.0 and presented graphically in 
Figure VIII.B.2.1. 
\1111.11.2.1.1* Thermal Expansion Match: 
The thermol expansion of the matrix hub must be within 50 ppm of the thermal 
expansion of the regenerator core as measured from room temperature to 1000°C 
(18:i2°F). The I'egenemtor sample shall be selected adjacent to the inner diameter, 
and the hub sample may be selected at random. 
\1111.11.2.1.2 Dimensional Requirements 
\1111.11.2.1.2.1 Outside Diameter: 
The outside diameter of the matrix hub shall not exceed 102mm (4.0 in). 
\1111.11.2.1.2.2* Thickness: 
The hub must have a thickness of 71.51 ± 0.08mm (2.815 ± 0.003 in). 
\1111.11.2.1.3 Visual Verificati.on: 
The matrix hub shall be subject to the regenerator matrix criteria outlined in 
specification section VII 1.8.1.6. 
vnn.O.l CEMENT JOINT SPECIFICATION 
VIII.O.l.O Dimensional Requirements: 
VHI.0.3.0.1 Width: 
The joint width at the hub must be within 1.3-4.3mm (0.050-0.170 in) with an 
allowable deviation of up to 9.5mm (0.3n; in) maximum, but the total length of the 
joint deviation must be less than 38mm (1 5 in). 
VUtO.3.1 Visual Verification 
VntO.l.l.l 
Foam bubble size fOl' proper cement firing condition. 
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"111.11.3.1.1.1 
Lower bubble size limit: There must be at lenst 'to bubbles .25 (.010 in) or' larger 
per lineur inch of cement. 
"111.11.3.1.1.2 
Lurge bubble size limit: No bubbles grenter thun '12.7mm ('1/2 in) am ulh,w(J(1. 
"111.11.3.1.2 Cracks 
See Figure VIII.B.3.'1. 
6.4 MM 
(14 IN.) 
Figure VIII.D.l 1 ,'hotograph of Regenerator Core O.D. Showing a FOllOl CenW1l1 Crack 
\1111.11.3.1.2.1 
Disregard cracks under' 3.2mm ('1/8 in) long. 
\1111.11.3.1.3 
Cement unfilled areas: See Figure VIII.B.3.2. 
I, I , I , I , I 
6.4 MM 
(14 IN.) 
Figure VIII.D.3.2 Photograph Showing a Cement Unfilled Region at the Hub 
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VIII.B.3.1.3.1 
Hub cement: Unfilled areas are allowed up to 9.5mm (3/8 in) deep for a total of 
one linear inch per face. 
VIII.D.4 REGENERATOR TESTING SPECIFICATION 
This section describes destructive and longer term testing that is required to en-
sure that processing parameters corresponding to high quulity regenerators with 
high mechanical and thermal integrity are maintained. 
VIII.B.4.0 Selection of Samples: 
Regenerator matrix samples representative of the material and process or 
processes used for fuhricating regenerator cores will be tested by the supplier for 
thermal und mechunical properties at intervals of Cf'i~ manufacture conesponding 
to the rate of cores produced, process reliubility, degree of process development. 
etc. )n addition, representative samples will be tested before und after a major pro-
cess change. 
VIII.B.4.1 Routing of Samples: 
The regenerator shall be cut in half; one half will be shipped to the procurei' for 
testing, and the other half will he retained by the supplier. Included with the matrix 
half retained by the supplier will be: 
VIII.B.4.1.1 
A I'Cpresentative samples of the hub component llsed for the fnbrication of regen-
erator cores dlll'ing the manufacturing period. Samples nhall be cut to the dimen-
sions of the thermal expansion samples. 
VIII.B.4.1.2 
Two thermal expansion samples will be taken and put through the assembly fir-
ing schedule. 
VIII.B.4.2 
For every third set of samples selected for testing. there shall also be sf'lected a 
full size core for strain testing. 
VIII.B.4.3 
Periodic retention of cores: The supplier is to periodically retain a full size core 
rejected from the manufacturing process to be used for future analysis and supple-
mentation of process records. 
The frequency of selection and the length of the retention period corresponds to 
the status of the supplier production process and also to some l'stablished average 
period of time that the supplier production cores will be in field use. 
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VIII.B.4.4 Reporting 
Unless otherwise specified. copies of the test reports will be forwarded to the 
procurer no later than the srheduled dates be!ow: 
VIII.B.4.4.1 Thermul Instubility 
VIII.B.4.4.2 Thermul Expansion 
VIII.B.4.4.2.1 Test 1 
VIII.B.4.4.2.2 Test 2 
VIII.B.4.4.2.3 Test 3 
VIII.B.4.4.3 
Modulus of Rupture & Elastic 
Modulus 
VIII.B.4.4.4 Open Frontal Area 
VIII.B.4.4.S Assembly Strain 
VIII.B.4.S Test Requirements 
VIlt.B.4.S.1 Thermal Instability 
Matrix and solid 
VIH.B.4.S.1.1 Specification: 
2 months uCler mutrix firir.g dute 
1 month after matrix firing dnte 
'1 month after matrix firing date 
2 months after matrix firing date 
1 month after matrix firing date 
1 month afler' malrix firing dale 
1 month aflel' malrix firing dale 
The di.mensional change upon exposure of 1000 hours at 1000 0 e (1832°F) must 
not (1xceed ±400 ppm from the original size. 
VIII.B.4.S.1.2 Sample and Procedure: 
Th8 suggested sample size is 76.2 x 12.7 x 12.7mm (3 x 1/2 x 1/2 in) with Ihe ;ong 
dimension paraJlel to the malrix axial direction. 
VIU.B.4.S.1.3 Matrix Sample Selection: 
At least two (.2) samples should be taken neal' the core outer diameter and at least 
two (2) samples should be taken neal' the core inner diameter. Data should be gen-
erated al intervals of 1, 2, 4 days. 1 week and weekly thereafter for a total of 6 
weeks using a Pratt and 'Nhitney supermicrometer 01' the equivalent. 
VIII.B.4.S.2 Thermal Expansion 
VlIlB.4.S.2.1 Specification: 
The total excursion in thermal expansion allowable between room temperatlll'e 
and 1000 0 e (1832°F) is dependent on matrix tangential strain tolerance and the re-
generator rim design. 
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t J pon mutunl procurer-supplier ngrcement on n stnndard mater'nl expansion 
CurVtl hetwOtlll 2()OC (68° F) and 1000°C (1832°F) the thel'mnl expansion curve of 
any material producml shull not vnry from the standard more than %100 ppm mea-
slll'ed at tump(mlture intervals of 100, 200, 300, 400, 600, 800, and 1000°C (1832°F), 
VIII.B.4.S.2.2 
Sarnplu and procHdul'(}: The suggested sample size is 51 x 6.4 x 6.4mm (2 x 1/4 x 
1/4 in) sectioned with tiw long dimension parallel to the axial direction of tho ma-
trix. Orientation is arbitrary in the solid material. 
VIII.B.4.S.2.3 
'I'ostings 
VIII.B.4.S.2.3.t 
Test I: Matrix and hub material matrix sample selection should include nt least 
ono sample taken neal' the O.D. and at leas~ one taken near the J.D. Data should 
Iw gellmatod between lOOO°C ('1 83';;';° F) and room temperature. 
VIII.B.4.5.2.3.2 
Test II: After assembly firing (matrix only: ref. VIII.B.4.'1.2), matrix sample selec-
tion should include at lenst one sample taken near the 0.0. and at least one taken 
IWilr the J.D, Data should be generated between 'lOOO°C (l832°F) and room tempel'-
alllm, 
VIII.B.4.5.2.3.3 
Test III: Thermal Expansion Stability (Matrix only). A matrix O.D. thermal ex-
pansion sample will be soaked at 1000°C (1832°F) for '1000 houl·s. Datu should he 
generated bntwccn 1000°C (18aZo F) and room tnmpemtlll'e. 
VIII.B.4.S.4 Modulus of Rupturel and Elastic Modulus Specification 
VIII.B.4,5.3.t 
Tho allowable average strain tolerance (Modulus of Rupture/Elastic Modulus) 
based on eight (8) separate determinations if/, dependent on the matrix material 
Ihml11al expansion characteristics und the regenerator rim design. 
VIII.B.4.5.3.2 
Sampling and ProcLdure: The effect of specimen orientation, sheet radius of CUI'-
vatme und size is impoflant in obtaining good mechanical property data and. there-
foro, the following requirements must be P1el. 
VIII.B.4.5.3.2.t 
Specimen Size Radial Sp:;:';lmen -- 114 mm long x 19 mm tan. direction x 12,7 
mm axial direction (4-1/2 x 3/4 x 1/2 in) 
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J Tangentinl Specimen .. , 152 mm long x 25.4 mm radial direction x 12.7 nun uxiul 
direction (0 x 1 x 1/2 :11) 
\/111.11,4.5.3.2.2 
Sample location. CUlling and Finishing: The location of the tangential ('1') and 
radial (R) sumples relative to the core radius und flnt sheet radius of curvature is 
shown in Figure VlIl.B.4.1. Tangential specimens must be in true chordal orienta-
tion and radial specimens must have the Ion. axis truly radial. 
400 
300 
:IE 
:E 
I 
200 II) 
;:) 
is 
ct 
\ a:: 
\ 
100 
14" 12" 10" 8" 6" 4" 
RADIUS - INCHES 
Figure VIII.B.4.1 Location of Mechanical 1'ost Specimens on Regenerator Core 
The specimens are outlined and saw cut from the full size matrix; Ihe tangential 
matrix block will yield eight (8) specimens and each radial block yields fol1l' (4) 
specimens for a total of eight (8). 
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The plnnnr surfnce of each specimen is ground flnt nnd pnrnllol to within :t.oa 
mm (±.0()'1 in). The plunar surfaces are the two longer dimensions In both oriontn· 
tlon!i. 
VIII.B.4.S.3.2.3 Modulus of Elasticity Test 
VUI.B.4.S.3.2.l.1 
Strain ~ullge (stntic tost): Strain gau~es betwCtm 12.7mm nnd 10mm (1/2 x a/4 in) 
I()n~ UI'O applied to the tensile surface of the 4'point bend specimen, and stress 
V{lf'SUS strain recordml until spocimon fUllure occurs. 
VIII.B.4.S.l.2.l.2 
Sonic Resonance M(~thod: Use ASTM Stnndard C623·60T, "Tentative Method of 
Test for Y()lin~'S Modulus, Shear Modulus and Poisson's Ratio for Glass and Glass 
C()I',lmics by R(Jsonance." 
VIII.B.4.S.l.2.4 
Modulus of l~uptlll'O Test: Room temperature 4'point bend test with a 88.0mm 
(a·)/2 in) outside span and a lOmm (a/4 in) inside span. The stl'css application rate 
should he appl'Oximatoly (lOO KPa/min (100 psi/min) for tangential specimens and 
ll'pproxinHltdy la7U Khalmln (200 psi/min) fOl' radial samples. See Fi~ure 
VIlI.B.4.2. 
VIII.B.4.S.4 Thermal Stress f'actor 
The thmmal stress factor (0) is a paramelel' that relates mechanical pl'Opel'ties to 
ther'mal propvl'ties by the following expmssion: 
(J:: S.T. = MOR/MOE = ThOl'mal Stress Factor 
~PPM ~PPM 
wiwl'() 
1\10R :: Modulus of rupture from a 4'point bend test (VIII.B.4.5.3.2.4), psi 
MOE - Modulus of elasticity (VIlI.B.4.5.3.2.3), psi 
S.T. = Strain tolerance (VIlI.B.4.5.3.1), ppm 
~PPM - Maximum thermal strain differences between 1000°C (1832°F) and 
room temperature (VIII.B.4.5.2.1). ppm 
The allowable thermal stress factOl' for u given application is heavily dependent 
on the rcgcnen r rim design. For a regenerator with an all ma!rix rim, the mini-
mum value shoUld be 0.75. If the regenerator rim contains soHd ceramic pins, tht; 
minimum value will approach 1.0. Incorporating dm stress relieve slotn as discussed 
in SfH'tinn V can lower thl~ minimum thermal stress factor considerably. Conse-
quently. ihe minimum thermal stress factor must be determined by the pl'Ocurer 
based on the J'egeneratOl' rim design selected. 
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FillllrC VIII.O.4.2 (A) Four Point Bcnd TC5t Fixture and Tcst SpCdl\a~ lI. 
(B) Strain Gauge BridllC and Sprinll I.omlcd Tcster 
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VIII.B.4.S.S Ruella. Crush Strength 
VIII.B.4.S.S.1 
1\ minimum mdinl cl'lJsh strength is I'oquh'od for thoso I'OgonomtOl' nssomhlitls in 
which tttH ring genr is elnstollwl'icnlly bondud to tho olltsido din1110'0I' of tho COI't). 
Tlw actunl r!l'dinl cmsh stmngth is bnsml on eight (8) SOpUl'Uto dotul'luinations. 
VIII.B.4.S.S.2 
Sampling and Pl'Ocodul'u: The samplu is to hu 50mm long x 50mm tangential di-
I'm:tion x S!llllm axial dimction (2.() x 2.0 x 2.0 in) und is to he locntod I'dative to tho 
(;01'(1 radius and flnt sheet melius of CUI'VHtUl'O ns shown in Fig\m_l B.4.1 Sumplu "C". 
TIlt! spncinwns am olll,linnd and saw cut fmlll full-size Illntrix and ttw plnnul' SUI'-
face of ench spccimon is ground flnt Ilnd pnmllul to within ±.oamm (±.OOl in). Tho 
planlll' surfaces aro the tnngtlntial-axial pianos. 
VIII.U.4.5.5.3 
1{lIdial Cl'lIsh 'I'ost: The comprtlssivo stmngth is nHHlSl1l'od by loading tho spoci-
nwns to fllilu,o in a testing machine at U cl'm,ls-head speed of 5mm/min (().2 in/min). 
In OI'dOl' to provide llnifOl'Ill IOllding, thin OillStollltH' shoets am to htl incorplH'lltod on 
tlw spllci men loaded surfaces, 
VIlI.DA.S.5.4 
f\tinim\lm Cmsh Strongth: The results of eight specimens shall bo plotted on 
Woibul\ pllper, lind tho mattH'ial shall havo n B-lO stnmgth of 200 KPn (29 psi) with n 
slopo, Ill, of tho Weibllli distribution curvo of at least 4.0. 
VIII.B.4.5.6 Open .'ron.a. Area 
VllI.B.4.5.6.1 
~;pncificntion: Thn open frontnl al't.lIl must be within ±5(j'o of the nominal value as 
Cillclllntmi from the fil'Od bulk density measurements and the wall density. Tho fol-
luwing will be given: bulk, displncoment and skeletal density and wall porosity us 
obtained from conventional pOl'osimetel's. 
VllI.B.4.5.6.Z 
Procedure: Tho volume used to obtain wall density is the utmosphel'ic displace-
ment volumo in n morcnry porosimeteJ' analysis. 
VIII.B.4.5.7 Assembly Strain 
VIII.D.4.5,7.1 
Specification: A mll111111Ul1 of four ta:lgential dimction strain gauges am to be 
mOllnted. Ono on the hot face and one on the cold face dil'Hctly over each other 
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and a second set to be mounted in like manner '180° from the first set. Place gauges 
as close as possible to the outside edge. 
VIII.B.4.S.7.2 
Procedure: Core will be 0.0. filled. Core to be saw cut radially near strain 
gauges, and maximum strain change measHred to be lesr" than 150 ppm. 
VUI.B.4.S.8 Matrix Chemical Attack Resistance Screening 
VUI.B.4.S.8.1 
Cold face chemical attack (sulfuric r.cid cycle): Up to four standard test speci-
mens for each candidate material shall be measured and then immersed for two 
hours in a 1 % aqueous solution of H2S04 (reAgent. grade) maintained at ambient 
temperature. At the onset of this immersion treatnlbnt, the solution and samples 
shall be out-gassed during two minutes of evacuation to a pressure of at lenst 25 
inches (63.5mm) of mercury. Upon completion of the immersion cycle, the speci-
mens shall be removed from the H2S04 solution, drained gravitationally, and heat-
ed to 316°C (600°F) for a two-hour temperature soak. After cooling to room temper-
ature, specimens shall again be measured. This constitutes one test cycle. Each test 
specimen shall be subjected to a minimum of three cycles. 
VHI.B.4.S.B.2 Hot Face Chemical Attack (Sodium Chloride Cycle) 
Duplicate standard test specimens for each candidate material shall be measured, 
weighed and then soaked for five minutes in a boiling 3.S% aqueous solution of 
sodium chloride (reagent grade). Excess moisture shall be blown out of the matrix 
with filtered, oil-free compressed air or nitrogen. Specimens shall be dried in ail' 
for one hour at 392°F. The treated specimens shall be weighed, measured, and then 
heated for three we8ks total at Booae (1472°F). The test specimens shall be intro-
duced into the cool furnace, heated to the test tempemture at a rate not greater than 
50°C {gO°F} pel' minute, maintained at the test temperature for the specified time, 
and cooied to room temperature at a rate not greater than SO°C (gO°F) pel' minute. 
Measurements shall be taken at room temperature after 1, 3, 7, 14 and 21 days. 
VIU.B.4.5.0.3 Standard Specimens 
Specimens for all laboratory tests shall be of a matrix configuration and shaped 
as rectangular parallelopipeds with dimensions: 3 in x 1 in x 1 in (76.2mm x 2S.4mm 
x 2S.4mm). These matrix specimens shall be oriented such that the major dimension 
is in the axial direction. Specimen ends shall be ground to a flatness of 1 mil 
(O.03mm), and the opposing axial ends shall be machined so as to be parallel to one 
another to within 1 mil (0.03mm). 
VHI .B.4.5 .0.4 Measurements 
Specimen lengths shall be recorded to the nearest one millionth of an inch. The 
type instrument used and the probable measurement accuracy shall be reported. 
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MtHlsuremonts shall b(~ cillTied out prior to tho initintion of the tost IH'ocndul'e and 
afltlr each successive testing time intervul. The meusuroment data shall be I'Oported 
liS purts length change per million PHl'tS originnl specimen length (ppm) as u func-
tion of the testing time intervnl and temperntlll'e. Spocimnn expansion shall he 
tl'uuted as positive, while contraction shall he expn~ssud as n negative mngnitude. 
The thermnl uxpnnsion behavior between mom temperature and the specific test 
tnmpm'utlll'O shall be determined for ench candidate matel'ial prior to initiation and 
suhsequent to completion of the testing program. 
VIII.B.4.6 Acceptance 
VIII.B.4.0.1 
If any regonel'!ltof' matrix 01' Gore samples, representative of the current manufac-
turing procoss, fail to moet the pl'Operties specified in Spr;tion VIII.B.4.5, supplier 
will requost a deviation to the specification to continue shipping cores The initial 
COI'(l under deviatioll will be specified by the supplier through a relation of a mate-
rial. process event 01' testing of retained cores under Section VIII.B,4.3. 
VIII,D.5 REGENERATOR RIM .'ILLING PROCESS SPECIFICATIONS: 
Tlw process definnd by this specification is n procedul'e for filling the mdll'ix 
passllg(~-S of l'egeneratOl' coms with a commie coating material approximately 5.1-
15mlll 1.20-.nO in) deep. This coating is used to fill that portion of the matrix rim of 
the l'ogel1mHtOl' that is in contact with the pOl'i phul'll 1 soal dlll'ing operation. As a 
consequence, the fill 01' coating prevonts pl'OsslIl'e foodback under the seal shoe 
fr'Om the Gold to the hot. sid(). The specification for filling the matrix is as follows: 
VIlI.B.5.1 Filler Material: 
Tho fillor' material shall 1)0 prepal'ml as follows: 
I) Obtain --lOll +200 mesh size powdor of matrix material. 
2) tvlix ono pHl't of the matrix povvdol' with three parts by weight of an aluminum 
silicate lov" lempel'nlure sotting cement. QF-IHO manufactured by Cllrbol'lll1-
dum Company is adequato. 
a) Thoroughly blend (al least 5 minutos) in 11 liquid-solid blender such as n War-
ing blender for small quantities 01' a Patterson- Kelly Twin Shell blender for 
lurge quantities. 
4) Slow in sealed glass contniners. Do not lise mater'inl stored for over thirty 
days. 
VlII.B.5.2 Preparation of the Regenerator Core: 
The passages in the core matrix to be filled, shall be free of all loose dirt and any 
extmneOllS material. Tu ensul'e this, the passages shall be cleaned by hIe/wing with 
filtered, oil-frec, high-pressure, compressed ail'. 
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VIII.D.S.I Filling: 
The filler material shall be thoroughly mixed and applied onto the surface and 
worked into the passages approximately 6.4mm (1/4 in) deep. To accomplish this, 
spatula or an air·operated caulking gun or any such means may be used. 
After filling, the surface should be wiped cleun with a wet soft cloth, making SUf'e 
that the filled surface is smooth and even. 
VIU.D.S.4 Drying: 
After filling, the core should be dried in on air ch'culating oven at 9aoC (200° F) 
for 1 hour minimum and 121°C (250°F) for 1 hour minimum. The core must be 
positioned in the oven to expose all the filled surfaces to circulating nil'. After dry· 
ing, air cool to room temperature. Cements other than QF·180 may require different 
cure temperatures and times. 
VIII.D.S.S Finishing: 
If any bubbles or unevenness is present at the filled surface after drying, the 
surface must be cleaned using 150 grit abrf~sive coated screen such as "Sandscreen" 
(M7555) of Carborundum Company or 150 grit "Wetordry Fabricut" T04 gmde of 
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company. Care should be exercised to pre-
vent embedding the abrasive in the filled surface. 
VIII.C. Task Summary 
A core material and. design specification for a regenemtive heat exchanger in-
tended for operation in a gas turbine engine with a maximum of 1000°C (1832°1") 
inlet temperature was completed. This procurement specification evolved from ex· 
perience accumulated over the last thirteen years in laboratory and engine testing 
of ceramic materials proposed for ser'- ',ce as regenerator cores in the Ford 707 Gas 
Turbine at 800°C (1472°F) and 1000°C (1832°F) maximum inlet temperatUl'e. 
The specification was written in a general sense and is intended to include a 
wide variety of ceramic materials fabricated into high open area cellular structures 
by anyone of a number of viable processes. These fabrication techniques include 
extrusion, wrapped paper, calendering, embossing, glass tube bundling and others. 
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TASK IX. PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
IX.A. Introduction 
During the first quarter of 1978 it appeared to be desirable to test more cores at 
1000 r C (1832°1") regenerator inlet temperatures, rather than 800°C (1472°1"), since 
automotive turbine and Stirling engines would have to operate at higher tempera-
ture if they are to be competitive with other power plants. It was also desirable to 
place more lower cost materials, like MAS, on durability test; again to allow the 
turbine and Stirling to be more competitive with other power plants. To meet these 
two new objectives, which would result in a major change in program direction, U 
study was initiated in January 1978. Three different plans or "cases," which would 
place more emphasis on higher temperature testing, were studied. Theil' individuai 
impact on the overall Regenerator Program was evaluated. 
During the second quarter of 1978, Ford and NASA Project Management agreed 
to place more emphasis on 1000°C (1832°F) testing. Two engines were then con-
verted from 800°C (1472°F) to 1000°C (1832°F) testing. This change in direction was 
done at no additional cost to NASA. 
During the fourth quarter of 1978, Ford and NASA Project Management agreed 
to extend the program an additional six months at no additional cost to NASA. This 
e;octended the completion date from June 30, 1979, to December 3'1, 1979. The major 
advantage was that additional time would permit other suppliers to develop full-
size cores for test evaluation. 
IX.B. Discussion 
A Weibull Analysis was used to study the effect of redirecting the program to 
increase the amount of engine testing conducted at 1000°C (1832°F). The three dif-
ferent approaches or cases studied were: 
Case I: The original program remains unchanged, with 4 engines operating at 
800°C (1472°1"), 1 at 1000°C (1832°F), and 1 engine used for acceleratpd 
chemical attack testing. 
Case II: The 4 engines operating at BOO°C (1472°F) converted as quickly as 
possible to 1000°C (1832°F) engines and all BOOoe (1472°F) cores are 
retired. Six new, thin-wall AS and 2 new MAS cores are started on 
1000°C (1832°F) test in these 4 engines. 
Case III: Two of the 4 engines at 800°C (1472°F) are converted to lOOO°C (1B32°F) 
tests as quickly as possible and two new thin-wall AS cores and two new 
MAS cores are tested at 1000°C (1832°F) in these engines. The two 
highest-hour thick-wall AS cores and the two highest-hour, thin-wall AS 
cores are continued on te:.;t at 800 0 e (1472°F). In both case II and III the 
two cores that were on test at 1000°C (1832°F) are continued on test. 
Based on the Weibull analysis for the three cases evaluated, Case III was se-
lected. Two BOO°C (1472°F) durability engines were converted to 1000 0 e (1832°F) 
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durahillty engines during the second quarter of 1978. Case III would nllow u hi~h 
confidence to he made in BH) life projections at 800°C, as well as allowing more 
AS and MAS cores to be placed on test at 1000°C. It also a!!owed the two high·hour 
100()Oe cores to he tested in sepurate enginl':s, as protection in case of a disastrous 
nngine failure. 
The same analysis showed that u low confidence must be placed on any B10 life 
projections at 1000°C ("18a2°F) made at the end of 1978. Continuation of the 'IOoooe 
(loa2° F) tusts for another year would incrense the confidence in the B10 projections 
to a I'CHsonable luvel. Ford and NASA management agreed to extend the pmgmm 
fl'Om December :J'1, '1978, to June ao, 1979, at no additional cost to NASA. 
DUI'ing the fourth qUHr'tnr of 1978, Ford and NASA Project Management agreed 
to extend the program an additional six months at no additional cost to NASA. This 
(!xtendod the completion date from June 30, '1979, to December 3'1, '1979. The major 
advantage was that additional time would permit other suppliers to develop full-
size cores for test evaluation. 
Since the original cOI'e test hour objectives at 800 0 e und 'lOOO°C had been ex-
ceeded, now objectives were established for the contract complelion dale (Decem-
hOI' :0, 107n). The core lesl holll' objeclives al 800°C were increased from OB,()OO 10 
7tJ,OOO. while the objuctive at '1000oe was increased frum 22,000 to 28,000. 
B(lth of Ihe new core holll' objectives were exceeded. A lotal of 77,~WO and 2U,040 
core holll's were acclImulated at 80noe and 1000°C, respeclivdy. 
l Jlilizing tho lolal number of hours accumulated on Ihick- and thin-wall A·S 
cores al both temperatures together with an empirical reliability relalionship from 
WeilHl1I dislribution I hemy, the pl'Ojecled confidence level for variolls lllO life 
oiJjecli\'{!s at BOO°C was estimated (FigUl'c 1.8.1.4). The confidence " .... ·01 varies from 
47("( for II B 10 life of 10,000 holll's 10 OWII for a B10 life of 5000 hours. 
IX.C. Task Summary 
Pl'Ogrnlll l!Llphnsis was directed to increased engine testing at 'lOOO°C during the 
socond quarter of H)7B. In OI'der tn increase confidence level in 8'10 life projections 
for A·S cores, the original program was eXlended an additional year at no addition-
al cosl to NASA. 
Based on an empirical reliability relationship from Weibull distribution theory 
the confidence le\ el for A·S cores varies from 47(j'( to 80(Yf for RlO life at 800°C of 
I n,()OO and 5000 holll's, respectively. 
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TASK X. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 
In addition to periodic progress reports, three topical reports were required us 
part of the task requirements. The subjects of these reports, which were il;)1'1lt.' ',I 
upon by Ford and NASA personnel, were as follows: 
1. Evaluation of Advanced Regenerator Systems~· This study will tiEl together the 
major factors affecting the selection of the regenerators in a future, high-temper-
ature, passenger-car turbine engine. Cost and size (for equal performance) will 
be the ultimate criteria used in this selection. The best obtainable wall thickness, 
open area, fin efficiency, and leakage will be estimated for each cvrnbination of 
ceramic material, manufacturing process and fin shape. The estimation will be 
based on an assumption of continued development and evolution of today's tech-
nology for a ten-year period. This Report was published in the third quarter of 
1978. 
2. Feasibility Study of Silicon Nitride Regenerators -.- If regenerator inlet tempera-
tures exceed 1100 or 1200°C (2012 or 2192°F), something other than an oxide 
ceramic may be required. Silicon nitride was examined from a material. thermal 
stress, performance and manufacturing feasibility viewpoint. Its advantages and 
limitations were reviewed in detail. This report was published in the fourth 
quarter of 1979. 
a. Regenerator Matrix Physical Property Data- The key physical property data, 
including F and J factors, compressive strength, coefficient of expansion, modu-
lus of elasticity, MOR, and chemical attack results will be compiled for a limited 
number of key matrix configurations. This report was published in the second 
quarter of 1900. 
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